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Abstract
We recently set a new limit on the electric dipolemoment of the electron (eEDM) (J Baron et al and
ACMEcollaboration 2014 Science 343 269–272), which represented an order-of-magnitude
improvement on the previous limit and placedmore stringent constraints onmany charge-parity-
violating extensions to the standardmodel. In this paper we discuss themeasurement in detail. The
experimentalmethod and associated apparatus are described, together with the techniques used to
isolate the eEDMsignal. In particular, we detail theway experimental switches were used to suppress
effects that canmimic the signal of interest. Themethods used to search for systematic errors, and
models explaining observed systematic errors, are also described.We briefly discuss possible
improvements to the experiment.

1. Introduction

Symmetries play a vital role in physics and experimental tests of symmetries have revealed insights into physical
theory. Perhaps themost famous early example is the experiment ofMichelson andMorley [1], nowunderstood
as an early demonstration of Lorentz invariance. Similarly, observed violations of parity (P) symmetry [2] and
charge-parity (CP) symmetry [3] have informed andmotivated understanding of theweak and strong forces
[4, 5]. The recent discovery of theHiggs boson [6] is a confirmation of a predicted spontaneously broken gauge
symmetry [7], and the LHC continues to probe physics at high energies, looking for evidence of physics beyond
the standardmodel (SM). On a complementary front, precisionmeasurements of charge-parity-time (CPT)
invariance and Lorentz invariance using low-energy techniques continue to test these fundamental symmetries
[8–16].

Precisionmeasurements in atomic andmolecular systems are well suited to testing fundamental physics,
and searches for EDMs of fundamental particles have been at the forefront of such tests [17, 18].Measurements
of the EDMs of the electron [19, 20], neutron [21] and atomic species such asmercury [22], are complementary
tests of beyond-SMphysics and of fundamental symmetries [23]. As discussed in section 2.1, an EDMof a
fundamental particle can only exist if time-reversal (T) symmetry is broken, which is equivalent toCP violation
forCPT-invariantmodels [24]. Formany theories, intrinsicCP violation is predicted tomanifest as eEDMs at an
experimentally accessible level [23, 25, 26]. Consequently, discovering an eEDM, or further constraining its
value, can informour understanding of particle physics at high energy and help to shed light on outstanding

issues such as the baryon asymmetry problem [27, 28]. The current best limit on the eEDM,

de, was reported by
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ACME in 2014 [19]9:

 ´ -∣ ∣ ( ) ( )d e9.4 10 cm 90% conf. level . 1e
29

Many extensions to the SMpredict eEDMvaluesmany orders ofmagnitude higher than the SMprediction
of< - e10 cm38 [17, 23, 31], meaningmeasurement of an eEDMat current experimental sensitivity would be a
signature of newphysics. Supersymmetry is an example of an extension to the SM that predicts a large,
potentiallymeasurable eEDM.The current eEDM limit constrains the parameter space associatedwith
supersymmetry such that it is often considered unnatural [32, 33].

Inmostmodels, the eEDMarises as a radiative correction (Feynman loop diagram) due toCP-violating
interactionswith newparticles. An example of such an interactionwithin generic supersymmetric theory is
shown infigure 1. TheCP violation is associatedwith the presence of non-trivial complex phases in the theory.
For a givenCP-violating phase fCP, one canmake a generic estimate of themass scaleΛ of new physics being
probed, according to the following formula for an n-loop process, taking  = =c 1 [26]:

a
p

fL ~ ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )e

m

d 2
sin , 2e

e

n
2

CP

where e is the electron charge, me the electronmass,α is thefine structure constant and fCP is aCP-violating
phase. In these units, equation (1) becomes < ´ -d e 4.7 10e

15 GeV−1 and = ´ -m 5.1 10e
4 GeV. Assuming

that f ~( )sin 1CP [23], we find that our result interrogates energy scales L ~ 10 TeV for one-loop processes,
and L ~ 1TeV for two-loop processes.While any such estimates are inherentlymodel-dependent, we see that
using an apparatus thatfits in a roomwe have been able to probe fundamental physics at energy scales usually
associatedwith the largest particle accelerators.

2. Atomandmolecule eEDMexperiments

2.1. Theory
The eEDM,


de, is a vector quantity that is aligned along (or against) the axis of the electron’s spin,


s [17]. By

convention, wewrite =
 
d d s2e e , such that ameasurement of anyCartesian component of


de yields a value of

de. (Here and throughout, we set  = 1.) For an electronmoving non-relativistically, the eEDM interacts with

an electric field 

via theHamiltonian10

  = - µ
   

· · ( )d s . 3eEDM

Under time reversal,T,

s reverses direction, but 


is unchanged. Similarly, under space inversion, P,


s is

unchanged, but 

reverses direction.HenceEDM is odd underP andT.

Tomeasure the eEDM, one looks for an energy shift due to the interaction in equation (3). Since 1964, every
improvement in experimental sensitivity to de has been obtained bymeasuring this shift for electrons bound in a
neutral atomormolecule [20, 34–42]. Thismight seem surprising atfirst glance, since Schiff’s theorem states
that there can be no net electric field acting on a non-relativistic point particle bound in a neutral system [43].
However, Schiff noted that this theorembreaks downwhen relativistic effects are considered. In 1958 Salpeter

Figure 1.Example of a supersymmetric 1-loop contribution to the eEDM.The symbols eL and eR represent the left and right helicities
of the electron, ẽ a selectron, g̃ a photino and γ a photon. This generic diagram illustrates how aCP-violating phase (represented by
the+ symbol) can be produced in a straightforwardmanner by SMextensions. Note that a detailed discussion of associated high-
energy theory is beyond the scope of this paper.

9
Note that the limit we report here uses an updated value for  = 78eff GV cm−1 which is obtained by averaging the results from [29, 30].

10
A detailed discussion of the sign convention for thisHamiltonian term is provided in section appendix A.
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showed that when such relativistic effects are accounted for, a neutral species can experience an energy shift due
to an eEDMwhen an external electric field ext is applied [44]. In 1965 Sandars showed, strikingly, that the size of
the resulting energy shifts can bemuch larger than de ext [45].

More detailed explanations of this relativistic enhancement can be found elsewhere, e.g. [17, 46, 47], but we
summarise the basic principle here. Taking into account the relativistic length contraction of the eEDM for a

moving electron, its interactionwith a total electric field 

(the sumof an external, appliedfield and an intra-

atomic/molecular field) takes the form

  
g
g
b b= - +

+

     
· · · ( )d d

1
, 4e eEDM

rel

where b =
 

v c is the dimensionless velocity and γ is the Lorentz factor [46]. Thefirst term in this expression is
the non-relativistic EDM interaction, whose expectation value vanishes by Schiff’s theorem. The second,
relativistic term can result in a nonzero net interactionwhen the electron’s velocity and the electric field are non-
uniform in space (as, for example, when the electron travels near a charged nucleus in an atomormolecule), and
when the atomormolecule is polarised by an external electric field. This interaction can be expressed in terms of
an ‘effective electric field’, 


eff , defined in analogy to equation (3) such that

 á ñ º -á ñ
 

· ( )d . 5eEDM
rel

eff

Detailed calculations show that this ‘effective electricfield’within an atomormolecule can be significantly larger
inmagnitude than the applied externalfield. The size of eff ismaximal for systemswhere the valence electron
density has a significant gradient (i.e. superposition of odd and even parity functions)near a highly-charged
nucleus. In such species with a nucleus of atomic numberZ, eff scales approximately as [17, 48]

 µ ( ) ( )P Z R Z , 6eff
3

where  Î [ )P 0, 1 is the degree of electric polarisation of the state andR is a relativistic factor that is roughly
constant for a-Z 1, but grows quickly asZ approaches a-1 [17, 47–51]. For fully polarised systemswith
»Z 90 (aswith ourmolecule of choice, ThO), the effective electric field can reach values as large as  » 100eff

GV cm−1. In practice, themaximumpolarisation attainable with atoms, even in the highest laboratory static
electric fields (∼100 kV cm−1), is  ~ -P 10 3. Nevertheless, this can lead to values of eff nearly 1000 times larger
than the applied laboratoryfield (e.g.  ~ 70eff MV cm−1 in Tl atoms [42]). Using this kind of enhancement, the
limit on dewas reduced by six orders ofmagnitude by thefirst atom-based eEDMmeasurement [34]. Further
improvement is afforded byworkingwith polarmolecules, which aremuchmore polarisable than atoms due to
havingmuchmore closely spaced levels of opposite parity (associatedwith their rotationalmotion). In practice,
polarisation  ~P 1 is achievable withmolecules [47, 50, 51]. In ThO, the effective electric field is  » 78eff

GV cm−1 [29, 30].
Tomeasure the eEDM, the electron spin is prepared in a state oriented perpendicular to 


eff , i.e. in a

superposition of states parallel and antiparallel to 


eff . After an interaction time τ, the eEDMenergy shift in
equation (3) produces a relative phase accumulation f t= - d2 2 eEDM eff between these states; this is equivalent

to a precession of the spin orientation about 


eff by an angle f2 EDM.
For a shot-noise-limitedmeasurement, the uncertainty in the eEDM, dde, is given by

d t= -( ) ( )d N2 , 7e eff
1

whereN is the number ofmeasurements. The large values of eff accessible inmanymolecules havemotivated
several recent eEDM searches [20, 52, 53]. This and other advantages associatedwith themolecule ThO are
discussed in the following section.

2.2. ThOmolecule
ThOhas a number of properties thatmake it well-suited to an eEDMmeasurement, both by enhancing
statistical sensitivity and by suppressing systematic errors.We performed ourmeasurements in theH electronic
state of ThO,which has two valence electrons in a sd D( )3

1 state. Such states were first proposed for use in an
eEDMmeasurement byMeyer et al in [54]. Theσ orbital valence electronwavefunction has a large amplitude
near the heavy Th nucleus, facilitating the large eff required for a large eEDMsensitivity, as described in
section 2.1. TheH state of ThOhas one of the largest calculated values of  » 77.6eff GV cm−1 [29, 30].We note
that the value of eff in our experiment with ThO ismore than 5 times larger than that attained in experiments
using YbF, which set the previous eEDM limit [55–57], and over 1000 times larger than that in experiments
using Tl atoms [42].

All D3 1 states have very smallmagneticmoments [58] since the d3 2 orbital valence electron serves to nearly
cancel themagneticmoment of the s1 2 orbital. The actualmagneticmoment ofH deviates from zero primarily
because ofmixingwith other states [59].We express ThOmolecule states using the basis Wñ∣Y J M, , , , whereY
is the electronic state, J is the total angularmomentum,M is the projection of J onto the laboratory ẑ-axis, andΩ

3
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is the projection of the electronic angularmomentumonto the internuclear axis, n̂, which points from the
lighter nucleus to the heavier nucleus.We used the = W = ñ∣H J, 1, 1 rotationalmanifold for our
measurement, for which themagneticmoment is m m= g M1 1 B , where = - ( )g 0.00440 51 is the associated
g-factor [59, 60] and mB is the Bohrmagneton. This small g-factor, generic to allmolecules with this structure,
ensures that theH state is particularly insensitive tomagnetic fields.

States with nonzeroΩ have closely spaced pairs of opposite-parity levels with identical values of J called
‘Ω-doublets’, which are split by energyDW due to theCoriolis effect in the rotatingmolecule [61–63]. The
application of an electric field 


mixes the ¹M 0 opposite-parity levels via the Stark interaction, -

 
·D , where

D is the electric dipole operator, and fromhere on 

is the applied (laboratory)field. In the limit

á ñ DW
 

∣ · ∣D , themolecule is fully polarised, the internuclear axis is nearly aligned or anti-alignedwith the

applied electric field as described by quantumnumber  º = ˜ ˆ · n̂ 1, where n̂ is a unit vector along the
internuclear axis, pointing towards the thorium atom (see appendix A formore details on this convention). This
structure is shown for theH state of ThO infigure 2.

The use ofmolecules withΩ-doublet structure for an eEDMmeasurement,mentioned in [49] and then
thoroughly explored in [50, 65] in the context of experiments using PbO, is of great importance to our
experiment. The = ñ∣H J, 1 manifold has anΩ-doublet splitting pD » ´W 2 360,1 kHz11 [66] and an electric
dipolemoment pº á = =  W = =  Wñ » ´


∣ ∣ · ˆ∣ ∣D H J M D z H J M, 1, 1, , 1, 1, 2 1 MHz1 (V cm−1)−1

[67]; this permits full (>99%) polarisation of the state in small applied electric fields,   10 V cm−1, allowing
us to take full advantage of the huge eff in ThO. TheΩ-doublet structure is also useful in rejecting systematic

errors since it allows for spectroscopic reversal of  µ -


n̂eff by addressing different ̃ states without reversing
the applied electric field [68]. This is discussed in greater detail in section 5.4.

TheH state in ThO ismetastable with a lifetime»1.8ms [69], limiting ourmeasurement time to t » 1ms.
Wenote that this is comparable to previous beam-based eEDMmeasurements where the atomic/molecular
states used had significantly longer lifetimes [20, 69, 70].

Figure 2.Energy level structure of the D = Wñ∣H J M, 1, ,3
1 statemanifold in ThO in the presence of a polarising electricfield. In the

absence of appliedfields, opposite-parity states ñ º W = - ñ  W = + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )1 1 2 are separated by energy
pD » ´W 2 360 kHz,1 . The = +M 1 ( = -M 1) state in +ñ∣ is nearly fullymixedwith the = +M 1 ( = -M 1) state in -ñ∣ by an

electric field   10 V cm−1. The fully polarised states are denoted by  =  ñ∣ 1 . For   10 V cm−1, the associated Stark shift is
linear and given by  - ˜ ∣ ∣D1 , where p» ´D 2 1 MHz1 (V cm−1)−1 (black arrow/lines) is the expectation value of themolecular

electric dipolemoment in these states [60]. Additionally, amagneticfield 

causes a Zeeman shift m»-Mg z1 B , with

m p» - ´g 2 6 kHz1 B G−1 (red arrow/lines) [59, 64]. A nonzero eEDMwould result in an additional energy shift  »- ˜M de eff

(blue arrow/lines)where  = -˜ 1 (+1)when the applied  field is (is not) reversed. The orientation of 


eff (green arrows), the spin of
the electron in theσ orbital (black arrownext tomolecule), the external electric field 


, and the externalmagneticfield 


are shown

relative to the laboratory ẑ directionwhich is oriented upwards on the page. Diagramnot to scale.

11
Throughout the paper, we give numerical values of energies (with  = 1) in terms of angular frequencies by using the notation p ´ f2 ,

where f is a linear frequency in units ofHz.
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Aswithmany other species, ThOproved nicely compatible with a new approach to creatingmolecular
beams, the hydrodynamically enhanced cryogenic buffer gas beam [71–73]. Thismethod provides a cold, high-
flux and low-divergence beam [74] yielding a large number ofmolecules in the few lowest-lying quantum states.
Themolecule beam’s forward velocity (»180 m s−1)was also lower than a typical supersonic beam,which
helpedminimise the apparatus length for a given coherence time. Formore details on the beam source, see
section 3.2.2.

3. ACMEexperiment

3.1.Overview ofmeasurement scheme
3.1.1. Basicmeasurement scheme
Weperformed a spin precessionmeasurement, resembling previous beam-based eEDMexperiments
[20, 41, 42], on Th O232 16 molecules in a pulsedmolecular beam generated by a cryogenic buffer gas beam source.
Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic of themeasurement. Themolecules fly at velocity »v 200 m s−1 into a

magnetically shielded regionwith nominally uniform and parallel electric 

andmagnetic 


fields.Molecule

population is transfered from S = =  ñ+∣X J M, 1, 11 in the electronic ground state to themetastable

 = =  W = ñ º  ñ∣ ˜ ˜ ∣ ˜H J M M, 1, 1, , statemanifold (in the  ñ∣ ˜, nomenclaturewe use± to refer to
= M 1) by optical pumping through the short-lived P = = ñ+∣A J M, 0, 03

0 state with a 943 nm laser. This

results in an even distribution of population in an incoherentmixture of the four  ñ∣ ˜, states inH12. Figure 3
shows the electronic states of ThO relevant to the eEDMmeasurement.

In the absence of any experimental imperfections, we describe our system in terms of coordinate axes+ẑ
along +


(for a specified sign of applied field thatwe denote as positive, pointing approximately east towest in

the lab) and+x̂ along the direction of themolecular beam (which travels approximately south to north) such
that+ŷ is approximately alignedwith gravity (see figure 4). Note that whenwe reverse the direction of the
electric field, by construction the laboratory coordinate systemdoes not change and the orientation of the

electric field can be described by  º = 
˜ ( ˆ · )zsgn 1. Analogously, we reverse the direction of themagnetic

field between two  º = 
˜ ( ˆ · )zsgn 1 states. Since the directions of the fields are encoded by ̃ and ̃, we

define themagnitudes of the fields simply as  º ∣ ∣z z and  º


∣ ∣.
Preparation of a spin state occurs in an electric field such that themolecule is polarised and themolecule

orientation, specified by  , can be spectroscopically chosen. A superposition of the = M 1 sublevels is
prepared by optically pumping on the transition at 1090 nmbetween states  ñ∣ ˜, and P =∣C J, 1,1

1

 = ñ W = + ñ - W = - ñ º ñ(∣ ˜ ∣ ) ∣ ˜M C0 1 1 2 , , where  = ˜ 1 is the excited state parity13, with laser light
linearly polarised in the xy plane. The resulting state corresponds to having the total angularmomentumof the
molecule aligned in the xy plane. Because theσ electron’s spin is alignedwith


J , by theWigner–Eckart theorem

Figure 3. Levels and transitions in ThOused in ourmeasurement of the eEDM, based on [69, 75, 76]. Solid arrows indicate transitions
we address with lasers, wavy arrows indicate spontaneous decays of interest. Formore details on how these transitionswere used, see
themain text.

12
A glossary of symbols used throughout this paper is provided in section appendix B.

13
In this paper we follow the convention given in [62].
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this is equivalent to aligning the spin [77], andwe use this shorthand fromhere on. The state preparation
laser frequency is tuned to spectroscopically select themolecule alignment ̃ , while the nearly degenerate

= M 1 states remain unresolved. The excited stateC, which decays at a rate g p» ´2 0.3 MHzC , decays

primarily (»75% [67]) to the ground state so that one superposition of the two  ñ∣ ˜, states is optically
pumped out ofH and the remaining orthogonal superposition, which is ‘dark’ to the preparation laser beam, is
the prepared state. The linear polarisation of the state preparation laser beam, ̂prep, sets the relative coupling of

each of the two  ñ∣ ˜, states to ñ∣ ˜C, and determines the spin alignment angle of the remaining state in the
laboratory frame. The bright superposition  ñ∣ ( ˆ )B prep is pumped away, and the orthogonal dark superposition
 ñ∣ ( ˆ )D prep remains.

For themoment, we consider the specific case  = +˜ 1and  =ˆ x̂prep , (the general case will be discussed in
section 3.1.2). In this case, the prepared state

  y = ñ = + ñ - - ñ∣ ( ) ˜ (∣ ˜ ∣ ˜ ) ( )t 0 ,
1

2
, , 8

has the electron spin aligned along the ŷ axis. As themolecules traverse the spin precession region of length
L= 22 cm (which takes a time t » 1ms), the electric andmagnetic fields exert torques on the electric and
magnetic dipolemoments, causing the spin to precess in the xy plane by angle f2 ; this corresponds to the state

  y t= ñ = + ñ - - ñf f- +∣ ( ) ˜ ( ∣ ˜ ∣ ˜ ) ( )t ,
1

2
e , e , , 9i i

wheref is given approximately by the sumof the Zeeman and eEDMcontributions to the spin precession
angles,

   f m t= - +( ˜ ˜ ˜ ) ( )g d . 10z e1 B eff

The sign of the eEDM term, ˜ ˜ , arises from the relative orientation between 


eff and the electron spin as
illustrated infigure 2.

At the end of the spin precession region, wemeasuref by optically pumping on the same H C transition
with the linearly polarised state readout laser beam. The polarisation alternates rapidly between two orthogonal
linear polarisations X̂ and Ŷ , such that eachmolecule is subject to excitation by both polarisations as itflies
through the detection region, andwe record themodulated fluorescence signals FX and FY from the decay ofC
to the ground state at 690 nm. This procedure amounts to a projectivemeasurement of the spin onto X̂ and Ŷ ,
which are defined such that X̂ is at an angle θwith respect to x̂ in the xy plane. To determinefwe compute the
asymmetry,

Figure 4. Simplified schematic of themeasurement scheme; numbers next to energy levels label J. 1.Molecules in the = ñ∣X J, 1 state
are optically pumped via theA state into = ñ∣H J, 1 by a retroflected (and offset in x) laser beam (blue arrows into/out of page),
polarised along x̂ and ŷ (blue arrows). 2.Molecules fromone of the ̃ states are then prepared in a superposition ofM sublevels
( = - +M 1, 0, 1 from left to right) by a linearly polarised laser beam (red) addressing the H C transition. This aligns the
molecule’s angularmomentum,


J , which in turn aligns the spin of the eEDM-sensitiveσ electron, which is on average alignedwith


J .

3. The angularmomentum (and hence electron spin) then precesses due to the electric andmagneticfields present (into the page) by
an anglef. This precession is dominated by themagnetic interaction but also includes a term linear in de (see equation (10)). 4. The
spin state is projected onto orthogonal superpositions of theM sublevels by laser beams polarised along ˆ ˆX Y, (red arrows). The
resulting fluorescence is determined by the population in each superposition state and hence the precession anglef.
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 f qº
-
+

µ -[ ( )] ( )F F

F F
cos 2 . 11X Y

X Y

We set z and θ such that f q p- » +( )( )n4 2 1 for integer n, so that the asymmetry is linearly proportional
to small changes inf andmaximally sensitive to the eEDM.A simplified schematic of the experimental
procedure just described is shown infigure 4.

By repeating themeasurement off after having reversed any one of the signs ̃ , ̃ or ̃, wemay isolate the
eEDMphase from the Zeeman phase. In practice, we repeat the phasemeasurement under all 23   ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), ,
experiment states to reduce the sensitivity of the eEDMmeasurement to other spurious phases, andwe extract
the phase f t f= - =de eff EDM. Here, we have introduced the notation fu, discussed in detail in the next
section, whichwe use throughout this document to refer to the component off that is odd under the set of
switches listed in the superscript u, and implicitly even under thosewhich are not listed (see section 3.1.2 and
equation (23) for a rigorous definition). A component which is even under all switches is considered to be ‘non-
reversing’ and is given an ‘nr’ superscript.

3.1.2.Measurement scheme in detail
To fully describe themethod bywhichwe extracted de from the data in section 4, and to describe the systematic
errormodels in section 5, wemust introduce some additional formalism to describe the spin precession
measurement to generalise the simple case described in the previous section.

Wework in the regime inwhich the Stark shift inH is approximately linear,  » - ˜E DStark 1 , which holds
when the Stark interaction energy is large compared to theΩ-doublet energy splittingDW,1 but small compared
to the rotational energy scale, described by theH-state rotational constant p» ´B 2H 9.8 GHz, i.e.

DW  D BH,1 1 . In this regime, themolecular alignment is approximately related toΩ by  = W˜ ˜M ; this
relation is assumed throughout this document. This is a good approximation, but it is notable that due to the
Stark interaction atfirst order in perturbation theory, each  ñ∣ ˜M, state is a superposition of all four

Wñ∣H J M, , , states with J= 1, 2 and W = 1. This effect is discussed further in sections 5.2.6 and 5.6.2.
Let us consider the preparation of a spin-aligned state again. Starting from an incoherentmixture of the four
 ñ∣ ˜, states, we performoptical pumping on the electric dipole transition between  ñ∣ ˜, and ñ∣ ˜C, , for a

specific ̃ , with laser light of polarisation ̂prep that is nominally linear in the xy plane. This step depletes the
bright superposition state (see e.g. [78])

* * * *        ñ = + ñ - - ñ+ -∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ( ˆ · ˆ )∣ ˜ ˜ ( ˆ · ˆ )∣ ˜ ( )B , , , , , 12prep 1 prep 1 prep

where  =  ˆ ( ˆ ˆ)x yi 21 are unit vectors for circular polarisation. The corresponding dark state (withwhich
the laser does not interact) is the orthogonal superposition

* *        ñ = + ñ + - ñ+ -∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ( ˆ · ˆ )∣ ˜ ˜ ( ˆ · ˆ )∣ ˜ ( )D , , , , . 13prep 1 prep 1 prep

This dark state serves as the initial state,   y ñ = = + ñ∣ ( ) ˜ ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )D0 , , , 1prep , for the spin-precession
experiment, wherewe fixed the state preparation laser frequency to address the excited state with parity
 = +˜ 1. The state preparation laser polarisation can be parameterised as

  = - Q + Qq q-
+

+
-ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )e cos e sin , 14prep

i
prep 1

i
prep 1

prep prep

where pQ » 4prep defines the ellipticity Stokes parameter = Q »( )S I cos 2 03 prep prep , and qprep defines the
linear polarisation angle with respect to x̂ in the xy plane. Fromhere on, we refer to the ellipticity Stokes
parameter as ºS S I3 . There is a one-to-one correspondence between the dark state superposition and the
projection of the laser polarisation ̂prep onto the xy plane. If the laser polarisation does not lie entirely in the xy
plane, equations (12) and (13) are still appropriate, but require normalisation. Note that if the laser is linearly
polarised, switching the excited state parity ̃ has the same effect on the dark state as rotating the laser
polarisation angle by p 2.

Following the initial state preparation, themolecules traverse the spin-precession regionwith their forward

velocity nominally along x̂. In this region there are nominally uniform and parallel electric (

) andmagnetic (


)

fields, which produce energy shifts given by

       m hm= - - - -( ˜ ) ∣ ∣ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )E M M D Mg M Md, , 15z z e1 1 B B eff

whereD1 is the electric dipolemoment of = ñ∣H J, 1 . Here h = ( )0.79 1 nmV−1 accounts for the  -dependent

magneticmoment difference between the two sets of ̃ levels in = ñ∣H J, 1 [59], as described in section 4.2.1.
The energy shift terms that depend on the sign ofM contribute to the spin precession anglef, which is given by:

 òf = = + - = -( ( ˜ ) ( ˜ )) ( )E M E M
x

v

1

2
1, 1,

d
. 16

L

0

This phase is dominated by themagnetic (Zeeman) interaction. The Stark shift, proportional to ∣ ∣M , does not
contribute. The state then evolves to:
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     y t yñ = + ñá+ + - ñá- ñf f- +∣ ( ) ˜ ( ∣ ˜ ˜ ∣ ∣ ˜ ˜ ∣)∣ ( ) ˜ ( ), e , , e , , 0 , , 17i i

(recall   y ñ = = + ñ∣ ( ) ˜ ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )D0 , , , 1prep per equation (13)) andmolecules enter a detection regionwhere
the state is read out by optically pumping again between the = ñ∣H J, 1 and = ñ∣C J, 1 manifolds. This optical
pumping is performed alternately by two laser beamswith nominally orthogonal linear polarisations ̂X and
̂Y

14. These beams excite the projection of y t ñ∣ ( ) ˜, onto the bright states

    ñ ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ( )B B, , and , , , 18X Y

(with the same ̃ that was addressed in the state preparation optical pumping step, but with an independent
choice of ̃ )with probability PX Y, respectively. In the ideal case inwhich all laser polarisations are exactly linear,
this probability is given by

     f q q y t q q f= á ñ = - - +( ˜ ˜ ) ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )∣ ( ) ˜ ∣ [ ˜ ( ( ))] ( )P B, , , , , , , 1 cos 2 2, 19X Y X Y X Y X Y, prep , ,
2

prep ,

where qX Y, are the linear polarisation angles of the state readout beams, with respect to x̂. The result is a signal
that varies sinusoidally with the precession anglef. Tomeasure these probabilities, we observe the associated
modulated fluorescence signals, =F fN PX Y X Y, 0 , , whereN0 is the number ofmolecules in the addressed ̃ level
at the state readout region, and f is the fraction of totalfluorescence photons that are detected.

To distinguish betweenmolecule number fluctuations and phase variations, we normalise with respect to
the former by rapidly switching the state readout laser between the two orthogonal polarisations, ̂X Y, , every
5 μs. This is significantly quicker thanfluctuations in themolecule number and is sufficiently quick that every
molecule is interrogated by both polarisations (see section 4 or [64] formore details).We then form an
asymmetry, which is immune tomolecule numberfluctuations, given by

  f q=
-
+

= -˜ [ ( )] ( )F F

F F
cos 2 , 20X Y

X Y

wherewe have assumed that the readout polarisations are exactly orthogonal, given by q q=X read and
q q p= + 2Y read , andwherewe have defined q q qº -read prep

15. In this equation and fromnowonunless

otherwise noted, ̃ refers to the excited state parity that is addressed by the state readout laser, not to be confused
with the excited state parity addressed by the state preparation laser, which is kept fixed.

The value of z and the state preparation and readout laser beampolarisations are chosen so that
f q p- »∣ ∣ 4. This corresponds to the linear part of the asymmetry fringe in equation (20), where ismost
sensitive to, and linearly proportional to, small changes inf (see figure 23). A variety of effects including
imperfect optical pumping, decay fromC back toH, elliptical laser polarisation and forward velocity dispersion,
reduce themeasurement sensitivity by a ‘contrast’ factor


 

q f
º -

¶
¶

»
¶
¶

( )1

2

1

2
, 21

with  ∣ ∣ 1.Wemeasure this parameter by dithering q q qq= + D ˜nr (where qnr is the average or ‘non-
reversing’polarisation angle)between states of q = ˜ 1, with amplitude qD = 0.05 rad.We found that typically
 »∣ ∣ 0.94.We then extract themeasured phase,   pF = +( ) q2 4, by normalising the asymmetry
measurements according to themeasured contrast—see section 4 formore details on the data analysismethods
used to evaluate this quantity. In the ideal case, themeasured phasematches closely with the precession phase,

fF » . However, a variety effects that are investigated closely in section 5 lead to slight deviations between these
two quantities, which can contribute to systematic errors in themeasurement.

To isolate the eEDM term fromother components of the energy shift in equation (15), the experiment is
repeated under different conditions that are characterised by parameters whose sign is switched regularly during
the experiment. The spin precessionmeasurement is repeated for all 24 experiment states defined by the four
primary binary switch parameters: ̃ , themolecular orientation relative to the applied electric field (changed
every 0.5 s); ̃ , the direction of the applied electric field in the laboratory (2 s); q̃, the sign of the readout
polarisation dither (10 s); and ̃, the direction of the appliedmagnetic field in the laboratory (40 s). For each
(  ˜ ˜ ˜, , ) state, the asymmetry   ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), , , contrast    ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), , , andmeasured phase   F( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), , are
determined as described earlier. The data taken under all =2 164 experimental states derived from these four
binary switches constitutes a ‘block’ of data.

We canwrite the phase   F( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), , in terms of components with particular parity with respect to the
experimental switches:

               F = F + F + F + F + F + F + F + F( ˜ ˜ ˜ ) ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( ), , . 22nr

14
For convenience, the notation ̂X , ̂Y is used interchangeably with the previously used notation X̂ , Ŷ .

15
Note that this reduces to equation (11) for q = 0prep (i.e.  =ˆ x̂prep ) and  = +˜ 1.
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We refer to these components as ‘switch-parity channels’. A channel is said to be oddwith respect to some subset
of switches (labelled as superscripts) if it changes signwhen any of those switches is performed. Thus it will also
change sign if an odd number of those switches is performed. It is implicitly even under all other switches.We
use this general notation throughout this document to refer to correlations of variousmeasured quantities and
experimental parameters with experiment switches. To generalise, if we have k binary experiment switches
  ¼( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), , , k1 2 such that  = ˜ 1i , andwe perform ameasurement of the parameter   ¼( ˜ ˜ ˜ )X , , , k1 2 for a
complete set of the 2k switch states, then the component ofX that is odd under the product of switches  [ ˜ ˜ ]...a b

is given by

     

 
åº ¼

=

[ ˜ ˜ ] ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ) ( )
˜ ˜

X X
1

2
... , , , . 23

k a b k
...

... 1
1 2

a b

k1

The switch parity behaviour of a given component is expressed in the superscript which lists the experimental
switches with respect towhich the component is odd.We order the switch labels in the superscripts such that the
fastest switches are listed first and the slowest switches are listed last. Some components give particularly
important physical quantities.Most notably, the eEDMprecession phase is extracted from the ˜ ˜ -correlated
component of themeasured phase: that is, in the ideal case  tF = -de eff . Additionally, the Zeeman
precession phase is nominally given by  m tF = - g zB 1 . Recall we label ‘non-reversing’ components with an
‘nr’ superscript. In a few cases, we drop the superscript parity because it is redundant. For example, we drop the
superscript on the dominant components of the applied electric andmagnetic fields,  º and  ºz z .

Many other experimental parameters are also varied between blocks of data to suppress andmonitor
systematic errors (figure 5). These ‘superblock’ switches include: excited-state parity addressed by the state
readout laser beams, ̃ (chosen randomly after every block, with equal numbers of  = ˜ 1); simultaneous
change of the power supply polarity and interchange of leads connecting the electric field plates to their voltage
supply, ̃ (4 blocks); a rotation of the state readout polarisation basis by q q p + 2read read to interchange the
roles of theX andY beams, ̃ (8 blocks); and a global polarisation rotation of both state preparation and readout
lasers by q q p + 2read read and q q p + 2prep prep , ̃ (16 blocks).

Additionally, themagnitude of themagnetic field, z , was switched on the timescale of 64–128 blocks
(~1 h), and themagnitude of the applied electric field,  , and the laser propagation direction, ˆ · ˆk z , were
changed on timescales of~1day and~1week, respectively.

On these longer timescales, we also alternated between taking eEDMdata under normal conditions, for
which all experiment parameters were set to their nominally ideal values, and taking data with intentional
parameter variations (IPVs), duringwhich some experimental parameter was set to deviate from ideal so thatwe
couldmonitor the size of the known systematic errors described in section 5.2.6.We took IPVdata inwhichwe
varied (a) the non-reversing electric field  nr and (b) the ˜ ˜ -correlated Rabi frequency, Wr , tomeasure the
sensitivity of the eEDMmeasurement to these parameters andwe varied (c) the state preparation laser detuning
Dprep tomonitor the size of the residual  nr. These systematic errors are discussed inmore detail in sections 3.2.5
and 5.2.6.

The details of the data analysis required to extract the eEDM-correlated phase F are described in
section 4. A lower bound on the statistical uncertainty dF of the eEDM-correlated phase is given by
photoelectron shot noise to be dF = ( ∣ ∣ )N1 2 forN detected photoelectrons [17, 79]. In the case where
shot noise is the sole contribution, we can express the statistical uncertainty dde in ourmeasurement of the
eEDMas

  
d d

t t
= F =

∣ ∣ ˙
( )d

NT

1 1

2
, 24e

eff eff

where »˙ ˙N fN0 is themeasurement rate (equivalent to the photoelectron detection rate) andT is the integration
time (recall f is the fraction offluorescence photons detected andN0 is the number ofmolecules in the addressed
̃ level). Further discussion of the achieved statistical uncertainty is presented in section 4.

3.2. Apparatus
3.2.1. Overview
In this sectionwe provide an overview of our experimental procedure and the important components of our
apparatus. The reader should consult subsequent subsections for further details. A schematic of the
experimental apparatus is shown infigure 6.

ThOmolecules were produced via pulsed laser ablation of a ThO2 ceramic target. This took place in a
cryogenic neon buffer gas cell, held at a temperature of»16 K, at a repetition rate of 50Hz. The resulting
molecular beamwas collimated and had a forward velocity »v 200m s−1. In the state readout region the
molecular pulses had a temporal (spatial) length of around 2ms (40 cm). The buffer gas beam source is described
in detail in section 3.2.2.
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Figure 5.A schematic of the switches performed during our experiment and the associated timescales. See themain text for a
description of each of the switch parameters and a description of the distinction between the normal and IPV (intentional parameter
variation) data types. The 15 h run time and ∣ ∣ switching timescale are approximate.

Figure 6.A schematic of the overall ACME experimental apparatus. A beamof ThOmolecules was produced by a cryogenic buffer-
gas-cooled source. After exiting the source, themolecules were rotationally cooled via optical pumping andmicrowavemixing and
then collimated before entering amagnetically shielded spin-precession regionwhere nominally uniformmagnetic and electric fields
were applied. Using optical pumping, themolecules were transferred into the eEDM-sensitiveH state and then a spin superposition
state was prepared. The spin precessed for a distance of »22 cm andwas then read out via laser-induced fluorescence. The
fluorescence photonswere collected by lenses and passed out of the chamber for detection by photomultiplier tubes. Seemain text for
further details.
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After leaving the buffer gas source, themolecules had a velocity distribution and rotational level populations
consistent with aMaxwell–Boltzmann distribution at a temperature of»4 K. This was lower than the cell
temperature due to expansion cooling, which enhanced the number of usable ThOmolecules in the relevant
rotational state. Concentration of population into a particular rotational level was performed via optical
pumping andmicrowavemixing (see section 3.2.3). Themolecules then passed through adjustable horizontal
and vertical collimators consisting of a double layer of razor blades affixed to linear translation vacuum
feedthroughs. Under normal running conditions, these collimators were withdrawn so that they did not affect
the profile of themolecule beam in the spin-precession region; however, theywere used tomodify the spatial
profile of themolecule beamduring systematic checks to investigate the effect ofmolecule beamposition and
pointing. Just before thefield plates, 126 cm from the beam source, themolecules passed through a 1 cm square
collimating aperture, which determined the beamprofile in the spin-precession region and prevented particles
in the beam frombeing deposited on thefield plates.

As described in section 3.1, a spin precessionmeasurement was performedwhere the precession angle
provided ameasure of the interaction energy of an eEDMwith the effective electric field, eff , in themolecule.
A pair of transparent, ITO-coated glass plates provided an electric field that polarised and aligned themolecules.
Laser beams passed through these plates to perform state preparation and readout. Around the vacuumchamber
were coils that provided a uniformmagnetic field in the+ẑ direction, andfive layers ofmagnetic shielding
which shielded against environmentalmagnetic fields. The electric andmagneticfields are discussed in detail in
sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. Thefluorescence induced by the state readout laser beamwas collected by a set of eight
lenses and transferred out of the spin-precession region usingfibre bundles and light pipes (see section 3.2.7),
where it was detected by photo-multiplier tubes16.

3.2.2. Buffer gas beam source
The basic operation of our beam source [66, 71, 73, 74, 80–91] is depicted infigure 7.Neon buffer gas was flowed
at a rate of»30 SCCM (standard cubic centimetres perminute) through a copper cell held at a »T 16K.The
inside of the cell was cylindrical with a diameter of 13mmand a length of 75mm.Within the cell ThOwas
introduced at high temperature via laser ablation: overlapped beams of light withwavelengths 532 and 1064 nm
emitted by a pulsedNd:YAG laser17 were focussed onto a 1.9 cmdiameter ThO2 target fabricated frompressed
and sintered powder [92, 93]. The laser pulses had a duration of a few ns, a pulse energy up to approximately
100mJ and a repetition rate of 50Hz. The resulting hot plume of ejected particles, which contained ThO along
with various other ablation byproducts, was cooled by collisions with the neon buffer gas, became entrained, and
then exited the cell. The cell temperaturewasmaintained by a combination of a pulse tube refrigerator18 and a
resistive heater.

Figure 7.A schematic of the buffer gas beam source. Neon buffer gas flowed into a cell at a temperature of 16Kwhere it served to
thermalise the hot ThOmolecules produced by laser ablation. The ThOwas entrained in the buffer gasflow. Themixture exited the
cell and its expansion cooled the ThO to»4 K.The resulting beampassed through collimating apertures in the 4 and 50K radiation
shields and exited the beam source into the high vacuum region of the experiment. Solid circles represent buffer gas atoms.Open
circles represent ThOmolecules being cooled (red to blue transition).

16
Hamamatsu R8900U-20.

17
LitronNanoTRL 80-200.

18
Cryomech PT415.
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The cell was surrounded by a 4K copper shield that protected the cell fromblack-body radiation and
cryopumpedmost of the neon emerging from the cell. This shieldwas also partially coveredwith activated
charcoal that acted as a cryopump for residual helium in the neon buffer gas.We observed a background
pressure of 10−7 Torr without anymechanical pumping of the beam sourcewhen cold andwith no buffer gas
flow. The 4K shield had a stainless steel conical collimatorwith a circular aperture of diameter 6mm, located
25mm from the cell aperture, bywhich distance the expanding beamwas sufficiently diffuse that intra-beam
collisions were negligible andmost trajectories were ballistic. This collimator thus functioned as a differential
pumping aperturewithout affecting the beam’s cooling, acceleration or expansion [74]. The collimator had a
thermal standoff relative to the 4K shield towhich it wasmounted so that it could be kept at a temperature above
the freezing point of neon by a resistive heater to prevent ice buildup on the collimator adversely affecting the
beamdynamics. Another layer of shielding surrounded the 4K copper shield, constructed from aluminium and
held at a temperature of 60K. Both the 4 and 60K radiation shields were thermally connected to the pulse tube
by heat linksmade offlexible copper rope.

The aluminium vacuumchamber that housed the buffer gas beam source19 hadwindows on each side,
providing optical access for both the ablation laser and spectroscopy lasers, the latter allowing characterisation
andmonitoring of beamproperties. The ThObeam’s forward velocity distributionwas roughly Gaussianwith
mean »v 200m s−1 and standard deviation s » 13v m s−1, corresponding to a temperature of»5K.The
rotational temperature was »T 4rot K (rotational constant »B 0.33X cm−1), meaning that»90%of the
populationwas contained in the levels J= 0–3.Upon exiting the cell, the beamhad a FWHMangular spread of
» 45 . Several stages of collimationwere applied before reaching the spin-precession region. Thefinal collimator
subtended a solid angle of» ´ -6 10 sr5 , meaning 1 in~20 000 molecules exiting the cell reached the spin-
precession region, where the precessionmeasurement was performed (see figure 6).

ThO yields from a given ablation spot decreased significantly after~104–105 YAGpulses (~10 min), at
which time the laser spotwasmoved to an un-depleted region via amotorisedmirror to re-optimise the beam
flux. Each target was found to provide acceptable levels ofmoleculeflux for around 300 h of continuous running
(» ´5 107 shots) before requiring replacement.

3.2.3. Rotational cooling
Weobserved that»2 cm downstreamof (further from) the buffer gas beam source cell aperture, J-changing
collisions were ‘frozen out’ [74], and the distribution of rotational state populationswas fairly well described by a
Boltzmann distributionwith temperature »T 4rot K.At this temperature the resulting fractions ofmolecules in
the J= 0–3 levels were estimated to be 0.1, 0.3, 0.3 and 0.2 respectively.

As described in section 3.2.4, we transferred the initial ground state population into = ñ∣H J, 1 via optical
pumping. To enhance the populationwhichwas transferred, we accumulated population in a single rotational
level of the ground state before state preparation. The scheme used to achieve this is illustrated infigure 8 and
discussed in detail in [94]. Thefirst stage of the process was the optical pumping ofmolecules out of = ñ∣X J, 2
( = ñ∣X J, 3 ), via ¢ = ñ∣C J, 1 ( ¢ = ñ∣C J, 2 ) into = ñ∣X J, 0 ( = ñ∣X J, 1 ) using laser light at 690 nm. The natural
linewidth of the X C transition is p» ´2 0.3 MHz, however the usablemolecules had a»0.7 m s−1

transverse velocity spread, corresponding to a s1 Doppler width of p» ´2 1.5 MHz at 690 nm. Because the

Figure 8. Schematic of the procedure for optical pumpingbetween ground state rotational levels.Numbers label J andMy (projectionof
total angularmomentumalong y) sublevels are unlabelled but are−1, 0,+1 from left to right. Populationwasfirst optically pumpedout
of the J= 2 and J= 3 levels (C-stateΩ-doublet structure andMy sublevels omitted for clarity) in a nominallyfield-free region.Next,
populationwas equilibrated between = ñ∣J 0 and = = ñ∣J M1, 0y viamicrowave pumping.Anelectricfield of»40 V cm−1 along ŷ
was empirically observed to lead to an increased population in = ñ∣X J, 1 . Grey dots represent populationbefore these pumping
processes. The schematic on the right represents the populations inside the spin-precession region (after pumping).

19
PrecisionCryogenic Systems Inc.
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lasers used had linewidths of1 MHz, to completely optically pump thesemolecules we relied on a
combination of power broadening and extended interaction time.Optical pumping occured in amagnetically
unshielded regionwhere a background field  » 500 mGwas present; however, themagneticmoment ofX (C)
is m~ N ( m» +( )J J 1B ), the nuclearmagneton, which led to a Zeeman shift of p~ ´2 400 Hz ( p ´2 400
kHz) such that theM sublevels were not resolved by our lasers. The = ñ∣C J, 1 state has anΩ-doublet splitting of

pD » ´W = 2 51 MHzC J, , 1 [95]. This splitting scales asD µ +W ( )J J 1C J, , , meaningwe could spectroscopically
resolve theΩ-doublets for all ñ∣C J, . In addition, having no  -field presentmeant that theM sublevels ofC andX
remained unresolved and the energy eigenstates remained parity eigenstates. TheX state is also insensitive to
 -fields due to the lack ofΩ-doublet substructure; opposite parity states are separated by~10 GHz andwere
hence unmixed. Laser beamswith linear polarisation alternating between x̂ and ŷ were used to ensure that all
population in = ñ∣X J, 2, 3 was addressed. This was achieved by directing around 10 passes of the beam, offset
in x, through the vacuumchamber, passing through a quarter-wave plate twice in each pass, over a distance of
around 2 cm.

The laser light for rotational coolingwas derived fromhome-built extended cavity diode lasers (ECDLs).
The lasers were frequency-stabilised using a scanning transfer cavity with a computer-controlled servo [96].
Frequency-doubled light at 1064 nm from a frequency-stabilisedNd:YAG laser, locked to amolecular iodine
line viamodulation transfer spectroscopy [97], provided the reference for the transfer cavity.

After thisfirst stage of rotational cooling, therewas significantly greater population in the = ñ∣X J, 0 state
than in any of the = ñ∣X J M, 1, sublevels.We obtained a»25% increase in the J= 1 population by applying a
continuousmicrowavefield, resonant with the =  =J J0 1 transition; a sufficiently highmicrowave power
combinedwith the inherent velocity dispersion of themolecule beam led to an equilibration of population
between the coupled levels [94]. In this second stage of rotational cooling it was empirically observed that
applying an electric field to lift theMy sublevel degeneracywas necessary to obtain the increased population in

= ñ∣X J, 1 . A pair of copper electric field plates (spacing»4 cm) provided afield of»40 V cm−1 in the ŷ
(vertical)direction.We appliedmicrowaves resonantwith the Stark-shifted = ñ  = = ñ∣ ∣J J M0 1, 0y

transition at a frequency of p ´2 19.904 521 GHz from an ex vacuo horn. Between the rotational cooling and
spin-precession regions of the experiment (see figure 6) therewas not awell-defined quantisation axis, andwe
observe that the populations of the = ñ∣J M1, magnetic sublevels were equalised by the time themolecules
reached the state preparation region.

Overall, we find that rotational cooling provided a factor of between 1.5 and 2.0 increase in themolecule
fluorescence signal F in the state readout region. This gain factorwas observed to vary slowly over time, possibly
due to variations in the rotational temperature of themolecule beam,with significant changes sometimes
observedwhen the ablation target was changed.

3.2.4. State preparation and readout
Following rotational cooling, themolecular beampassed into the spin-precession region, where themolecules

experienced a nominally uniform electric field, 

, whichwas nominally collinear with amagnetic field, 


. Note

that since neither of the states S+X1 nor P +A3
0 haveΩ-doublet structure, parity remained a good quantum

number for these levels for the small (~100 V cm−1) electric fields we applied.
We transferred themolecules into theH electronic state via optical pumping, as illustrated infigure 9. A 943

nm laser beamnominally propagating along ẑ excitedmolecules from the = ñ∣X J, 1 to = ñ∣A J, 0 . The laser
beampassed through a quarter-wave plate, was retroflected and offset in x, then passed again through the
quarter-wave plate, such that themolecules were pumped by two spatially separated laser beams of orthogonal
polarisations, allowing all population in both the = =  ñ∣X J M, 1, 1 levels to be excited. After excitation toA,

Figure 9. Schematic of the optical pumping scheme used to populate theH state. Spontaneous decay to theH state (green arrows) led
to an incoherentmixture of all indicated levels. Seemain text for detailed explanation.
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themolecules could spontaneously decay into the = ñ∣H J, 1 manifold of states.We observed a transfer
efficiency fromX toH of»0.3 [94]. In this decay, five out of the six sublevels were populated; 1/6 of the
population decayed to each of =  =  ñ∣ ˜H M, 1, 1 and 1/3 to  = - = ñ∣ ˜H M, 1, 0 (see sections 2.2 and
3.1 for definitions of ̃ and ̃ ); decay to  = + = ñ∣ ˜H M, 1, 0 is forbidden.Of thesefive populated states, only
one corresponded to the desired initial state described by equation (13), and only 1/6 of the population in theH
state was in this desired state.We estimated a total transfer efficiency from = =  ñ∣X J M, 1, 1 to the state in
equation (13) of ´ =30% 1 6 5%.

The 943 nm laser light was derived from a commercial ECDL and then amplified by a commercial tapered
amplifier20, generating»400 mW. Aswith the rotational cooling lasers, we verified that the powerwas sufficient
to drive optical pumping to completion across the entire transverse velocity distribution of themolecular beam.
This laser was also stabilised via the previously described (section 3.2.3) transfer cavity. The frequency of the laser
light wasmonitored every 30–60 min by scanning across themolecular resonances, allowing for independent
fine-tuning and compensation of long-term frequency changes ( p ´2 100 kHz per half hour) due to e.g.
temperature drifts in the cavity.

Around 1 cmdownstreamof the optical pumping laser beam that transferred population toH, we prepared
the initial state ofH (equation (13)) by driving the transition between =  ñ∣ ˜H M, 1, and  = + ñ∣ ˜C, 1 (see
section 3.1 formore details)using laser light at 1090 nm.Adistance L= 22 cmdownstreamof the preparation
laser, a second 1090 nm laser beamwas used to read out themolecule state via the same transition (but with the
option to excite to either ̃ state). This laser light was also derived from a commercial ECDL. It was then
amplified using afibre amplifier21, increasing the power to»250 mW. AOMswere then used to split and
frequency shift the light to address both ̃ states in theH state, allowing spectroscopic selection ofmolecular
alignment, and of both ̃ levels in theC state. Switching between these frequencies was achievedwith either RF
switches22 or aDDS synthesiser23. Given the linear Stark shifts  p» ´D 2 146 MHz1 ( p ´2 37 MHz) inH
with an applied electric field strength  =∣ ∣ 141 V cm−1 (36 V cm−1), and the excited stateΩ-doublet splitting
D »W = 50 MHzC J, , 1 inC, these transitionswere spectroscopically well-resolved.We fixed the nominal

frequency of the state preparation laser to only address  = +˜ 1, but periodically switched the state readout laser
frequency to address  = ˜ 1 (~1 min period). The transition frequencies of the state preparation and state
readout laser beamswere changed synchronously to always address the same ̃ level, with a switch between ̃
levels every 0.5 s. The state preparation and readout laser beamswere then independently amplifiedwith a pair of
fibre amplifiers24, providing~3–4Wof power. Immediately before interrogating themolecules, the
polarisation of the state readout laser beamwas rapidly (100 kHz) switched between two orthogonal linear
polarisations. The scheme for producing the ̃ and ̃ switches, and this fast polarisation switch, together with
the corresponding laser transitions, is shown infigure 10.We nowdescribe in detail how the appropriate
frequency laser light was produced.

Light from the ECDLwas amplified and split equally, passing to twoAOMswhich produced shifts w L

where wL is half the splitting between the two ̃ states; these AOMswere switched on and off to perform the

̃ switch. The two frequency-shifted beamswere combined and overlapped. For state preparation (lower
branch of diagram), another AOMshifted the light by w+ L,1, into resonancewith the lowerΩ-doublet inC

( = +˜ 1). This light was then amplifed again and passed through anAOM to vary the power (used as a
systematic check). For the state readout (upper branch of diagram), a single AOMswitched frequency to
produce shifts w+ L,2,3 for the two ̃ states. A relative detuning between state preparation and readout laser
beams (not shown)was also implementedwith this AOM. (Shifts common to both beamsweremade by
changing w0.)The light was then amplified again and passed through anAOM to vary the power. Finally,
polarisation switchingwas achievedwith twoAOMs switched on and off at 100 kHz,π out of phasewith each
other; light not diffracted (and frequency shifted by w- L,PS) by thefirst AOMwas diffracted (and also frequency
shifted by w- L,PS) by the secondAOM.The diffracted light from each pathwas combined on a polarising beam
splitter such that the linear polarisation of the final output beam alternated.

Based on the notation abovewe can nowwrite the components of the frequencies of the state preparation
and readout laser beamswhich do not reverse with any experimental switch as w w w= +L,prep

nr
L,0 L,1 and

w w w w w= + + -( ) 2L,read
nr

L,0 L,2 L,3 L,PS, respectively.We can alsowrite the ̃-correlated frequency

component of the state readout laser as w w w= -( ) 2L,read L,2 L,3 .We thenwrite the detuning components as
w wD = -i i HCL, where Î { }i X Yprep, , indexes the laser and wHC is the transition frequency between the line

20
TopticaDLPro andBoosTA.

21
Keopsys KPS-BT2-YFA-1083-SLM-PM-05-FA.

22
Mini-Circuits ZYSWA-2-50DR.

23
Novatech 409B.

24
Nufern PSFA-1084-01-10W-1-3.
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centres of the = ñ∣H J, 1 and = ñ∣C J, 1 manifolds25.We can rewrite this overall detuning in terms of various
switch parity components:

w wD = - ( )25i i HC iL, ,

       w w w d w d= + + - + + - DW =⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ˜ ˜ ) ˜ ∣ ( ) ˜ ( )∣ ˜ ( ){ } { }D x x

1

2
26i i X Y HC i i C J i X YL,

nr
L L , ,

nr
1

nr
, , 1 , ,

    d= D + D + D + D˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( ){ }. 27i i i i i X Y
nr

, ,

In the above equationswe have defined detuning components of given switch parities—we shall now explain
each component in turn.  wD = -( ( ))D xi iL 1 is themismatch between the Stark shift ( )D xi1 and theAOM
frequency wL used to switch between resonantly addressing the two ̃ states, where xi is the x position of laser

Figure 10.Top: transitions addressed during state preparation and readout (not to scale). The grey arrow represents the ECDL output
frequency, w0, not resonant with any transition and referenced fromhalfway between the twoH stateΩ-doublets. Bottom: simplified
schematic of howwe produced light at the appropriate frequencies. AOM-induced frequency shifts are denoted in the corresponding
boxes. Bifurcation of grey lines represents light being split equally.Multiple lines represent different frequencies; only one frequency is
used at once. Dashed grey lines represent a continuation of the optical path. AOMs to perform switching between ̃ states; switching
between ̃ states and adding relative detuningΔ; tuning Rabi frequency W ;r and performing polarisation switching are shown. The
setup shown is usedwith  = 142 V cm−1 and changes slightly if a different value of  is used. For a full description, consult themain
text.

25
Note that this can in principle vary between different laser beams (denotedwith the subscript i) if there is a relative pointing between

them,which produces a relativeDoppler shift, but we ignore this effect in our current treatment.
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beam i. D = ( )D xi i1
nr is a detuning component correlated like an eEDMsignal which is due to a non-

reversing component of the applied electric field. To understand this relation, consider figure 11. Recall that
DW =C J, , 1 is theΩ-doublet splitting of theC state. For a  ¹ 0nr , ∣ ∣, and hence the splitting between the ̃ levels

inH, depends on ̃ . If the laser frequency for each ̃ is set assuming  = 0nr , a nonzero  nr leads to blue or red
detuning from resonance, correlatedwith ̃ . Because the sign of the Stark shift is correlatedwith ̃ , the
resulting detuning is also correlatedwith ̃ .

 wD = + DW = 2i C JL , , 1 is themismatch between the excited state parity splitting and theAOM frequency,
w w w= -( ) 2L L,3 L,2 , used to switch between the two states (d { }i X Y, , is the Kronecker delta, 1 if i=X or i=Y,

zero else).We observed that D ( D )was typically less than p ´2 20 kHz ( p ´2 50 kHz). Althoughwe
couldmeasure D with p~ ´2 1 kHz precision, fluctuations in the Stark splitting, likely caused by
thermally-induced fluctuations of the field plate spacing, limited our ability to zero out this correlated
detuning.

We defineD = D + D + D( ( )( ))1 2 2X Y
nr

prep
nr nr nr as the average non-reversing detuning of the state

preparation and readout laser beams; its value typically fluctuated by p~ ´2 0.1 MHz over several hours. Every
30–60 min the value ofDnr was scanned across themolecular resonance in the readout region using theΔ-
tuningAOM (see figure 10), as an auxiliary optimisation.Dnr was set to the valuewhere the fluorescence signal
wasmaximum. This ensured that the average detuning of the state readout laser beams, D + D( ) 2X Y

nr nr , was
zero, however, if the state preparation and readout laser beamswere not exactly parallel, there could be a
difference betweenDi

nr due to the resulting difference inDoppler shifts. The effect of a detuning difference
between the two state readout polarisationsD = D - D( ) 2XY

X Y
nr nr is discussed in section 5.3. Additionally,

each daywe scanned the frequency of the preparation laser across themolecule resonancewhilemonitoring the
contrast of ourfluorescence signal to ensureDprep

nr was kept below p ´2 0.2 MHz (an example scan is shown in

figure 24). Theways inwhich detuning components can contribute to systematic errors are discussed in detail in
sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.6.

Other polarisation switches of the state preparation and readout laser beams (̃ and ̃)were controlled
independently via half-wave platesmounted in high resolution rotation stages26. These switches and their use in
the experiment are described in detail in section 4. Both beamswere shaped using cylindrical lenses to be
extended in y so allmolecules in the beamwere addressed. TheGaussian standard deviations of the beam
intensities were 1.1mmand 7.5mm in the x and y directions, respectively [94]. The preparation laser beamwas
temporallymodulated at 50Hzwith a chopper wheel, synchronouswith themolecule beampulses, tominimise
the incident power on thefield plates so as to reduce an important systematic error, described in sections 5.2.3
and 5.2.4.

Figure 11. Illustration of D arising from anon-reversing electric field nr. Dashed lines show energy levels in the presence of nr.
Colours indicate if the the laser shown in dark red is blue- or red-detuned from the transition.

26
NewportURS50BCC.
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3.2.5. Electric field
The applied  -fieldwas generatedwith a pair of 43 cm× 23 cmparallel conducting plates composed of
»1.25 cm thick Borofloat glass, coatedwith a~200 nm layer of indium tin oxide on the inner faces27. The plates
were transparent to the X A optical pumping laser (943 nm), the H C state preparation and readout
lasers (1090 nm), and the C X moleculefluorescence (690 nm). The outside faces of the electric field plates
were preparedwith a broadband anti-reflection (AR) coatingwith a specified<1% reflectivity at normal
incidence from600 to 1000 nm. The plates weremademuch larger than the precession region in order to
minimise inhomogeneity of thefield throughwhich themolecules passed, and to enable large solid angle
collection offluorescence through the plates. One of thefield plates wasmounted in an aluminium frame fixed
to the base of the vacuumchamber. The other field plate was secured a distance of 2.5 cm away in a kinematic
aluminium frame.On the inward-facing surfaces, a frame of gold-plated copper clamped each field plate to the
aluminiummounts and also functioned as a ‘guard ring’ electrode, suppressing the effect of fringingfields near
the edges of the plate. Thefield plates were protected from impingingmolecular beamparticles by a

´1 cm 1 cm square collimator fixed to the entrance of the assembly.
The applied electric fieldwas controlled by a 20 bit DAC, amplified to produce up to±200 V28. Thefield

plate assemblywas referenced to the vacuumchamber ground. Equal and opposite voltages,V , were applied
to each side of the assembly. The direction of thefield (the ̃ switch)was reversed every 1–2 s by reprogramming
the output of theDAC channels to reverse their polarity. The configuration of the electrical connections between
the amplified voltage and the field plates, denoted by ̃, was reversed via a pair ofmercury-wetted relays every
2.6 min29. Data were also takenwith two different values of  = 36 and 141V cm−1, varied on a~1day time
scale.

Wemeasured the homogoneity of the electric field in a number of wayswhichwe shall describe in turn now.
Firstly, an indirectmeasurewas obtained by determining the spatial variation of the field plate separation d using
a ‘white light’Michelson interferometer [98]. A schematic of the setup is shown infigure 12.We directed a light
beam at normal incidence through the electric field plates. This resulted inmultiple reflected beams, but we
restrict discussion to the reflections from the conducting surfaces as these are of primary interest andwere
efficiently experimentally isolated fromall others. The reflected beams passed into aMichelson interferometer
with one armoffixed length (L2) and onewith length adjustable via amicrometre (L1). Constructive
(destructive) interference occuredwhenever the lengths of two reflected beampaths differed by an integer (odd
half-integer)multiple of thewavelength of the light. This conditionwas restricted further by the use of a

Figure 12. Schematic of the apparatus used to perform an interferometricmeasurement of the electric field plate separation. A
spectrally broad light beam is reflected perpendicularly off thefield plates and passes into a conventionalMichelson interferometer
setupwith onefixed arm (length L2) and onemovable arm (length L1). An example of a pair of beampaths of interest is shown as solid
and dashed red lines. If the two paths are slightly tilted relative to each other, a spatial interference pattern (inset) is observed on the
CCDdetectorwhen the path length difference between the two beams is less than the coherence length, e.g. + - <L d L L1 2 c.

27
The plateswere fabricated byCustomScientific, Inc.

28
PA98APowerOpAmp.

29
Note that ̃ constitutes a reversal of the supply voltages as well as a reversal of the leads connecting the power supply to thefield plates,

such that ̃ is unchanged.
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broadband superluminescent diode30with a short coherence length Lc (nominally m»L 15 mc ). Thus the
interference was only substantial when the two beams differed in length byLc. This occurredwhen =L L1 2

(for reflections off the same surface) orwhen = L L d1 2 (for reflections off surfaces spaced by d). The case
where both beams reflected off the same surfacewas used as a reference to determine the position =L L1 2. A
measure of this interference was achieved by producing a spatial interference pattern (inset figure 12) through a
slight tilting of the arms of the interferometer. Analysis of the spatial Fourier components of the resulting
interference pattern provided a quantitativemeasure of the interference fringe contrast; a plot of contrast versus
armposition L1 yielded a peakwithwidth d »L L1 c. By performing this analysis while varying the path length L1,
the plate separationwas deduced. This entire procedure was then performed over a range of transverse (x y, )
positions on thefield plates. The resulting data are shown in figure 13.

Thismeasurement clearly showed a bowing of the electric field plates; the plate separation varied
approximately quadratically with the position in x. This is shown in the left-hand plot offigure 13. In the x̂
directionwe observed amaximumvariation in the plate separation of around 20 μm.We saw a roughly 80 mm
variation in the ŷ (vertical) direction but note that the collimatedmolecular beam extended only over±5mm in
y so the biggest plate spacing variation at a given xwas m»10 m. From thesemeasurements and a typical applied
voltage of = V 177 V, we expected  to vary by around 100mV cm−1 in the x̂ direction and15mV cm−1 in
the y direction in the region sampled by themolecules.

The indirectmeasurements of the spatial variation of the applied electric field provided by interferometric
mapping of the field plate separationwere later corroborated by directmeasurements of 


( )x . Spatial variation

of 

could lead to the accumulation of geometric phases during the spin precessionmeasurement [99]. There are

knownmechanisms bywhich such phases can contribute to eEDM-like systematic errors, as described in
section 5.4, though simple estimates show that these effects are several orders ofmagnitude below the sensitivity
of thismeasurement. However, additional  -field imperfections such as non-reversing fields, due to e.g.
variations in the ITO coating, which could produce patch potentials, are known to contribute to eEDM-like
systematic errors and are only revealed bymore directmeasurements of the electric field, whichwewill now
describe.

We canwrite the electric field present in the precession region in the followingmanner:

       = + + +


· ˆ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )z , 28nr

where, as usual,  =
˜ ( ˆ · )zsgn is the direction of the field in the spin-precession region and ̃ represents the

binary state of the physical leads connecting the voltage supply to thefield plates. The terms on the right-hand
side are: ̃ , the intentionally applied electric field;  nr, a non-reversing electric field; , a non-reversing
electric field component from the power supply that can be reversed by switching ̃; and   ˜ ˜ , a component
of the appliedfield that is reversed by switching ̃ or ̃.

Figure 13.Variation in the electricfield plate separation asmeasured by the interferometricmethod. The left-hand plot shows the
variationwith x, themolecule beamdirection, at two different values of y. The right-hand plot shows the variationwith the y (vertical)
position at three different values of x. The coordinate origin is at the nominal centre of the plates. The shaded regions indicate the
approximate extent of themolecular beam in the spin precession region. The change in separation is quoted relative to a common
offset with an estimated error of m0.5 m. Themean separation over all x is 25.00mm.

30
QPhotonicsQSDM-680-2.
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Wedirectlymeasured the components of  using themolecules themselves, in three different ways. Thefirst

method used Raman spectroscopy, driving a two-photon Lambda-type transition between ̃ levels in
= ñ∣H J, 1 as shown infigure 14. TheRaman transfer was performed at positions between, but close to, the state

preparation and readout laser beams, where therewas sufficient optical access. The procedure was as follows:
first, an x̂-polarised state preparation laser beamdepleted a superposition  = + = + ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )B x, 1, 1 (recall ñ∣B
is the bright state as defined in section 3.1) by exciting it to theC state. Next, at a point downstream, two co-
propagating, x̂-polarised Raman beamswere used to repopulate this depleted superposition by driving

population from the other ̃ state, via the transition

    = - = + ñ  = + ñ  = + = + ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ∣ ˜ ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )B x C B x, 1, 1 , 1 , 1, 1 . The frequencies of the two
Raman beamswere tunedwith a pair of AOMs. The state readout laser then addressed the same transition as the
preparation laser and excited the repopulated superposition to theC-state fromwhich it spontaneously decayed
back toX andfluoresced at 690 nm.

Efficient transfer of population between the two ̃ states occurred for zero two-photon detuning (d 2 in
figure 14). This conditionwas indicated by a peak influorescence, giving ameasure of the Stark shifted energy,
and hence the absolute size of the appliedfield, ∣ ∣. This procedure was repeated for different positions of the
Raman laser beams along the x̂ direction. The non-reversing component of the electric fieldwas found by
repeating themeasurement after reversing the applied voltages. An example of such a pair of scans is shown on
the right offigure 14.

Using thismethodwemeasured the electric field at x positionswhere therewas sufficient optical access, i.e.
near the state preparation and readout laser beams. The ̃ -correlated two-photon detuning d p= ´2 13 kHz
( p ´2 11kHz) allowed us to extract a value of the non-reversing electricfield component,
 d= = - D2 6.5 0.3nr

1 mV cm−1 (−5.5± 0.3 mV cm−1), in the state preparation (readout) region.We
did not observe any significant variationwithin the individual regions.We also observed that this non-reversing
component did not varywith the size of the reversing electric field.

The secondmethod used tomeasure the electric field had the greatest utility because it allowed for spatially
resolvedmeasurements along x in the spin precession regionwith comparable precision to the Ramanmethod
without perturbing the experimental apparatus. This was achieved viamicrowave spectroscopy. A schematic of
the experimental setup is shown infigure 16.

Themeasurement procedure beganwith optical pumping ofmolecules into theH-state. Themolecules
travelled through the spin-precession region until it was entirely occupied by themolecule pulse. At this time, a
π-pulse ofmicrowaves at p ´2 39 GHz with nominal ŷ polarisationwas applied counter-propagating to the

molecule beam.When on resonance, this transferred population from   ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )B y , , to = = ñ∣ ˜H J M, 2, 0,

(excitation to (from) either ̃ (̃ ) state was permitted) as shown infigure 15. State readoutwas performed as

Figure 14. Left: schematic of the Raman-type transition used to perform ameasurement of the  -field in the spin-precession region.
The pairs of red arrows represent the one-photon transitions driven by linearly polarised light, addressing superpositions of = M 1.
The single-photon detuning is given by dD + 2 and the two-photon detuning is given by d 2. ∣ ∣D1 is themagnitude of the Stark
shift due to the applied electricfield. Right: example scans for opposite ̃ states obtained by varying the two-photon detuning d 2 and
observing fluorescence, withGaussian fits to the data.
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usual (see section 3.1) by optically pumpingwith alternating polarisations x̂ and ŷ . Themeasured asymmetry
(as defined in equation (11)) served as ameasure of themicrowave transfer efficiency. The x position of the
molecules at the time of themicrowave pulse wasmapped onto their arrival time in the detection region and,
with knowledge of the longitudinalmolecular beam velocity, vP, could be extracted. Thus, the spatial
dependence of the resonant frequency, w ( )xMW , was provided by the time-dependence of the asymmetry, ( )t .
Due to theDCStark shift, wMW was linearly proportional to the electricfieldmagnitude and ∣ ( )∣x could be
directly extracted.

We observed a resonance linewidth of p p» ´ » T2 25 kHz 2 whichwas limited by themicrowave
π-pulse duration of m=T 40 s.With our signal-to-noise, wewere able tofit the resonance centre to a precision
of p~ ´2 1 kHz, typically using~50 detuning values and averaging over~50 molecule pulses per detuning
value. Example data obtained via thismethod are shown infigure 17.

In these data, it is evident that the resonant frequency of themicrowaves varied across themolecule pulse by
around p ´2 60 kHz. The position x of themolecules at the time of themicrowave pulsewas assumed to be
linearly related to themolecule arrival time in the state readout region. The observed spatial variation of  was
roughly consistent with expectations based on themeasured variation of the plate spacing described above.

By switching ̃ and ̃ betweenmeasurements of the  -fieldwewere able to extract  nr from the
˜ ˜ -correlated component of wMW. Thesemeasurements, shown infigure 18, were used to evaluate the
corresponding systematic error in equation (86).

We clearly saw a non-uniform  nr across the spin precession region. The spatial variation shown infigure 18
was reproducible for the period of several weeks over which thesemeasurements of the electric fieldwere taken.
We are unsure as to the origin of the  nr but believe itmay have been caused by patch potentials [100] present on
the electricfield plates.We observed unexplained disagreement between the twomeasurementmethods

Figure 15.The transition driven bymicrowaves during ameasurement of the electric field.Weused ŷ-polarisedmicrowaves of
frequency p ´2 39 GHz to drive a rotational transition between = ñ∣H J, 1 and = ñ∣H J, 2 . TheM= 0 levels are labelledwith their
parity.We applied amoderate  -field such that DW  ∣ ∣D BH where = -B 0.33 cmH

1 is the rotational constant. The electric
dipolemoment of the J= 1 state p» ´ »- -( )D D2 1 MHz V cm 31

1 1
2.

Figure 16.Experimental setup for spatialmeasurement of  viamicrowave spectroscopy. Amolecular pulse (grey cloud)passed
between the electric field plates (light blue). The optical pumping laser beam transferred population from = ñ∣X J, 1 to an incoherent
mixture of states in = ñ∣H J, 1 as described in section 3.2.4.When the pulse was centred in the spin-precession region, amicrowave π-
pulse was applied, driving population inH from J= 1 to J= 2when resonant (dark blue region). The depletion efficiency out of J= 1
was subsequently read out by laser induced fluorescence as per the normalmeasurement scheme described in section 3.1. The time of
arrival of themolecules in the state readout region encoded the positionwhere they absorbed themicrowaves.
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(Raman spectroscopy versusmicrowave spectroscopy), but note that both report non-reversing fields of a few
mV cm−1 with the same sign.

Themapping between arrival time in the detection region and x position during themicrowave pulse was
approximate, suffering from spatial averaging due to a variety of effects. For example, velocity dispersion led to
averaging of s´ dx vv , where s v is the longitudinal velocity spread of themolecular beam and dx is the
distance betweenmicrowave interrogation and state readout. This averaging distance was largest,»1.6 cm, at
the state preparation region. Spatial averaging also occurred across the»0.7 cm distance traversed during the

m=T 40 s microwave pulse. Finally, therewas averaging of the spatial position of themolecules due to the finite
size of the state readout laser beam and the polarisation switching;molecules were optically pumped (with
varying probability) throughout the»0.5 cm wide laser beam.

In addition to spatial averaging, uncertainty in themean longitudinal velocity also contributed an
uncertainty in position. Changes of»10 m s−1 betweenmolecule pulses were quite typical over the course of the
 -fieldmeasurement, giving an estimated position uncertainty of1 cm.

By adding the above contributions in quadrature we concluded that the range of positions fromwhich the
microwave-induced signals could have originated increased from around»1.3 cm at the state readout beam to

Figure 18.Aplot of the spatial variation of nr. The black points are data obtained viamicrowave spectroscopy. The blue points are
data obtained via Raman spectroscopy. The red data point was obtained by examining the variation of contrast withDprep. The
approximate position of the state preparation (state readout) laser beam is shown as a red dotted line on the left (right) of thefigure.
For themicrowave spectroscopy data the uncertainty/averaging range of the position is around 21mmat the left-hand side of the plot
and decreases to around 13mmat the right-hand side—seemain text for details.

Figure 17.Colourmap: plot of the asymmetry  induced by amicrowave pulse as the frequency of themicrowaves was scanned. Red
data points: plot of the corresponding reversing component of the electric field obtained by extracting the centre of the resonance
signal. The position is relative to the centre of the spin-precession region.
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»2.1 cm at the optical pumping beam. These ranges are shown as horizontal error bars at the extrema of
position infigure 18.

We used a thirdmethod tomeasure  and  nr in situ throughout the eEDMdataset by performing ‘IPV’ tests
with largeDprep (denoted by ‘c’ infigure 5). Detuning the state preparation laser resulted in a reduction in the
measured contrast ∣ ∣ as shown infigure 24(B). SettingD » 2 MHzprep gives  »∣ ∣ 0.5, and the contrast was
then approximately linearly proportional toDprep with a sensitivity of about g p» ´( )1 1 2 2 MHzC . Any
variation in the electric fieldwould change the Stark shift, and thus alsoDprep, resulting in a change in contrast.
Thus, using the previously described spin precession scheme, we indirectlymeasured parity components of the
electric field from the appropriate parity components of the contrast:




 »
¶D

¶
( )

∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ( )D x , 291

nr
prep

prep




 w» +
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¶
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∣ ∣
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We looked for variation of  or  nr every 3–4 h.Measurements of  nr were consistent with themicrowave
measurements, with a constant value  = -  -( )x 4.8 0.9 mV cmnr

prep
1. However, themismatch

 wD = -D1 L between the Stark shift D1 and the ̃ -correlated laser frequency shift, wL , was found to

drift significantly on the scale of around p ´ -2 20 kHz d 1. This drift of D was servoed by tuning wL after
eachmeasurement, ensuring  pD < ´∣ ∣ 2 30 kHz at all times [94], see sections 5.2.6 and 5.6 formore details.

3.2.6.Magnetic fields
Our experimental scheme did not require the application of amagnetic field. This was not the case with some
previous eEDMexperiments, where themagnetic fieldwas used to define a quantisation axis [41, 42], or to cause
the precession of spin to a direction associatedwithmaximum sensitivity [20, 101]. Insteadwe used the electric
field to define a quantisation axis, andwe used the relative polarisations of the state preparation and readout
lasers to define the basis inwhichwe read out the electron’s spin precessionwithmaximal sensitivity.

However, we regularly applied amagnetic field  in order to perform searches for systematic errors. The
phase accumulation induced by an eEDM d » ´ -d 5 10e

29 e cm would have the same size as a Zeeman phase
produced by amagnetic field of  m» 0.2 G, which is small compared to some of themagneticfield
imperfections in the experiment. However, phases associatedwithmagnetic-field-induced precessionwere
distinguished from eEDM-induced precession by the use of the switches at our disposal (e.g. electric field
reversal). Nevertheless, it was important to investigate, quantify andminimise the effects of suchmagnetic fields,
as they could have coupledwith other experimental imperfections to give eEDM-like phases.

Under normal operating conditionswe ran the experiment at three differentmagnetic fieldmagnitudes,
corresponding to a relative precession phase of f » pq

4
for =q 0, 1, 2. The required z-component of thefield

Figure 19.A schematic of themagnetic field coils used. Themain coils consisted of rectangular cosine coils (orange)wound on the
surface of a cylindrical plastic frame together with additional end coils (red) to correct for the low aspect ratio (length/diameter) in our
system; a second set of these coils,mirrored in the xy plane, is not shown. Alsowrapped around this frame are a pair of circular
auxiliary coils shown in yellow. The other auxiliary coils are shown in blue and green and consist of rectangular coils above and below
the vacuumchamber. See themain text for descriptions of the functions of all of the coils.
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was then   = ˜qz 0 , where  = »p
m t

20 mG
g0 4

1

1 B

.We also had the ability to apply transversemagnetic field

components along x̂ and ŷ , and allfive linearly independent first-order gradients. The various coils that we used
are illustrated infigure 19.

The primarymagnetic field, z , was produced by two sets of rectangular coils, shown in orange infigure 19.
Thesewerewound on the surface of two hemicylindrical plastic shells, on thez sides of the spin-precession
region. The coils were designed tomaximise field uniformity andminimise distortion due to the boundary
conditions imposed by themagnetic shielding. It was also possible to apply a ¶ ¶zz gradient with these coils.
Two end coils (red infigure 19), located on thex ends of the spin-precession region, enhanced the uniformity
of the -field along x and enabled application of a ¶ ¶xz . Themain coils were powered by two separate
commercial power supplies31, and the end coils were powered by custompower supplies. The current flowing
through these coils was continuouslymonitored throughout the course of the experiment bymeasuring with a
digitalmultimeter the voltage dropped across precision resistors.

We used three sets of auxiliarymagnetic field coils in systematic error searches. A pair of circularHelmholtz
coils (yellow infigure 19)werewrapped around the same frame used for themain coils andwere formed from
ribbon cable. They provided amagnetic field in thex̂ directions and could also provide a ¶ ¶xx . Above and
below the spin-precession region chamber (y) therewere four sets of rectangular coils (blue and green in
figure 19). These allowed us to produce afield in theŷ directions as well as all three associated first-order
gradients. Note that the threefirst-ordermagnetic field gradients that we could not apply could be inferred from
Maxwell’s equations. A summary of thefields thatwe could apply is given in table 1.

Severalmeasures were taken tominimise straymagnetic fields affecting themolecules. The simplest was to
ensure nomagnetised objects were placedwithin the spin-precession region. To ensure this, all components
were fabricated fromnon-magneticmaterials (e.g. no stainless steel). Themagnetisation of all objects was also
checked before installation by passing them across anAC-coupledmagnetometer sensitive to 0.1mG field
variations.

The ambient -field in the laboratory was dominated by that from the Earth’s core
(~500 mG approximately along +ˆ ˆx y). To suppress this and otherDC/low-frequency fields, the spin-
precession regionwas surrounded by a set offive concentric cylindricalmagnetic shields constructed from
»1.6 mm thickmu-metal32. Each layer of shielding should have provided around a factor of 10 reduction in the
DCmagnetic field [69]; however, residualmagnetisation of themu-metal was found to limit thefield
components to m20 G for x and y, and m500 G for y

33. Each shielding layer was divided into two half-
cylinders and two end caps. The outermost (innermost) shieldwas 132 cm (86 cm) long and had a diameter of
107 cm (76 cm). These shields had holes to allow lasers to pass through in the z direction, and to accommodate
themolecule beam. Therewere also holes for the light pipes to extractmolecule fluorescence, and some electric
connections, in the x direction.Measurements and simulations showed that these holes had a negligible impact
on the shielding efficiency. The shielding factor remained approximately constant up to anAC frequency

p~ ´2 3 GHz for which thewavelength becomes comparable to the size of any apertures in the shields,
~10 cm, and themagnetic field noise starts to penetrate the shields.However, ourmeasurement was only
sensitive tomagnetic field noise at frequencies up to roughly the inverse of the spin precession time
t p» ´1 2 1 kHz [79]. The aluminiumvacuum chamber also shieldedACmagnetic noise above a frequency
ps m p~ » ´t1 2 100 Hz2 , where s » ´3.5 107 S m−1 is the electrical conductivity, »t 1 cm is the

thickness andμ is the permeability m» 0, the vacuumpermeability [102, 103].
The relatively large ( ~ 10mG)fields applied by the z coils caused the innermagnetic shields to become

slightlymagnetised, inducing a non-reversingmagnetic field,  m» 30 Gnr . In order to suppress this remanent

Table 1.A summary of themagneticfields andmagneticfield
gradients that we could produce. The coil colours refer to
figure 19.

Coil colour Fields produced Field gradients produced

Orange z ¶ ¶zz

Red z ¶ ¶xz , ¶ ¶zz

Yellow x ¶ ¶xx

Blue y ¶ ¶yy , ¶ ¶zy

Green y ¶ ¶xy , ¶ ¶yy

31
Krohn-Hite 521/522.

32
Amuneal Inc.

33
We later found that the residual y could be reduced to a level comparable to x and z by performing degaussingwith a higher current.
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fieldwe performed a degaussing procedure on themagnetic shields by passing a 200Hz sinusoidal current
through sets of loosely wound ribbon cable coils whichwrapped axially (in the xy plane at z= 0) between the
shield layers. Themaximum current amplitudewas 1A, sufficient to drive themu-metal to saturation, and the
amplitudewas decreasedwith an exponential envelope over a period of 1 s. To fully degauss all layers of the
magnetic shielding takes around 4 s. Therewas also a 1 s period of ‘dead time’ duringwhich themainmagnetic
fieldwas turned back on and allowed to settle. This degaussing procedure was repeated every time the applied
magnetic fieldwas changed, which occured approximately every 40 s.

Variations in themagnetic fields present were continuouslymeasured throughout the experimental
procedure. This was achieved using a set of four three-axisfluxgatemagnetometers34, whichweremounted in a
tetrahedral configuration outside the spin-precession region vacuumchamber (but inside themagnetic
shielding).We also used an additional fluxgatemagnetometer whichwas positioned at a distance of around 1m
from the apparatus and outside of themagnetic shielding. By continuously recording themeasurements
provided by thesemagnetometers wewere able to search for correlations of our data with themagnetic field
present. In particular, we checked for the presence of amagnetic field correlatedwith the electric field,  , which
would have been characteristic of a leakage current flowing between the electric field plates—an effect known to
contribute a significant systematic error in previous eEDMexperiments [70, 101].

Additionalmeasurement of themagnetic fields was carried out by opening the vacuum system and passing a
rotatable flux-gatemagnetometer into the chamber. This allowed formeasurement of the fields directly along
the beam line. The freedom to rotate themagnetometers was crucial to distinguish between electronic offsets

and 
 nr

forfields1mG. From thesemeasurements wewere able to directly characterisemost of themagnetic
fields andfirst-order field gradients, including non-reversing components. Example data obtained from these
measurements are shown infigure 20.We saw that the applied fields were allflat towithin 1mG, and the non-
reversing components, with the exception of  y

nr, were less than 50μG. Systematic uncertainty due to these
fields is discussed in section 5.7.

3.2.7. Fluorescence collection and detection
As previously described, our experimental data consisted of laser-inducedmolecule fluorescence, emitted in all
directions (with awell-defined angular distribution [64])when themolecules were interrogated by the state
readout laser beam. The apparatus for collecting this light is illustrated in figure 21. Thefluorescence light passed

Figure 20.Magnetic field data takenwith a flux-gatemagnetometer passed along themolecular beam line. The left-hand plot shows
the reversing components offieldwhilst a nominal z was applied. The right-hand plot shows the corresponding non-reversing
components. The data arefit by polynomial curves.

34
BartingtonMag-03.
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through the transparent electric field plates, whose inner (outer) faces are ITO (AR) coated. Behind eachfield
plate was a set of four AR-coated lens doublets, which collimated and then focussed the light. The optical axes of
the doublets intersected a ray path from the centre of the fluorescingmolecule region, accounting for refraction
through the electric field plates. Thefirst (second) lens of each doublet was a 75mm35 (50 mm36) diameter
spherical lens of focal length 50mm (35 mm). On each side (z), each of the four lens doublets focussed light
onto one of four sections of a ‘quadfurcated’fibre bundle37 whose input ends were 9mm in diameter and
fastened in lens tubes. The output of the fibre bundle was connected to a 19mmdiameter fused quartz light pipe
with optical couplant gel38 in between. The light pipe passed out of the spin-precession region vacuumchamber
andmagnetic shields and directed the light onto a PMT39. Bandpassfilters40 were used to suppress backgrounds
from e.g. scattered light. Detailed tests of the light collectionwere carried out [94]which estimated that»14%of
thefluorescence photonswere collected. Themajor contributions to this efficiencywere thefinite solid angle
subtended by the collection lenses (»50%), finite coupling efficiency into fibre bundles (»60%) and finite
coupling efficiency between thefibre bundles and the light pipes (»50%). In addition, the quantum efficiency of
the PMT’s was specified to be»10% , which further reduced the signal obtained.

3.2.8. Data acquisition
The data acqusition systemperformed the following three functions:

(i) Digital modulation of the experimental parameters necessary for acquiring the complete set of phase and
contrastmeasurements required to extract the eEDM, as described in section 3.1.2.

(ii) Rapid (5MSa s−1) acquisition and storage of high-bandwidth fluorescence waveforms for the spin
precessionmeasurement.

(iii) Monitoring and logging of experimental parameters useful for checking the experimental state and for
searching for systematic errors (e.g.magnetic fields, beam source temperatures).

All functionswere coordinatedwith a LabVIEW-based software system.
Data acquisition timingwas controlled by a digital delay generator41. Every 20ms, a TTL signal was

producedwhich triggered the ablation laserQ-switch, in turn creating a pulse ofmolecules.Molecule

Figure 21. Fluorescence collection apparatus. Left: themounted electric field plates are shown together with one of the two sets of four
lens doublets. Themounting for the top-left doublet has been removed to show the lenses. The fibre bundles are shown schematically,
fastened into the lens tubes behind the doublets. The lens assemblywasmounted on rails and the entire assembly sat on a breadboard
whichwas fastened to the vacuum chamber. The view on the right also shows the approximate position of the state readout laser beam
as it passes through the apparatus.

35
CVIMelles Griot LAG-75.0-50.0-C-SLMF-400-700.

36
CVIMelles Griot LAG-50.0-35.0-C-SLMF-400-700.

37
Fiberoptic Systems.

38
CorningQ2-3067.

39
Hamamatsu R8900U-20.

40
Semrock FF01-689/23-25-D.

41
SRSDG645.
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fluorescence signals,measured as a PMTphotocurrent, were captured on a 20 bit digital oscilloscope42. The
oscilloscopewas triggered 6–7 ms after the ablation pulse, depending on the currentmolecule beam forward
velocity, and recorded a 9mswindow of signal containing the entiremolecule signal (1–2 ms) and severalms of
background. The 100 kHz squarewave that drove the fast polarisation switching of the state readout laser was
synchronisedwith the 50HzQ-switch trigger so that the relative phase wasfixed. The 5MSa s−1 data rate of the
oscilloscope enabled resolution of the time-dependent structure within each 5 ms polarisation bin; this structure
could vary on timescales as short as theC-state lifetime g »1 500C ns [67].

Signal waveforms, S(t), were captured from twoPMTs—note that wewere not counting individual
photoelectrons, but instead amplified and read out a voltage proportional to the count rate. Thesewaveforms
were then transferred to the control PCwhere theywere digitally averaged over 25 pulses to formone ‘trace’. The

Figure 22. (A)Moleculefluorescence signal F(t) in photoelectrons s−1 induced by X̂ (blue) and Ŷ (red) readout laser polarisations.
Lines show the raw data for a single trace consisting of an average of 25molecule pulses. Shaded regions show thewaveform averaged
over 16 traces. (B)Background signal ¢( )B t in photoelectrons s−1 obtained before the arrival ofmolecules in the state readout region.
(C) Integrated fluorescence signals FX and FY throughout themolecule pulse. Dashed lines denote the regionwith
= + > ´ -( )F F F 2 3 10 sX Y

5 1, used as a typical cut for inclusion in eEDMdata. Points are spaced by 5μs. (D)Computed
asymmetry throughout themolecule pulse. In this example, 18 of the ungrouped asymmetry points are grouped together to compute
themean and uncertainty shown as the grouped asymmetry.

42
National Instruments PXI-5922.
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traces were thenwritten to a hard drive. Afile containing auxiliarymeasurements was recorded synchronously
with eachfluorescence trace. Thisfile included the states of the experimental switches and other auxiliary
measurements such as  -field voltages, -field currents, laser power and polarisation,magnetic field
measurements,molecular beambuffer gasflow rate, buffer gas cell temperature, and the temperature, pressure
and humidity in our lab. This data proved useful in searching for systematic errors as described in section 5.

4.Data analysis

In this sectionwe describe the data analysis routine used to extract the eEDMvalue, and other quantities, from
our dataset of nearly 106 PMTfluorescence traces. The entire analysis was implementedwith a ‘blind’ offset on
the eEDMchannel such that the channel’smean valuewas not known until after all the data had been acquired
and the systematic error in themeasurement had been determined. No analysis changes weremade after the
blindwas revealed. Several data cuts were applied (before removal of the blind) to ensure that the resulting
eEDMmeasurements would be nearly normally distributed and tofilter data that was not taken under normal
operating conditions.

4.1. Signal asymmetry
As described in section 3.1, the accumulated phaseΦwas read out by resonantly addressing the H C
transitionwith linearly polarised light andmonitoring the resulting fluorescence. The state readout laserwas
switched between orthogonal polarisations, X̂ and Ŷ , at 100 kHz (with m1.2 s of dead time between
polarisations) in order to normalise againstmolecular flux variations. By switching at a rate fast enough that each
molecule experienced both polarisations, we achieved nearly photon-shot-noise-limited phasemeasurements
[64].With a sufficiently wide laser beam, allmolecules were completely optically pumped by both laser
polarisations during their∼20 ms fly-through time.We induced approximately onefluorescence photon from
eachmolecule by projecting themolecule state onto the two orthogonal spin states excited by laser beamswith
orthogonal polarisations.

The rapid switching of the laser polarisation resulted in amodulated PMT signal, S(t), as shown infigure 22.
For the following discussionwe consider the polarisation state to switch at a time t= 0. Immediately after, there
is a rapid increase influorescence as themolecules in the laser beam are quickly excited; while W t 1r , where

pW ~ ´2 1 MHzr is the Rabi frequency on theH toC transition, the fluorescence increases as
µ W ´( )S t tr

2 2. At later times, when W t 1r , population is about evenlymixed between theH andC states
(since  gWr C); hence, S(t)decays exponentially with a time constant of roughly g m»( )1 2 1 sC .Molecules
that were not present at t= 0 continue to enter the laser beam, causing S(t) to approach a steady state. The laser is
then turned off and the signal decays exponentially with time constant g m»1 0.5 sC . The next laser pulse, with
orthogonal polarisation, is turned on m g»1.2 s 2.5 C after the end of the previous one to prevent significant
overlap of contributions to S(t) induced by different polarisations. A low-pass filter in the PMTvoltage amplifier
with a cut-off frequency of p ´2 2 MHz removed any short timescale dynamics from S(t), and prevented
aliasing of high frequency components in the signal given our fixed digitisation rate of 5MSa s−1.

To determine the fluorescence F(t) produced by each polarisation state, we subtracted a time-dependent
background, ¢( )B t , taken fromdatawith nomoleculefluorescence present, i.e. = - ¢( ) ( ) ( )F t S t B t . Examples
of the extracted F(t) and ¢( )B t time series are shown infigures 22(A) and (B), respectively. ¢( )B t wasmodulated
in time due to scattered light from the state readout laser beam and has aDC electronic offset intrinsic to the
PMTs. Thefirstmillisecond of data, which contains nofluorescence, was used to determine ¢( )B t .We assumed
that ¢( )B t was periodic with the switching of the laser polarisation but did not depend on the polarisation; we
inferred its value by averaging together the recorded PMT signal across all polarisation bins for»1msof data
taken before the arrival of themolecule pulse. Sincemolecule beam velocity variations caused jitter in the
temporal position of themolecule pulse within the trace, 9ms of data were collected per pulse, despite the fact
that only the» 2ms of strong signal with ¢( ) ( )F t B t and»1msof background contained useful information
for the spin precessionmeasurement.

Integrating F(t) over times associatedwith pairs of orthogonally polarised laser pulses resulted in signals
F F,X Y . The integrationwas performed over a specified timewindow thatwe denoted as a ‘polarisation bin’.
Figure 26(B) shows two typical choices of polarisation bin and illustrates that the extracted eEDM is not
significantly affected by this choice. Figure 35 shows thatmost of the extracted quantities did not vary linearly
within the polarisation bin (’Pol. Cycle TimeDependence’ column).

After polarisation binning, the data displayed afluorescence signalmodulated by the envelope of the
molecule pulse, as infigure 22(C). Figure 22(D) shows the asymmetry, , computed from these data. The
asymmetry is computed for each 10 ms polarisation cycle, so that for the ith cycle we have
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Themolecule phase, and hence asymmetry (see equation (11)), had a linear dependence on the time after
ablation because themolecules precessed in amagnetic field over afixed distance; the slowermolecules, which
arrive later, precessedmore than the fastermolecules, which arrived earlier.We applied a fluorescence signal
threshold cut of around = + ´ -( )F F F 2 3 10 sX Y

5 1, indicated by dashed lines infigures 22(C) and (D).
Section 4.3 describes the threshold choice in detail.

To determine the statistical uncertainty in, n≈ 20–30 adjacent asymmetry points were grouped together.
For each group, j, centred around a time after ablation tj, we calculated themean, ̄j, and the uncertainty in the

mean, d ¯
j, depicted as red points and error bars infigure 22(D). For smaller n, the variance in the sample

variance in themean grows, inwhich case, error propagation that utilises aweightedmean of data ultimately
leads to an understimate of thefinal statistical uncertainty [104]. For larger n, themean significantly varies
within the group due to velocity dispersion, and the variance in themean grows in amanner not determined by
random statistical fluctuations. For the range n= 20–30we observed no significant change in any quantities
whichwere deduced from themeasured asymmetry.

As described earlier in this section, the background, ¢( )B t , whichwe subtracted from the PMT signal, S(t),
was observed to be correlatedwith the fast switching of the readout laser beampolarisation. This can arise, for
example, if the two polarisations have different laser beam intensities or pointings.We chose to use a

Figure 23.Asymmetry versus relative laser polarisation angle q q q= -read prep for severalmagnetic field values. The value of θwas
dithered about the value qnr by qD = 0.05 rad tomeasure fringe contrast,  . To stay on the steepest part of the fringe, we chose
q = 0 radnr for  = 20 mGand q p= 4 radnr for  =  1, 40 mG. For these data  <∣ ∣ 90% due to low preparation laser
power; typically, however,  »∣ ∣ 95%. Solid lines represent the expected behaviour for a givenmagneticfield and contrast.

Figure 24. (A)Magnitude of contrast versus time after ablation, averaged over a block. The signal thresholdwindow is indicated by
dashed lines (seefigure 22). (B)Magnitude of contrast versus preparation laser detuning. Error bars were computed as the standard
error associatedwith 64 averaged traces. The solid line is afit of the form  g g= ´ D +( ( ))a btanh 4C C

2
prep
2 2 , motivated by solution

of a classical rate equation.
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polarisation independent ¢( )B t by averaging over the two polarisation states. This produced an asymmetry offset
as per equation (31) and hence a significant Fnr associatedwith the polarisation-dependent background.We did
not consider Fnr to be a crucial physical or diagnostic quantity. If polarisation-dependent background
subtraction had been adopted, wewould be effectively subtracting a non-reversing component of asymmetry.
Because the uncertainty associatedwith this non-reversing asymmetry componentwas notwell characterised, it
would result in the uncertainty of the asymmetry whichwe extract being potentially inaccurate. Thus, by
performing polarisation-independent background subtractionwe believe we gained a better estimate of the
extracted asymmetry and its associated uncertainty; we found that thismethodology produced accurate
estimates of the uncertainties of quantities computed from themeasured asymmetry, as verified by c2 analysis of
measurements of F .We also found that none of the phase channels of interest changed significantly
dependent onwhether a polarisation-dependent backgroundwas used.

4.2. Computing contrast and phase
To compute themeasured phaseΦwemust alsomeasure the fringe contrast  and relative laser polarisation
angle q q q= -read prep, as described in section 3.1. The X̂ and Ŷ laser polarisationswere set by a l 2waveplate
andwere determined absolutely by auxiliary polarimetrymeasurements [67]. The contrast, defined as either
  q= -¶ ¶2 or   f= ¶ ¶2 , can be determined by dithering either the accumulated phasef (by varying
z) or the relative laser polarisation angle θ.We chose the latter as it could be changed quickly (<1 s) by rotating
a half-wave plate with a stepper-motor-driven rotation stage. Figure 23 shows the asymmetry as a function of θ,
for a range of values of appliedmagnetic field.We ran the experiment at the steepest part of the asymmetry
fringe (where q q= nr) andmeasured the contrast, j, for each asymmetry group, ̄j, by switching θ between

two angles, q q qq= + D ˜nr , for q = ˜ 1and qD = 0.05 rad.We calculated the contrast for each experimental
state as

   
       q q

q
= -

= + - = -

D
( ˜ ˜ ˜ )

¯ ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ) ¯ ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ )
( ), ,

1, , , 1, , ,

4
. 32j

j j

Note that each ‘block’ of data contained 64 traces, and involved the 4 switches ̃ , ̃ , ̃ and q̃, meaning each
block contained =64 2 44 traces for each experimental state.Within each block, the contrast for every
experimental state was averaged over the four traces taken in that experimental state, giving 8 sets of j.

A ‘composite’ contrast, ̄j, was then computed in one of twoways depending on the particular analysis
routine.We either calculated aweightedmean of the j, inwhich case the contrast is no longer defined for each
group (butwe retain the index j in our nomenclature), or we perform a quadratic fit to j versus j and use thefit
value for each j.We found that the contrast was fairly constant over the duration of themolecule pulse, and that
the choice ofmethod for computing ̄j did not affect any of the calculated physical quantities.

We typically found  »∣ ∣ 95%.Webelieve that this was limited by a number of effects including: imperfect
state preparation/readout, decay from theC state back to theH state and dispersion in the spin precession.We
also observed that this valuewas constant over a p ´2 1 MHz detuning range of the state preparation laser
(figure 24(B)), indicating complete optical pumping over this frequency range.

Recall that, as defined,  can be positive or negative, depending on the sign of the asymmetry fringe slope
(see figure 23, or equation (32)). Given that weworked near zero asymmetry where the fringe slopewas steepest,
and that qnr was always chosen to be 0 or p 4, we computed the total accumulated phase for each experimental
state as

  
       

   

q q p
F =

= + + = -
+( ˜ ˜ ˜ )

¯ ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ) ¯ ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ )
¯ ( ˜ ˜ ˜ )

( )q, ,
1, , , 1, , ,

4 , , 4
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j j
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Here, = q 0, 1or±2, corresponds to appliedmagnetic fields of±1,±20, and±40mG, respectively.We
chose to apply a smallmagnetic field,  = 1mG,when operating at q= 0 rather than turning off themagnetic
field completely. This ensuredwe could still directlymeasure the precession time from theZeeman precession
phase andwould not need to change the experimental switch sequence or data analysis routine for data taken
under this condition. Figure 23 illustrates the correspondence between qnr and appliedmagnetic field needed to
remain on the steepest part of the asymmetry fringe.

We note that, as defined, both contrast and asymmetry can behave differently to themeasured phase under
experimental switches. To understand this, recall that phase channels are defined to change sign under the listed
switches (e.g. F ˜ changes signwhen ̃ is switched), and to not change sign under all other switches.However,
the associated contrast and asymmetry channels typically will typically change sign under a different set of
switches. As an example, consider applying the switches ̃ , ̃ , ̃, ̃ and ̃ with q= 1 (see equation (33)). A
physical eEDMphasewould change signwith ̃ and ̃ . However, the asymmetry associatedwith this phase
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would change signwith allfive of these switches, and the contrast would change signwith ̃, ̃ and ̃43. Since
the phase is computed as the ratio of asymmetry to contrast, themeasured phase only changes signwith ̃ and
̃ , as expected.

The linear relationship between asymmetry and contrast helps suppress the effect of contrast correlatedwith
the experimental state; physical processes which produce a change in the contrast according to the experimental
state will typically produce a proportional change in the asymmetry,making the computed phase insensitive to
such processes44. During the experiment we did in fact observe contrast correlations. These can arise, for
example, if the state preparation laser detuning or thefluorescence signal background are correlated with
experimental switches. As described in section 5, we observed both ̃ - and ˜ ˜ -correlated contrast, but are
confident that they did not cause significant systematic effects.We also computed phases by ignoring contrast
correlations (i.e. treating themagnitude of contrast as independent of ̃ , ̃ and ̃) and the result did not
change significantly. Because unexpected contrast correlations do not result in a sign change, we explicitly write
∣ ∣where possible to help avoid confusion over the behaviour of contrast under experimental switches.

4.2.1. Computing phase and frequency correlations
After extracting themeasured phase   F ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), ,j , we performed the basis change described in equation (23),
from this experiment switch state basis to the experiment switch parity basis, denoted by F j

p, where p is a
placeholder for a given experiment switch parity.

We observed that themolecule beam forward velocity, and hence the spin precession time tj,fluctuated by
up to 10%over a 10 min time period. Since z and g1 are known from auxiliarymeasurements to a precision of
around 1%,wewere able to extract tj from each block from the Zeeman precession phasemeasurement,

 m tF = - gj z jB 1 (see section 3.1.2). Velocity dispersion caused tj to vary across themolecule pulsewith a
nominally linear dependence on time after ablation, t, however we observed significant deviations from
linearity. Thus, we fit tj to a 3rd order polynomial in t in order to evaluate t̄j. Then, we evaluated themeasured
spin precession frequencies defined as

w t= F ¯ ( ), 34j
p

j
p

j

for all phase channels p (see equation (22) for definition).We extracted the eEDM from w j , which in the

absence of systematic errors would be given by w = -de eff independent of j.
Fromhere onwewill drop the j subscript that denotes a grouping of n adjacent asymmetry points about a

particular time after ablation tj; it is implicit that independent phasemeasurements were computed frommany
separate groups of data, eachwith different values of tj across the duration of themolecule pulse. At the end of
the analysis, andwhenever it was convenient to do so, we implicitly performedweighted averaging across the j
subscript.

Other phase channels could be used to search for andmonitor systematic errors, discussed in detail in
section 5, or tomeasure properties of ThO, as is the casewith w .We discuss the latter case here. This channel
provided ameasure ofDg , themagneticmoment difference between upper and lower ̃ -levels, arising from

Figure 25.The difference betweenmagneticmoments of the twoΩ-doublet levels asmeasured by w . As expected, this phase
component scales linearly with  and z . The constant of proportionality is hmB. Reproducedwith permission from [59].

43
Recall that both ̃ and ̃ have the effect of interchanging the polarisations of the readout laser beam.

44
Note, however, that there are knownways that asymmetry correlations can lead to systematics in themeasured phase—see section 5.3.
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perturbations due to other electronic and rotational states [59, 78]. Because this difference limits the extent to
which the ̃ reversal can suppress certain systematic errors [69], it is an important quantity both in our
experiment and in other experimentsmeasuring eEDMs inmolecules withΩ-doublet structure [105]. Figure 25
illustrates an observed linear dependence hD =g 2 , as predicted [59, 78]. Since  and z are precisely known
fromauxiliarymeasurements, the constant η can be directly calculated fromour angular frequency
measurements:





h
w
m

= - ( ). 35
zB

Ourmeasured value of h = -  -0.79 0.01 nm V 1was approximately half of what onewould compute using
themethods developed to understand the effect in the PbOmolecule [78, 106]. This discrepancywas
subsequently understood as being primarily due to coupling to other fine-structure components in the D3

manifold [59, 66]. The w channel illustrates the importance of understanding phase channels besides that
corresponding to the eEDM.

4.3.Data cuts
Three data cuts were applied as part of the analysis: fluorescence rate threshold (see section 4.1), polarisation bin
(see below), and contrast threshold (see below). These cutsmade sure that we only used data taken under
appropriate experimental conditions (e.g. only when lasers remained locked etc.) and thus ensured a high signal
to noise ratio for the data used to extract the eEDMvalue.We thoroughly investigated how each of these cuts
affected the calculated eEDMmean anduncertainty.

As previouslymentioned, afluorescence threshold cut of about = ´F 3 10cut
5 s−1, was applied to each trace

(average of 25molecule pulses) to ensure that the fluorescence ratewould always be larger than the background
rate. This thresholdwas chosen to include themaximumnumber of asymmetry points in ourmeasurement
while also excluding low signal-to-noise asymmetrymeasurements that would increase the overall eEDM
uncertainty, as described below.We also removed entire blocks (complete sets of ̃ , ̃ , ̃, q̃) of data from the
analysis if any of the block’s experiment states had0.5msoffluorescence data above Fcut.

The count rates of uncorrelatedfluorescence photoelectrons exhibit Poissonian statistics. In each blockwe
averaged together four traces with the same experimental configuration. After such averaging, the number of
detected photoelectronswithin a pair of laser polarisation binswas50, whichwas large enough that the
photoelectron number distribution closely resembled a normal distribution. Because the asymmetry was
defined as a ratio of two approximately normally distributed randomvariables, -( )F FX Y and +( )F FX Y , its
distributionwas not necessarily normal. Rather, it approached a normal distribution in the limit of large

+( )F FX Y [66]. The same followed for all quantities computed from the asymmetry, including the eEDM.The

Figure 26.Measured eEDMmean and uncertainty as a function of (A)fluorescence signal threshold and (B) polarisation bin size and
position. For the former, a value of 3× 105 s−1 was used for thefinal result. For the latter, the two leftmost data points correspond to
the polarisation bins used.
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fluorescence threshold cut therefore ensured that the distribution of eEDMmeasurements was very nearly
normally distributed. Including low-signal data would have caused the distribution to deviate fromnormal and
increase the overall uncertainty. To check that this signal size cut did not lead to a systematic error in our
determination of de, the eEDMmean and uncertainty were calculated formultiple Fcut values, as shown in
figure 26. If the cut was increased above 6× 105 s−1 themean valuewas seen tomove slightly (but within the
computed uncertainties), and the uncertainty to increase. However, for all plausible values of the cuts the
resulting value of dewas consistent, within uncertainties, with ourfinal stated value.

As described in section 4.1, data points within a polarisation binwere averaged together when calculating the
asymmetry (see figure 22(A)). These data points were separated by 200 ns. Numbering these points fromwhen
the readout laser beampolarisation is switched, we binned points 5–20 or points 0–25, depending on the analysis
routine (see section 4.4 below)when reporting ourfinal result. The former choice wasmade to cut out
background signal and overlapping fluorescence between polarisation states while retaining asmuch of the
fluorescence signal as possible whereas the latter was chosen tominimise the statistical uncertainty given the lack
of evidence for systematic errors that depended on timewithin the polarisation switching cycle. As shown in
figure 26, we checked for systematic errors associatedwith this choice by also using several different polarisation
bins to compute the eEDM. The eEDMuncertainty increased, as expected, for polarisation bins that cut out data
with significant fluorescence levels, but themean values were all consistent with each otherwithin their
respective uncertainties.

In order for a block of data to be included in ourfinalmeasurement, we also required that each of the 8
  ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ), , experiment states had ameasured fringe contrast above 80%. The primary cause of blocks failing to
meet this requirementwas the state preparation laser becoming unlocked. This cut resulted in less than 1%of
blocks being discarded. If the contrast cut was lowered, or not applied at all, the eEDMmean and uncertainty
changed by less than 3%of our statistical uncertainty. Aswith the signal threshold, if this cut thresholdwas
increased to 90%, close to the average value of themagnitude of contrast, ∣ ∣, then a larger fraction of data was
neglected and the eEDMuncertainty was seen to increase.

For all the cuts discussed, we significantly varied the associated cut and in some cases removed it entirely. The
eEDMmean and uncertainty were very robust against significant variation of each of these cuts, and the cuts
were chosen before the blind offset applied to the eEDMchannel was removed.

4.4.Differences between data analysis routines
As a systematic error check, we performed three independent analyses of the data. Each routine followed the
general analysismethod described above, but varied inmany small details such as background subtraction
method, cut thresholds, numbers of points grouped together to compute asymmetry, polarisation bin choice,
etc. The analyses differed in the polynomial order of the fits applied to both the contrast  and the precession
time τ versus time after ablation t. The analyses also differed in the inclusion of a subset of the eEDMdata that
featured a particularly large unexplained signal in the w channel.

Each of the three analyses independently computed the eEDMchannel and the systematic error in the eEDM
channel. The uncertainties for all three routineswere nearly identical, and themeans agreed towithin

wD < -3 mrad s 1, which is within the statistical uncertainty of themeasurement dw = 4.8mrad s−1.
The eEDMmean and uncertainty were averaged over the three analyses to produce thefinal result.

4.5. EDMmean and statistical uncertainty
Thefinal data set used to report our result is shown infigure 27. It consisted of~104 blocks of data taken over the
course of∼2weeks (figure 27(B)); each block contains»20 separate eEDMmeasurements distributed over the
duration of themolecule pulse (figure 27(A)). All» ´2 105 measurements were combinedwith standard
Gaussian error propagation to obtain the reportedmean and uncertainty. Figures 27(C) and (D) show
histograms of allmeasurements on a linear (C) and log (D) scale, showing the distribution agrees extremely well
with aGaussian fit. The resulting uncertainty was about 1.2 times that expected from the photoelectron shot-
noise limit, taking into account the photoelectron rate frommolecule fluorescence, background light, and PMT
dark current.When the eEDMmeasurements werefit to a constant value, the reduced c2 was 0.996± 0.006
where this uncertainty represents the s1 width of the c2 distribution for the appropriate number of degrees of
freedom.

When computing the eEDMresult, data from superblocks were averaged together. Themean could be either
weighted or unweighted by the statistical uncertainty in each superblock state.Weighted averagingminimised
the resulting statistical uncertainty, but unweighted averaging could suppress systematic errors that havewell-
defined superblock parity from entering into the extracted value for w .

Due tomolecule numberfluctuations, each block of data had a different associated uncertainty. However,
roughly equal amounts of datawere gathered for the 24 superblock states defined by the state readout parity ̃ ,
field plate lead configuration ̃, state readout laser polarisation ̃, and global laser polarisation ̃ . For the
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reported eEDMvalue, unweighted averaging (or to be precise, performing the basis change prescribed by
equation (23))was used to combine data from the different ̃ , ̃, ̃, ̃ experiment states, since therewere
known systematic errors withwell-defined superblock parity that were suppressed by these switches (see, for
example, sections 5.2.2 and 5.3). Note, however, thatfigure 28 shows that these systematic errors produced no
significant eEDMshift, and that the overall uncertainty was comparable (within 10%)when the data were
combinedwithweighted or unweighted averaging.

Unequal amounts of datawere collected for the z ,  , and ˆ · ˆk z experimental states. For example, 40%
(60%) of data were gatheredwith the state preparation and readout laser beams pointing east (west),

= - +ˆ · ˆ ( )k z 1 1 . To account for this, we performed state-by-state analysis of the systematic errors: the primary
systematic errors (described in section 5.2.6)were allowed to depend on themagnitude of themagnetic field

Figure 27.The data set associatedwith our reported eEDM limit. (A)Variations in the extracted eEDMas a function of positionwithin
themolecular pulse. (B)Over 10 000 blocks of datawere taken over a combined period of about twoweeks. (C), (D)The distribution
of∼200 000 separate eEDMmeasurements (black)matches very well with aGaussian fit (red). The same data are plottedwith both a
linear and a log scale. In these histograms themean of each individualmeasurement was normalised to its corresponding error bar.

Figure 28.Measured w values grouped by the states of ∣ ∣,z ∣ ∣z , ˆ · ˆk z , and each superblock switch, before systematic error
corrections. Reproducedwith permission from [19].
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(though  = 1, 40z mGwere grouped together), and the pointing direction, and separate systematic error
subtractions were performed for each (z , ˆ · ˆk z ) state. After this subtraction, the systematic uncertainties were
added in quadraturewith the statistical uncertainties for each state, and the data from each state were averaged
togetherweighted by the resulting combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.

The reported statistical uncertainty was obtained via themethod above assuming no systematic uncertainty.
The reported systematic uncertainty was defined such that the quadrature sumof the reported statistical and
systematic uncertainties gives the same value aswhen incorporating the state-by-state analysis. A description of
themethods used to evaluate the systematic error and the systematic uncertainty in themeasurement is provided
in section 5.10. To prevent experimental bias we performed a blind analysis by adding an unknown offset to the
mean of the eEDMchannel, w . The offset was randomly generated in software from aGaussian distribution
with standard deviation s = 150 mrad s−1 andmean zero. Themean, statistical error, procedure for calculating
the systematic error, and procedure for computing the reported confidence interval were all determined before
revealing and subtracting the blind offset.

5. Systematic errors

According to Sozzi [107], ‘The best way to handle systematic effects is not to have any...’.We approached our
experimental design in away to be very resilient to the systematic errors that impacted eEDMexperiments in the
past.We performed searches for unforeseen systematic errors, observed some, developedmodels to understand
them, and carefully quantified them in auxiliarymeasurements, as described in this section.

A true eEDMshould contribute to the ˜ ˜ -correlated spin precession frequency, w , with a signal wT

that does not varywith any experimental parameter. To discriminate between a systematic error in w and
wT , we pursued a strategy to vary a large number of experimental parameters and imperfections while closely

monitoring w . If w changes then theremust be a systematic error correlatedwith that varied parameter.
During our search for systematic errors we varied parameters including: applied electric andmagnetic fields;
magnetic field gradients;molecule beampointing; and laser beam shape, pointing, detuning, and polarisation.
In addition tomonitoring w , wemonitored the spin precession frequency, contrast, fluorescence signal, and a
number of additional experimental conditions such asmolecule beamvelocity, vacuumpressure and room
temperature.We examined the correlations of these quantities with the experiment switches to determine
whether there are any spurious signals thatmight point to unforeseen systematic errors, or a gap in our
understanding of the experiment [67].

5.1.Determining systematic errors and uncertainties
In total, we variedmore than 40 separate parameters during our search for systematic errors (see table 2). These
fall into two categories. Category I contains parameters Pwhich are optimally zero; ¹P 0 represents an
experimental imperfection.Wewere able to use experimental data to put a direct limit on the size of possible
systematic errors proportional to these parameters. Category II contains parameters that have no optimum
value andwhichwe could vary significantly without affecting the nature of the spin precessionmeasurement.
The variation of these parameters could reveal systematic errors and serve as a check that we understood the
response of our system to those parameters, but no quantitative bounds on the associated systematic errors were
derived.

For each category I parameter P, we exaggerated the size of the imperfection by a factor greater than 10, if
possible, relative to themaximum size of the imperfection under normal operating conditions, P̄ , whichwas
obtained from auxiliarymeasurements. Following previous work [20, 42, 108], we assumed a linear relationship
between w andP, and extracted the sensitivity of the w to parameter P, w¶ ¶P . The systematic error
under normal operating conditions was computed as  w w= ¶ ¶( ) ¯P PP . The statistical uncertainty in the

systematic error (henceforth referred to as the systematic uncertainty) dwP was obtained from linear error
propagation of uncorrelated randomvariables,


 

dw
w

d d
w
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¶
¶
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¶
¶
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where dP̄ is the uncertainty in P̄ and d w¶ ¶P is the uncertainty in w¶ ¶P .
For parameters that had been observed to produce statistically significant shifts in w , such as the non-

reversing electric field,  nr, wemonitored the size of the systematic error throughout the reported data set
during IPVs (described in section 3.1.2) and deducted this quantity from w to give a value of the spin
precession frequency due toT-odd interactions in theH state of ThO,   w w w= - åT P P .Most category I

parameters did not cause a statistically significant wP andwere notmonitored. For these parameters, we did
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Table 2.Parameters varied during our systematic error search. Left: category I parameters—thesewere ideally zero under normal
experimental running conditions andwewere able to vary them significantly from zero. For each of these parameters directmeasurements
or limits were placed on possible systematic errors. Right: category II parameters—these had no single ideal value. Although direct limits on
these systematic errors could not be derived, they served as checks for the presence of unanticipated systematic errors. See themain text for
more details on all the systematic errors referenced.

Category I parameters

Magneticfields

-Non-reversing -field: z
nr

- Transverse -fields:  ,x y

(both even and odd under ̃)
- -field gradients:
     ¶
¶

¶

¶

¶

¶

¶

¶
¶
¶

¶
¶

, , , , ,
x x y z x z
x y y y z z

(both even and odd under ̃)
- ̃ correlated -field:  (to simulate

´
 
v /geometric phase/leakage current)
Electricfields

-Non-reversing  -field: nr

-  -field ground offset

Laser detunings

- State preparation/readout lasers:Dprep
nr ,Dread

nr

- ̃ correlated detuning, D
- ̃ correlated detunings: D
Laser pointings

-Change in pointing of prep./read lasers

- State readout laser ˆ ˆX Y dependent pointing

- ̃ correlated laser pointing

- ̃ and ˆ ˆX Y dependent laser pointing

Laser powers

- ˜ ˜ correlated power Wr

- ̃ correlated power Wr

- ˆ ˆX Y dependent state readout laser power, WXY
r

Laser polarisation

- Preparation laser ellipticity, Sprep
Molecular beam clipping

-Molecule beam clipping along ŷ and ẑ

(changes á ñvy ,á ñvz , á ñy , á ñz ofmolecule beam)

Category II parameters

Laser powers

- Power of prep./read lasers

Experiment timing

- X̂/Ŷ polarisation switching rate

-Number ofmolecule pulses averaged

per experiment trace

Analysis

- Signal size cuts, asymmetry size cuts,

contrast cuts

-Difference between twoPMTdetectors

-Variationwith timewithinmolecule pulse

(serves to check vx dependence)
- Variationwith timewithin polarisation

switching cycle

-Variationwith time throughout the

full data set (autocorrelation)
- Search for correlations between all channels

of phase, contrast and fluorescence signal

- Correlations with auxiliarymeasurements

of -fields, laser powers, vacuumpressure

and temperature

- 3 independent data analysis routines
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not subtract wP from w , but rather included an upper limit of  w dw+[( ) ( ) ]P P
2 2 1 2 in the systematic

uncertainty on wT , or chose to omit this parameter from the systematic error budget altogether based on the
criteria described in section 5.10.

Where applicable, we alsofit higher-order polynomial functions to w with respect toP during the
systematic error searches. No significant increase in the systematic uncertainty was observed using such fits and
hence the contributions to the systematic error budget in table 4were all estimated from linearfits.We note,
however, that certain nonlinear dependences of w onP could lead to underestimates of the systematic
uncertainty, for example if w has a small (large)nonzero value for large (small) values ofP. In efforts to avoid
this, data were taken over as wide a range as possible, it is, however, always possible that such nonlinear
dependence is present between the parameter values for whichwe took data.We had nomodels bywhich
nonlinear dependence couldmanifest by variation of the parameters investigated, sowe believe the procedure
outlined above produced accurate estimates of the systematic errors.

5.2. Systematic errors due to imperfect laser polarisations
The dominant systematic errors in our experiment were due to imperfections in the laser beams used to prepare
themolecular and read out themolecular state. Non-ideal laser polarisations combinedwith laser parameters
correlatedwith the expected eEDMsignal resulted in three distinct systematic errors whichwe refer to as the
 nr, Wr , and Stark interference (S.I.) systematic errors. In this section, wemodel the effects of several types of
polarisation imperfections on themeasured phaseΦ (sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3) and discuss the correlated laser
parameters that couple to these polarisation imperfections to result in systematic errors (section 5.2.6).We then
discuss howwewere able to suppress and quantify the residual systematic errors in the eEDMexperiment
(sections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6).

5.2.1. Idealisedmeasurement schemewith polarisation offsets
As described in section 3.1, themolecules initially enter the state preparation laser beam in an incoherent
mixture of the two states  ñ∣ ˜, . The bright state    ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )B , ,prep prep is then optically pumped away through

 ñ∣ ˜C, prep leaving behind the dark state    ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )D , ,prep prep as the initial state for the spin precession. The

molecules then undergo spin precession by anglef evolving to afinal state   y fñ = ñ∣ ( )∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )U D , ,f prep prep

where  f = å  ñáf

( ) ∣ ˜ ˜ ∣U e , ,i is the spin precession operator. Themolecules then enter the state

readout laser that optically pumps themolecules with alternating polarisations ̂X and ̂Y (which are nominally
linearly polarised and orthogonal) between  ñ∣ ˜, and  ñ∣ ˜C, read . For each polarisation, the optical pumping
results in afluorescence count rate proportional to the projection of the state onto the bright state,

   y= á ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )∣ ∣F fN B , ,X Y X Y f, 0 , read
2 where f is the photon detection efficiency, andN0 is the number of

molecules in the addressed ̃ level.We then compute the asymmetry, = - +( ) ( )F F F FX Y X Y , dither the
linear polarisation angles in the state readout laser beams to evaluate the fringe contrast,
  f q= ¶ ¶ » - ¶ ¶( ) ( )2 2read , and extract themeasured phase,   pF = +( ) q2 445.We then
report the result of themeasurement in terms of an equivalent phase precession frequency w t= F where
t » 1 ms is the spin precession time, whichwasmeasured for each block as described in section 4.2.1.

Let usfirst consider the idealised case inwhich all laser polarisations are exactly linear, pQ = 4i for each
laser Î { }i X Yprep, , , the angle between the state preparation laser polarisation (prep) and state readout basis
(X Y, ) is p 4, q q p- = - 4read prep , and the accumulated phase is small, f ∣ ∣ 1 (i.e. nomagnetic field is
applied). Under these conditions, themeasured phaseΦ is equal to the accumulated phasef. Now consider the
effect of adding polarisation offsets 


d i to each of the three laser beams such that   k +

ˆ ˆ di i i, where k = 1 is
a perturbation parameter. It is useful to cast the polarisation imperfections in terms of linear angle
imperfections, q q k q + di i i and ellipticity imperfections, kQ  Q + Qdi i i where = - QS d2i i is the laser
ellipticity Stokes parameter; these are related by

 

 
q

´
= - Q

ˆ · ( ˆ )
ˆ · ˆ

( )z d
d di . 37i i

i i
i i

Note that laser polarisations can have a nonzero projection in the ẑ direction, butwe assume in the discussion
above that ̂i represents a normalised projection of the laser polarisation onto the xy plane46.With these
polarisation imperfections in place, themeasured phaseΦ gains additional terms:

45
Recall q is chosen to be an integer which depends on the size of the appliedmagnetic field.

46
The z-component of the polarisation can only drive D =M 0 transitions, which are far off resonance from the state preparation/readout

lasers.
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 f k q q q k kF = + - + - Q Q - Q +( ( )) ˜ ˜ ( ) ( ) ( )d d d d d d O
1

2
, 38X Y X Yprep

2
prep read prep

3

up to second order inκ. In the eEDMmeasurement, we switch between two values of  º˜ ˜
read, the parity of

the excited state addressed during state readout, andwe set  = +˜ 1prep , the parity of the excited state addressed
during state preparation. It is worth dwelling on equation (38) for amoment. A rotation of all polarisations by
the same angle leaves themeasured phase unchanged: q q q + F  F⟹d d di i , as expected. A deviation in
the relative angle between the state preparation and readout beams, q q q +d d dprep prep and
q q q -d d dX Y X Y, , , enters into the phasemeasurement as qF  F + d2 , but is benign so long as qd is
uncorrelatedwith the expected eEDMsignal. The laser ellipticities affect the phasemeasurement only when the
state readout beams differ in ellipticity, and this contribution to the phase can be distinguished from the others
by switching the excited state parity, ̃ . This last term is particularly interesting because it allows for
multiplicative couplings between polarisation imperfections in the state preparation and state readout beams to
contribute to themeasured phase.

Although the polarisation imperfection terms in equation (38) are uncorrelatedwith the ˜ ˜ and hence do
not contribute to the systematic error, wewill see in later sections that additional imperfections can lead to
changes in themolecule state that is prepared or read out that are equivalent to correlations qd i and Qd i .
The framework of equation (38) is useful for understanding how these correlations result in systematic errors in
the eEDMmeasurement extracted from F .

5.2.2. S.I. between E1 andM1 transition amplitudes
In this sectionwe describe in detail how interference betweenmultipole transition amplitudes can lead to a
measured phase thatmimicks an eEDMspin precession phase.We develop a general framework illustrating how
such phases depend on laser polarisation and pointing.

In an applied electric field, opposite parity levels aremixed, allowing both odd parity (E1,M2,K) and even
parity (M1, E2,K) electromagneticmultipole amplitudes to contributewhen driving an optical transition.
These amplitudes depend on the orientation of the electric field relative to the light polarisation ̂ and the laser
pointing direction k̂ . This S.I. effect forms the basis of precisemeasurements of weak interactions through parity
non-conserving amplitudes in atoms andmolecules [109–111]. However, it can also generate a systematic error
in searches for permanent electric dipolemomentswhich look for spin precession correlatedwith the
orientation of an applied electric field. These S.I. amplitudes have been calculated andmeasured for optical
transitions in Rb [112, 113] andHg [114, 115], and have been included in the systematic error analysis in theHg
EDMexperiment [108, 116].

In this section, we consider S.I. as a source of systematic errors in theACME experiment. There are two
important differences betweenmolecular and atomic systems. First,molecular states such as the DH3

1 state in
ThO can be highly polarisable and opposite parity states can be completelymixed by the application of amodest
laboratory electric field. Second,molecular selection rules can bemuchweaker than atomic selection rules: the

D  PH C3
1

3
1 transition that we drive is nominally an E1 forbidden spin-flip transition (DS = 1, whereΣ is

the projection of the total electron spin S= 1 onto the intermolecular axis), but these states have significant
subdominant contributions fromother spin-orbit terms [76], between some ofwhich the E1 transition is
allowed. Both of these effects significantly amplify the effect of S.I. inmolecules relative to atoms. In this section
wewill derive the effect of S.I. on themeasured phaseΦ.

Consider a planewave vector potential

A with real amplitudeA0, oscillating at frequencyω, that is resonant

with amolecular optical transition ñ  ñ∣ ∣g e ,withwave vector w=


( ) ˆk c k , and complex polarisation ̂ :

= +w-
   

( ) ˆ ( )·A r t A, e c.c. 39k r t
0

i i

The interactionHamiltonian Hint between this classical lightfield and themolecular system is given by:

å= -
  

( ) ( ) · ( )H t
e

m
A r t p, 40

a

a

a
a a

int

where a indexes a sumover all of the particles in the systemwith charge e a, massma, position

r a and

momentum

p a. Typically we apply themultipole expansion on the transitionmatrix element between states ñ∣g

and ñ∣e ; thematrix element can then bewritten as

  åwº á ñ = á + ´ ñ
l

l l
=

¥  
∣ ∣ ∣ ˆ · ( ˆ ˆ ) · ∣ ( )e H g A e E k M gi , 41egint 0

1

where l

E describes the electric interaction of order l-

 (( · ) )O k r 1 and l


M describes themagnetic interaction of
order a l-

 ( ( · ) )O k r 1 (whereα is thefine structure constant) such that
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where La is the orbital angularmomentum, S a is the spin angularmomentum, and g a is the spin g-factor for
particle of index a (see e.g. [117]). For typical atomic ormolecular optical transitions, if allmoments are allowed,
we expect the dominant corrections to the leading order E1 transitionmoment to be on the order ofM1/E1
a~ ~ -10 2–10−3 and E2/E1~ ~ -ka 100

3–10−4, where a0 is the Bohr radius.We note, however, that it is
possible that these corrections could be larger in our particular case, since the H C E1 transition is nominally
forbidden and has a veryweak amplitude. In this workwe neglect the higher order contributions beyond E2,
though the effectsmay by evaluated by using the expansion above.

During the state preparation and readout of themolecule state, transitions are driven between the state
ñ = å  ñ ∣ ∣ ˜g d , and ñ = ñ∣ ∣ ˜e C, , where d± are state amplitudes that denote the particular superposition in

ñ∣H that is being interrogated. The particular d± combination that results in = 0 describes the state that is
dark, and the orthogonal state is bright and is optically pumped away.

It is convenient to expand theHamiltonian Hint in terms of spherical tensor operators. Furthermore, the
laser is only resonant withD = M 1 transitions, so the spherical tensor operators with angularmomentum
projections other than±1 can be reasonably omitted. In table 3, we factor thefirst 4multipole operators into
products ofmolecule and lightfield operators and express themolecular operators in terms of spherical tensors
l
T 1of rank l = 1, 2. The E1 andM1 terms consist of vector operators with l = 1. The E2 andM2operators are
rank 2 cartesian operators which can have spherical tensor operator contributions for l = 0, 1, 2. The rank
l = 0 components of the E2 andM2operators, and the l = 1component of the E2 operator, vanish. The rank
l = 1component of theM2operator does not vanish, but the lightfield angular dependence of this operator is
equivalent to E1, sowemay treat it as such.

Usingwell-knownproperties of angularmomentummatrix elements [62], wemaywrite the transition
matrix element in the following form,

* *   w e= - + -+ -
- +

¢
+ -

[( ) ˜ ] ( ˆ ˜ ( ) ˆ ) · ( )( ˜ ˜)A c d di
1

2
1 1 , 43eg

J J
0 E1

1 1 2
1 1 eff

such that e


eff is the ‘effective E1 polarisation’ (i.e. including the effects of interference betweenmultipole
transitionmatrix elements is equivalent to an E1 transitionwith this polarisation)with the form

   e = - ´ ´ + + +
 ˆ ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ) ( ˜ ) ( ˆ ( ˆ · ˆ) ˆ ( ˆ · ˆ)) ( )a n k a k n k ni i ... 44eff M1 E2

where =ˆ ˜ ˜ ˆn z is the orientation of the internuclear axis in the laboratory frame,  =( ˜ ) ( ˜ ) ( )a c c2E2 E2 E1

and =a c cM1 M1 E1 are real dimensionless ratios describing the strength of theM1 and E2matrix elements
relative to E1, and the c coefficients arematrix elements,

= á ¢ ñ∣ ∣ ( )c C J H J, , 0, 1 E1 , , 1, 1 , 45E1

= á ¢ ñ∣ ∣ ( )c C J H J, , 0, 1 M1 , , 1, 1 , 46M1

Table 3.Only spherical tensor operators lTq with projection = q 1 contribute to the ñ  ñ∣ ∣H C
transition amplitude.With this simplifying assumption, we canwrite thematrix element for each
multipole operator in the form shown at the top of this table, which factors themolecule properties
and the light properties (where  =  ˆ ( ˆ ˆ)x yi 2 are the spherical basis vectors and ẑ is the
direction of the applied static electricfield). Here, themolecular operators lO and the
corresponding light vectors l


( )V O are listed for the E1,M1, E2, andM2operators. To evaluate a

transitionmatrix element one should substitute the operators of interest from the 3rd and 4th
columns into the expression at the top of the table. The subscripts i and j index cartesian
components.

* * wá ñ = á ñ + á ñ +l l l l l l
+ + - -


∣ ( )∣ [ˆ ∣ ( )∣ ˆ ∣ ( )∣ ] · ( )e H O g A e T O g e T O g V Oi ...egint 0 1 1 1 1

Term Tensor MolecularOperator, lO Light Vector, l


( )V O
rank,λ

E1 1 S e ra
a

i
a ̂

M1 1 S +( )L g Sa
e

m i
a a

i
a

2

a

a ´ˆ ˆk

E2 2 åw e r r
c a

a
i
a

j
a

2
 +[ˆ ( ˆ · ˆ) ˆ (ˆ · ˆ)]k z k zi

2

M2 2 S +w { }r L g S,
c a

e

m i
a

j
a a

j
a

2

1

3

1

2

a

a  ´ + ´[ ˆ (( ˆ ˆ ) · ˆ) ( ˆ ˆ )( ˆ · ˆ)]k k z k k zi

2
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 = á ¢ ñ + - á ¢ - ñ( ˜ ) ∣ ∣ ˜ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )c C J H J C J H J, , 0, 1 E2 , , 1, 1 1 , , 0, 1 E2 , , 1, 1 , 47J
E2

which are defined using the state notation Wñ∣A J M, , , for electronic stateA, and ‘E1,M1, E2’ refer to the
correspondingmolecular operators in table 3. It is useful to define the Rabi frequency W = ∣ ∣r as the
magnitude of the amplitude connecting to the bright state, and the unit vector êeff corresponding to the
projection of e


eff onto the xy plane,

e
e e

e e
=

-

-

 
 ˆ ( · ˆ) ˆ

∣ ∣ ∣ · ˆ∣
( )z z

z
. 48eff

eff eff

eff
2

eff
2

This completely determines the bright and dark states, which have been previously defined in equations (12) and
(13) for solely E1 transitionmatrix elements.

The odd parity E1 and even parityM1 andE2 contributions to the effective polarisation differ by a factor of
˜ ˜ , which is correlatedwith the expected eEDM signal. Expanding the effective E1 polarisation in terms of
switch parity components,  e e e= +

ˆ ˆ ˜ ˜deff eff
nr

eff , and evaluating the effective ˜ ˜ correlated polarisation
imperfections using equation (37), we find that the bright and dark states have effective polarisation correlations
given by:


 e e

e e
q

´
» - Q

ˆ · (ˆ )
ˆ · ˆ

( )z d
d di 49eff

nr
eff

eff
nr

eff
nr eff eff

 » - ´( ( ˜ ))( ˆ · ˆ)(( ˆ ˆ ) · ˆ) ( )a a z k zi . 50M1 E2

It is useful to use a particular parameterisation of the laser pointing k̂ and polarisation ̂ to expand the expression
in equation (50) in terms of pointing and polarisation imperfections. The state preparation laser k̂-vector is
aligned along (or against) the ẑ direction in the laboratory, so it is convenient to parameterise the pointing
deviation fromnormal by spherical angle Jk, and the direction of this pointing imperfection by polar anglejk in
the xy plane, such that:

j J j J J= + +ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )k x y zcos sin sin sin cos . 51k k k k k

Wemay use a parameterisation for the polarisation ̂ that is similar to that in equation (14), but a slight
modification is required to ensure that  =ˆ · ˆk 0:

   = - Q + Q +q q-
+ -ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ˆ) ( )N ze cos e sin , 52z

i
1

i
1

 q= - Q + Qq j q j- - -( ) ( )( ) ( )1

2
tan e cos e sin , 53z k

i ik k

where N is a normalisation constant that ensures that *  =ˆ · ˆ 1.With these parameterisations in place, and
expanding about small ellipticities Qd such that pQ = + Qd4 , and small laser pointing deviation, J  1k ,
wefind that the ˜ ˜ -correlated effective laser polarisation imperfections are given by:

q J q j» - - -( ( ˜ )) ( ( )) ( )d a a S
1

2
cos 2 , 54k i keff M1 E2

2

 J q jQ » - - -( ( ˜ )) ( ( )) ( )d a a
1

2
sin 2 , 55k keff M1 E2

2

where = - QS d2i i describe the laser ellipticities. Hence, following equation (38), there is a systematic error in
w :

w
t

= -( ( ˜ )) ( )a a
1 1

4
56S.I. M1 E2

J´ - + -[ ( ˜ ( )) ( )S c s S S2 57k X Y,prep
2

prep prep prep

 J J+ + + -( ˜ ) ( ˜ )] ( )S c S s S c S s , 58k X X X X k Y Y Y Y,
2

prep ,
2

prep

where q jº -( ( ))c cos 2i i i k, and q jº -( ( ))s sin 2i i i k, describe the dependence of the systematic error on the
difference between the linear polarisation angle qi and the pointing angleji k, in the xy plane.

There is another contribution to this systematic error that arises when the coupling to the off-resonant
opposite parity excited state - ñ∣ ˜C, is also taken into account. This additional contribution becomes
significantwhen the ellipticities are comparable to or smaller than g D »W = 0.5%C C J, , 1 .

The eEDMchannel, w , was defined to be even under the superblock switches (including ̃ ), hence those
terms proportional to ̃ in the equation above do not contribute to our reported result. Additionally, the ̃ and
̃ switches rotate the polarisation angles for each laser by roughly q q p + 2i i periodically and the resulting
w signal is averaged over these states. Provided that the pointing drift ismuch slower than the timescale of

these switches, and to the extent that the laser polarisations constituting the ̃ and ̃ states are orthogonal, then
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these systematic errors should dominantly contribute to the w and w channels whichwere found to be
consistent with zero (see figure 35).

An indirect limit on the size of the systematic error due to S.I., wS.I. , may be estimated by assuming a
reasonable suppression factor bywhich the effects in w and w may ‘leak’ into w .Wemonitored the
pointing drift on a beamprofiler and observed pointing drifts up to J m~d 50 radk throughout a full set of
superblock states. The absolute pointingmisalignment angle was notwell known butwas estimated to be larger
than J 0.5 mradk . Hencewemay estimate a conservative suppression factor J Jd 1 10k k bywhich
pointing driftmay contaminate w from w and w . The two ̃ states are very nearly orthogonal, but
the ̃ states deviate sufficiently fromorthogonal (see section 5.2.5) such that the leakage from  w w will
dominate the systematic error; we estimate a suppression factor of about  ~ ~c c s s 1 5p p p p

nr nr . Based on the

upper limits on themeasured values for w and w combinedwith leakage from w and w into w
due to pointing drift, and leakage from w into w due to non-orthogonality of the two ̃ states, we estimate
the possible size of the systematic error to be  w -1 mrad sS.I.

1.
Note that themechanism for this systematic error was not discovered until after the publication of our result

[19] and hencewas not included in our systematic error analysis there. Furthermore, sincewe did not observe
this effect, this systematic error does notmatch any of the inclusion criteria outlined in section 5.10 and hence is
not included in the systematic error budget in this paper. Sincewe did not understand themechanism for this
systematic errorwhile running the apparatus, wewere not able to place direct limits on the size of this systematic
error.We estimate that the absolute pointing deviation from ideal was atmost 5 mrad and the ellipticity of each
laserwas nomore than »S 5%i . The E1/M1 interference coefficient is »a 0.1M1 for the H C transition.
This gives an estimate of w ~ -0.1 mrad sS.I.

1before suppression due to the ̃ and ̃ switches.Hence, we do
not believe that this systematic error significantly shifted the result of ourmeasurement.

5.2.3. AC Stark shift phases
In this sectionwe describe contributions to themeasured phaseΦ that depend on the AC Stark shifts induced by
the state preparation and readout lasers.We describemechanisms bywhich such phase contributionsmay arise,
andwe describemechanisms bywhich ˜ ˜ correlated experimental imperfectionsmay couple to these phases
to result in eEDM-mimicking phases. Concise descriptions of some of the effects described here can be found in
[66, 67, 94].

During our search for systematic errors as described in section 5.1, we empirically found that therewas a
contribution to themeasured phase F D W( )d , r that had an unexpected linear dependence on the laser detuning
Δ, a quadratic dependence on laser detuningΔ in the presence of a nonzeromagnetic field, and a linear
dependence on small changes to themagnitude of the Rabi frequency, W Wd r r, in the presence of a nonzero
magnetic field,

å a a bF D W = D + D + W W +D D W( ) [ ( ) ] ( )d d, ... . 59
i

i i i i d i ir , ,
2

r, r,i
2

r,

where Î { }i X Yprep, , indexes the state preparation and readout lasers. The coefficients wemeasuredwere
a p~ ´D ( )1 mrad 2 MHz , a p~ ´D ( )1 mrad 2 MHz 22 and b ~W

-10d
3

r
.We performed thesemeasure-

ments by independently varying the laser detuningsDi across resonance usingAOMs ormodulating the laser
power using AOMswith the set-up depicted infigure 10 and extracting themeasured phaseΦ. Examples of such
measurements are given infigure 31.

Figure 29.Energy level diagrams depicting theHamiltonianwhen the three-level H C transition is addressed by the state
preparation or readout lasers in three different bases. Solid double-sided blue arrows denote strong laser couplings betweenH andC.
Wiggly red arrows denote spontaneous emission fromC to states outside of the three level system.Dashed orange lines denoteweak
couplings induced by laser polarisation rotation. Basis A is useful for describing the spin precession phase induced by the Zeeman and
eEDMHamiltonians. Basis B is useful for describing the states that are prepared and read out in the spin precessionmeasurement.
Basis C is useful for evaluating theAC Stark Shift phases induced by laser polarisation rotations.
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Wedetermined that this behaviour can be caused bymixing between bright and dark states, due to a small
non-adiabatic laser polarisation rotation or Zeeman interaction present during the optical pumping used to
prepare and read out the spin state. Themixed bright and dark states differ in energy by the AC Stark shift, which
leads to a relative phase accumulation between the bright and dark state components that depends on the laser
parametersΔ and Wr.We shall nowderive the AC Stark shift phase that results in equation (59), under
simplifying assumptions amenable to analytic calculations.

Consider a three level system consisting of the bright  e ñ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ )B , , and dark  e ñ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ )D , , states and the
lossy excited state ñ∣ ˜C, with decay rate gC. For simplicity, assume that there is no appliedmagnetic field for the
time being. In this system, the instantaneous eigenvectors (depicted infigure 29(C)) are

    k k e eñ º  ñ + ñ ñ º ñ  ∣ ∣ ˜ ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ∣ ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ( )B C B D D, , , , , , , 60

and the instantaneous eigenvalues are

= D  D + W = ( ) ( )E E
1

2
, 0, 61B D

2
r
2

such that themixing amplitudes k are given by

k = 
D

D + W
 ( )1

2
1 . 62

2
r
2

The effect of the decay of the excited state (which occurs almost entirely to states outside of the three level
system)may be taken into account by adding an anti-Hermitian operator term in the Schrodinger equation,
y yñ = - - G ñ∣ ˙ ( )∣Hi i 1

2
, where  gG = ñá∣ ˜ ˜ ∣C C, ,C is the decay operator. This formulation is equivalent to the

Lindbladmaster equation,

r r r= - - G˙ [ ] { } ( )Hi ,
1

2
, , 63

that governs the time evolution of the densitymatrix r y y= ñá∣ ∣. In practice, we implement this decay termby
calculating the time evolution of the system according toH, and thenmaking the substitution gD  D - i 2C
before calculating squares of amplitudes.

It is useful towork in the dressed state basis, ñ∣D , ñ∣B , (basis C infigure 29) because these are nearly
stationary states and have simple time evolution in the case that laser polarisation andRabi frequency are
stationary. If we allow the laser polarisation to vary in time, then the dressed state basis varies in time, and the
system evolves according to theHamiltonian,

= -˜ ˙ ( )† †H UHU UUi , 64

whereU is the transformation from time independent basis A to time dependent basis C (from figure 29), †UHU
is diagonal, and- ˙ †UUi is afictitious force term that arises becausewe are working in a non-inertial framewhen
the laser polarisation is time dependent [77].

Assuming that the polarisation is nearly linear, pQ » 4, but allowing the polarisation to rotate slightly, and
allowing for a nonzero two photon detuning due to the Zeeman shift  d m= - ˜g z1 B , theHamiltonian in the
dressed state picture is:

* *c k c k

ck

ck

=

- -

-
ñ
ñ
ñ

+ -

+ -
W D-W D
D +W

-
W D-W D
D +W +

-

+

 





 

 

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟
˜

∣
∣
∣

( )H E

E

D

B

B

0 i i

i

i

, 65B

B

i

2

i

2

r r
2 2

r r
2

r
2

where c q d= Q - +˙ ˙ (˙ )i can be considered to be a complex polarisation rotation rate, Ẇr is the rate of change
of the Rabi frequency, and Ḋ is the rate of change of the detuning. Note that thisHamiltonian implies that the
effect of a two photon detuning arising from theZeeman shift is equivalent to that of a linear polarisation
rotating at a constant rate.

Wemay then applyfirst order time-dependent perturbation theory in this picture to determine the extent of
bright/dark statemixing due to ċ in the time evolution of the system. If we parameterise the time-dependent
state as

y ñ = ñ + ñ + ñ+ + - -∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )∣ ( )∣ ( )t c t D c t B c t B , 66D B B

then in the case of a uniform laserfield W =˙ 0r , of duration t andwith a constant detuningD =˙ 0, the time
evolution of the coefficients is given atfirst order by:
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*òå c k= - ¢ ¢ ¢


- ¢
( ) ( ) ˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c t c t t c t0 e 0 d , 67D D

t
E t

B
0

i B

ò c k= + ¢ ¢ ¢
-


- ¢  ( ) ( ) ˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c t c t t c te 0 e e 0 d . 68B

E t
B

E t
t

E t
D

i i

0

iB B B

In the state preparation region, themolecules begin in an incoherentmixture of the states  e ñ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ )B , ,prep

and  e ñ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ )D , ,prep and then enter the state preparation laser beam. In the ideal case of uniform laser
polarisation,molecules that were in the bright state are optically pumped out of the three level system, and
molecules that are in the dark state remain there; this results in a pure state,  e ñ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ )D , ,prep . However, if there

is a small polarisation rotation by amount  òc c q mº ¢ ¢ º Q - - ( ) ( ˜ )d t t d d g td i
t

z0 1 B , such that c ∣ ∣d 1,

then the dark state obtains a bright state admixture thatmay not be completely optically pumped away before
leaving the laser beam47. In this case, the final state can bewritten as

     e e c e¢ ñ = ñ + P ñ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ∣ (ˆ ˜ ˜ ) ( )D D d B, , , , , , 69prep prep prep

where e ¢ˆprep is the effective polarisation that parameterises the initial state in the spin precession region

*e e c e¢ = + P ´ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )d zi , 70prep prep prep

andΠ is an amplitude that accounts for the AC Stark shift phase and the time dependent dynamics of the non-
adiabaticmixing due to the polarisation rotation,

òå k
c
c

P = ¢
¢



- ¢ 


( ) ( ) ( )t
t

d
e d e . 71E t

t
E t2 i

0

iB B

The deviations between the effective polarisation and the actual laser polarisation can be viewed as effective
polarisation imperfections,

 q q m= - Q P + - P( ˜ ) ( )d d d g tIm Re , 72zprep,eff prep prep 1 B

 q mQ = - Q P - - P( ˜ ) ( )d d d g tRe Im , 73zprep,eff prep prep 1 B

that lead to shifts in themeasured phaseΦ as described in equation (38). For definiteness, consider the case in
which the polarisation rotation rate c c¢ =˙ ( )t d t is a constant for the duration of the optical pumping pulse t.
In this case,

å kP =


-
( ) ( ) ( )E te sinc 2 . 74E t

B
2 i 2B

This function has the property that PIm is an odd function inΔ that can take on values up to order unity
across resonance (a frequency range on the order of gC) and is exactly zero on resonance. PRe is an even
function quadratic inΔ about resonance, and depends onRabi frequency on resonance. If the laser beam
intensity reduces quickly as themolecule leaves it thenmost of the AC Stark shift phase arises from the last Rabi
flopping period before themolecule exits the laser beam (provided ċ is nonzero during that time). If the
intensity reduces slowly, the AC Stark shift phase can be exacerbated since the bright state amplitude is not as
effectively optically pumped awaywhile gW < Cr . Nevertheless, beamshaping tests shown infigure 31 and
numerical simulations indicate thatΠ is not very sensitive to the shape of the spatial intensity profile of the laser
beamor the shape of the spatial variation of the polarisation.

If we consider only thefirst order contribution to the shift in themeasured phase in equation (38),
qd prep,eff , and neglect the second order shift that arises due to Qd prep,eff , thenwe can relate the parameters

in equation (59) to the amplitudeΠ accounting for the AC Stark shift phase and the complex polarisation
rotation cd , by

a » -
¶ P
¶D

QD ( )d
Im

, 75,prep
prep

prep

 a q m»
¶ P
¶D

-D ( ˜ ) ( )d g t
Re

, 76z,prep

2

prep
2 prep B2

 b q m» W
¶ P
¶W

-W ( ˜ ) ( )d g t
Re

. 77d z,prep r
r

prep Br

Wecan interpret these results as follows. The linear dependence of themeasured phase on detuning, aD,prep,
comes from a spatially varying ellipticity in the x direction coupling to theAC Stark shift phase. Similarly, the
quadratic dependence ofΦ onΔ, aD ,prep2 , and the dependence ofΦ on a relative change in Wr, b Wd ,prepr

, come
from either a spatially varying linear polarisation in the x direction or a Zeeman shift, each coupling to the AC

47
This ismost liable to occur just before amolecule leaves the laser beam, such that complete optical pumping does not occur.
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Stark shift phase. Here, we only analysed the phase shift that results fromACStark shift effects in the state
preparation laser beam, but there is an analogous phase shift in the state readout beam.

There are several other subdominant effects that also contribute to the AC Stark shift phase behaviour
described in equation (38) in the presence of polarisation imperfections. The opposite parity excited state

- ñ∣ ˜C, couples strongly to the dark state, but themixing between these two states is weak because the transition
frequency is off-resonant by a detuning p gD » ´W = 2 51 MHzC J C, , 1 . In the case that an optical pumping
laser has nonzero ellipticity, the bright state gains aweak coupling to the opposite-parity excited state
proportional to this ellipticity. Then, two-photon bright-dark statemixing ensues in such away that themixing
amplitude, and hence themeasured phase, depends on the laser detuning.

The rapid polarisation switching of the state readout beam can also introduce AC Stark shift-induced phases
in the absence of a polarisation gradient, if the average ellipticity between the two polarisations is nonzero.
Suppose a particularmolecule is first excited by the ̂X polarised beam. The two bright eigenstates ñ∣B are
mostly optically pumped away, resulting in afluorescence signal FX. The population remaining in the bright
eigenstates acquires a phase relative to the dark state, due to the AC Stark shift. Then themolecules are optically
pumped by the ̂Y polarised beam. If there is a nonzero average ellipticity, ̂Y is not quite orthogonal to ̂X and
the newbright eigenstates that give rise to the fluorescence signal FY are superpositions of the former bright and
dark states that acquired a relative AC Stark shift phase. This results in afluorescence signal, and hencemeasured
phase component, that depends linearly on laser detuningΔ.

5.2.4. Polarisation gradients from thermal stress-induced birefringence
TheACStark shift phases described in the previous section can be induced by polarisation gradients in x̂ across
the state preparation and readout laser beams. In this sectionwe describe a knownmechanismbywhich these
arose. Recall that these laser beams passed through transparent, ITO-coated electricfield plates. For an
absorbanceα and laser intensity I, the rate of heat deposition into the plates is a=˙ ( ) ( )Q x y I x y, , . The laser
beamprofile is stretched in the y direction to ensure that allmolecules are addressed. For simplicity we assume
that the heating distribution, =˙ ( ) ˙ ( )Q x y Q x, , is completely uniform in the y direction.We also assume that
there are no shear stresses, i.e. local expansion of the glass is isotropic. Under these assumptions, the relationship
between the heating rate, Q̇, and the internal stress tensor sij (where i j, areCartesian indices) is

s a
k

¶

¶
= ˙ ( ) ( )

x

E
Q x , 78

yy V
2

2

where E, aV andκ are the Young’smodulus, coefficient of thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity,
respectively [118]. Unit vectors x̂ and ŷ correspond to the principal axes of the stress tensor due to the symmetry
of the heating function, hence the off-diagonal (shear) elements are zero, s = 0xy . The other diagonal
component, sxx, is uniform across the plates, and equal to syy far away from the laser. The stress-optical law
states that the birefringence and stress are linearly proportional along the principal axes of the stress tensor [119].
The difference between the indices of refraction in the x and y directions is then s sD = -( )n K xx yy , where

» ´ - -K 4 10 MPa6 1 is the stress-optical coefficient for Borofloat glass [120]. The retardance of an incident
laser beamof index i is p lG = D ( )n t2i , where t is the thickness of the field plates (in the z direction), andλ is
thewavelength of light. Hence, in this limit, the retardance due to thermal stress-induced birefringence is related
to the laser intensity by:

h
l

¶ G
¶

= ( ) ( )
x

t
I x , 79

2

2

where h p a a k= » ´ -KE2 26 10V
6 W−1 is amaterial constant of Borofloat glass [120]. The ellipticity

imprinted on the nominally linearly polarised laser beam is given by

q f= G - G( ) ( ( )) ( )S x sin 2 , 80i i i i,

where qi is the linear polarisation angle and fG i, is the orientation of the fast axis of the birefringentmaterial
(nominally x̂ in our case).

Assuming the laser has total power P, a Gaussian profile in xwith standard deviationwx, and a top-hat profile
in ywith half widthwy, the intensity is given by

p
= -( ) ( )I x

P

w w8
e 81

x y

x

wx

2

2 2

where w w2 y x . There is then an analytic solution to equation (79) fromwhichwe extracted a retardance
gradient in the laser tail, =x wx, of
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Figure 31. (A)Measuredmolecule phase as a function of preparation laser detuning. The slope agrees with originally observed F
dependence on D . (B)Phase dependence on detuning formultiple preparation laser polarisation angles. (C) ¶F ¶Dnr shows clear
sinusoidal dependence on preparation laser polarisation. Themagnitude of ¶F ¶Dnr decreases for all polarisation angles when the
Gaussian beam tails are clipped (blue) andwhen the average laser power is reducedwith a chopper wheel (red).

Figure 30.Measurement of the ellipticity, S, as a function of position along xwithin the state readout laser beam. Afit to the thermo-
elasticmodel, which assumes aGaussian laser profile and has the amplitude and offset in S as free parameters, is overlaid.
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for a nominal laser power of»2W. Similar results were obtained fromnumerical finite element analysis.
Thermal stress-induced birefringence has been observed in similar systems such as inUHVvacuumwindows
[121], laser outputwindows [122], andNd:YAG rods [123].

The estimates of the ellipticity gradient agreewell withmeasurements of the polarisation of the beam, as
shown infigure 30. These polarimetrymeasurements were adapted from the procedure described in [124]; a
polarimeter was constructed consisting of a rotating quarter-wave plate, fixed polariser, and fast photodiode.
The use of a fast photodetector allows for polarimetry of the probe beamduring the 100 kHz polarisation
switching. The resolution of the systemwas such that we could quicklymeasure the normalised circular Stokes
parameter, S, to a few percent, which is sufficient tomeasure typical birefringence gradients of~10% across
the beam.

5.2.5. Suppression of AC stark shift phases
Wewere able to suppress themagnitude of the AC Stark shift phases in several different ways that are illustrated
infigure 31. The ellipticity gradient across the state preparation laser beamwas suppressed by tuning the linear
polarisation angle: as per equation (80), the ellipticity gradient is proportional to q f- G( )sin 2 2prep ,prep , which

vanishes when the polarisation is aligned along a birefringence axis, i.e. q f f p= +G G, 2prep ,prep ,prep . To

determine fG,prep wemeasured the total accumulated phase as a function of laser detuning for various qprep and

then extracted the slope a = ¶F ¶DD,prep
nr nr

prep for small detuning values. Note that when fitting the phase
versus detuning datawe found that cubic functions provided significantly betterfits over the detuning ranges
used (see figure 31(B)).We then selected qprep tominimise aD,prep

nr . This suppressed aD,prep
nr by about a factor of

50 relative to its original value, to aD 0.1,prep
nr mrad/(2p ´ MHz).

Anothermethod implemented to suppress AC Stark shift phases was to reduce the time-averaged power of
the state preparation laser incident on the field plates.We used a chopper wheel tomodulate the laser at 50Hz,
synchronouswith themolecular beampulses, with a 50%duty cycle.We estimated the time scale for thermal
changes to be on the order of r k~ ~˙Q Q Cw2 10 sx

2 , where ρ andC are the density and heat capacity of
Borofloat respectively, so did not anticipate any significant transient effects to be introduced. Thismodification
reduced the retardance gradient, and hence the value of aD,prep

nr , by about a factor of two, as shown in
figure 31(C).

Finally, aD,prep
nr was suppressed by shaping of the laser beam intensity profile. AC Stark shift phaseswere

most significant at the downstream edge of the state preparation laser beam.Here, the intensity is such that
bright-dark statemixing is still occurring but the bright state is not efficiently optically pumped away. Bymaking
the spatial intensity profile drop offmore rapidly, we reduced the time thatmolecules spent in this intermediate
intensity regime. This was achieved by taking advantage of the aspherical distortion introduced bymisaligning a
telescope immediately before the laser beam entered the spin-precession region. This suppressed aD,prep and
bD ,prep2 by»2, as shown infigure 31(C). In addition to a phase suppression, we noticed that the optimal laser
polarisation angle changed after implementing the steps described, as can be seen infigure 31(C). The reason for
this change is not definitively known, butwe suspect that as we suppressed the birefringent contribution to the
AC Stark shift phase, the non-birefringent contributions (i.e. the phase due to nonzero ellipticity causing bright-
dark statemixing via the off-resonant opposite parity excited state) became fractionally larger, andwe needed to
tune the polarisation angle to obtain cancellation between these two classes of effects.

We observedmuch smaller AC Stark shift phases in the state readout laser beam than in the state
preparation laser beam. This is not surprising since the effect is largely birefringent; the contributions to
the effective polarisation imperfections for the ̂X and ̂Y polarised lasers should be opposite in sign,
q q fµ - G( ( ))d sin 2X read ,read , q q f pµ - +G( ( ))d sin 2 2Y read ,read , such that they cancel each other in the
measured phase (see equation (38)). The residual AC Stark shift phasesmeasured in the state readout beam gave
a p» ´D ( )0.5 mrad 2 MHz,read

nr . This was sufficiently small that themethods of suppression described above
were only implemented in the state preparation region.

5.2.6. Systematic errors due to correlated laser parameters
In the discussion above, we described howpolarisation imperfections can lead to contributions to themeasured
phase that depend on the AC Stark shifts and hence on the laser detuningsDi andRabi frequencies W ir, .

However, these phases only produce a systematic error in w if there is a nonzero correlation Di or W ir, of
the laser detuning or Rabi frequency.We observed such correlations and discuss them in this section.Wewill
also describe howwe evaluated the associated systematic errors.

In section 3.2.4 (see figure 11)wediscussed how a non-reversing component of the applied electric field,  nr,
could produce a D . In an entirely analogousmanner, the Rabi frequencymagnitude Wr of the H C
transition can exhibit the following correlations:
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    W = W + W + W + W +˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( ).... 83i i i i ir, r,
nr

r, r, r,

Here, W ir,
nr is the dominant component of the Rabi frequency for laser Î { }i X Yprep, , , which could fluctuate in

time on the order of 5%due to laser power instability. W ir, is generated by a laser power difference between the

̃ states. This arose becausewe routed the laser light along different paths through a series of AOMs for each
state.Wemeasured this effect with photodiodes and found that the largest fractional power correlationwas
W W » ´ -2.5 10r r

nr 3. An additional contribution to W ir, and a contribribution to W ir, on the same order

arises due to Starkmixing between rotational levels inH andC, leading to ̃ - and ˜ ˜ -correlated transition
amplitudes on the H C transition.

Althoughwe did not observe a laser power correlationwith ˜ ˜ wedid observe signals consistent with a
Rabi frequency correlation, Wr . A nonzero ˜ ˜ -correlated fluorescence signal (as defined in section 4.1) that
also reversedwith the laser propagation direction ˆ · ˆk z ,  » - ´ -( )( ˆ · ˆ)F F k z2.4 10nr 3 , together with a
nonzero w » - -( )( )( ˆ · ˆ)k z2.5 mrad s mGz

1 1 , provided the first evidence that a nonzero Wr existed in
our system.We believe that this fluorescence correlation arises from a linear dependence of the fluorescence
signal size onRabi frequency,  = ¶ ¶W W( )F F r

nr
r , which is nonzero since the state readout transitionswere

not fully saturated.We believe that the signal in w was caused by a coupling between the Rabi-frequency
correlation and the -oddACStark shift phase,   w b= W W

t W ( )d z
1

r r
nr

r
.Wewere able to verify a linear

dependence of both of these channels on Wr by intentionally correlating the laser intensity with ˜ ˜
usingAOMs; this is shown for the F channel infigure 32. Varying the size of this artificial Wr allowed

us tomeasure the value present in the experiment under normal operating conditions, W W =r r
nr

-  ´ -( ) ( ˆ · ˆ)k z8.0 0.8 10 3 . Wr can couple to b Wd i,
nr

r
as per equations (59) and (77) to result in a systematic

error in w . A nonzero b Wd i,
nr

r
can be produced by a linear polarisation angle gradient (not observed in the

experiment) or by a non-reversing Zeeman shift component mg z1 B
nr.

While searching for amodel to explain the intrinsic Wr , we developed the S.I.model presented in

section 5.2.2. For unnormalized effective polarisation  e e e= +
  ˜ ˜deff eff

nr
eff , thismodel predicts

* e eW W » » - +
 ( · ) [( )]( ˆ · ˆ)d a a k zRe Imr r

nr
eff
nr

eff M1 E2 , which correctly predicts the dependence of Wr on

the laser propagation direction ˆ · ˆk z . However, the factors aM1 and aE2, which correspond to the ratio ofM1 and
E2 amplitudes to the E1 amplitude,must be real for a planewave, so + =[( )]a aIm 0M1 E2 . Hence thismodel
fails to explain this Rabi frequency correlation unless there is some additional effect that introduces a phase shift

Figure 32. F as a function of applied ˜ ˜ -correlated laser power, P , for both directions of laser pointing, ˆ · ˆk z . The artificial
Wr resulting from correlated power P systematically shifts w in accordancewith equation (59). F is zerowhen the applied
P is such that there is no net ˜ ˜ -correlated Rabi frequency. The intrinsic Wr (i.e. that inferredwhen  =P 0) changed sign

with ˆ · ˆk z within the resolution of themeasurement. The slopes between the twomeasurements differ due to differences in theAC
Stark shift phase, believed to be due to differences in the spatial intensity profile and polarisation structure between the two
measurements.
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between the E1 andM1 amplitudes. For example, interference between the E1 amplitude due to the incident
laser beam, and a phase shiftedM1 amplitude due to a (low intensity) reflected beam can lead to a nonzero Wr

by thismodel. However, this phase factor oscillates spatially on the scale of the light wavelength, which is very
small compared to the size of themolecule cloud and hence should average out over the entiremolecular beam
cloud. The origin of the intrinsic Wr is still not fully understood, andwe are continuing to exploremodels to
understand this effect.

Given the empirical AC Stark shift phasemodel in equation (59), the resulting systematic errors in the
frequencymeasurement are given by


 åw

t
a=

Î
D ( ) ( )

{ }
D x
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, 84
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i i
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nr
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Early in the experiment, we observed a nonzero systematic shift 
w nr and took the steps outlined in section 5.2.5

to suppress it. To verify that the steps takenwere effective, we examined w as a function of an intentionally
applied non-reversing electric field. The resulting data are shown infigure 33. The original slope,

w¶ ¶ =  - - -( )( ) ( )6.7 0.4 rad s V cmnr 1 1 1, corresponded to a systematic shift of 
w » - -34 mrad s 1

nr

when combinedwith themeasured  » - -5 mV cmnr 1. Following themodifications described above, the
w¶ ¶ nr slopewas greatly suppressed, reducing the systematic error to 

w < -1 mrad s 1
nr , well below the

statistical uncertainty in themeasurement of w .
Becausewe observed that the parameters  nr and Wr caused systematic errors in w , we intermittently

measured the size of the associated systematic errors throughout the datasets that were used for our reported
result.Wemeasured w¶ ¶ nr by applying a range of large non-reversing electric fields, up to around 70
times that present under normal running conditions. The value of  w¶ ¶Wr wasmeasured by applying a
correlated laser power P in the state preparation and state readout beamswith amagnitude corresponding to
an applied Wr that was up to 20 times thatmeasured under normal operating conditions. These parameters
weremeasured formultiple values of themagnetic fieldmagnitude, z , for which different state readout laser
beampolarisations were required. Due to known birefringent behaviour of the AC stark shift phases, we allowed
for this possibility for all AC stark shift phase systematic errors.Wemeasured w¶ ¶ nr for both = ˆ · ˆk z 1,
but the Wr systematic errorwas only discovered after the = +ˆ · ˆk z 1dataset and hence  w¶ ¶Wr was only

monitored during the = -ˆ · ˆk z 1dataset. The Wr systematic error during the = +ˆ · ˆk z 1dataset was
determined from auxiliarymeasurements of theAC Stark shift phase. As described in section 3.2.5,  ( )xnr

exhibits significant spatial variation along the beam-line axis, x. However the  nr that was intentionally applied
to determine w¶ ¶ nr was spatially uniform, and hence thesemeasurements were insensitive to the
difference  -( ( ) ( ))x xnr

prep
nr

read between the state preparation laser beam at xprep and the state readout beam
at xread. For this reason, we deduced the systematic error proportional to the difference  -( ( ) ( ))x xnr

prep
nr

read

from auxiliarymeasurements of the AC Stark shift phase parameters, aD i,
nr .

Figure 33. Linear dependence of the w channel on an applied non-reversing electricfield observed before (red) and after (black)we
suppressed the knownACStark shift phase by optimising the preparation laser beam shape, time-averaged power and polarisation.
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In summary, the systematic errors proportional to  nr and Wr that were evaluated and subtracted from
w to report ameasured value of wT can be expressed as
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where w¶ ¶( )nr and  w¶ ¶W( )r weremonitored by IPVs (see section 3.1.2) throughout the dataset used
for our reported result, and  ( )xnr

prep ,  ( )xnr
read , Wr , aD i,

nr , and b Wd i,
nr

r
were obtained fromauxiliary

measurements. These two systematic errors account for almost all of the systematic offset that was subtracted
from w to obtain wT as described in section 5.10.

5.3.asymmetry effects
In addition to the dependence of themeasured phase on laser detuning andRabi frequency, we observed
dependence of the asymmetry (as defined in section 4.1) on the laser parametersDread and Wr,read, due to
differences between the properties of theX andY readout laser beams. The laser-induced fluorescence signal

D W( )F , r varies quadratically with detuning (for small detuning) and linearly with Rabi frequency. Under
normal conditions, the signal sizes fromX andY are comparable, » »F F FX Y . If theX andY beams have

different wavevectors, = 
  
k k kX Y

XY
,

nr
, and


k

XY
has some component along x̂, then the two beamswill

acquire different Doppler shifts. This leads to a linear dependence of the asymmetry on detuning, which in turn
can couple to D to result in a contribution to  ,

 »
¶

¶D
á ñ D

 ( · ) ( )
F

F
k v

1
. 88

XY2

read
2

Similarly, if the two readout beams differ in Rabi frequency, W » W  Wr X Y
XY

, r
nr

r , the asymmetry becomes

linearly dependent onRabi frequency, which in turn can couple to Wr to result in a contribution to  ,

 » -
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However, these asymmetry effects are very distinguishable from spin precession phases and polarisation
misalignments. Since the ̃ and ̃ switches effectively swap the role of theX andY readout beams, the

effects described above do not contribute to w when summed over these switches. Additionally, asymmetry
effects, once converted to an equivalent frequency or phase, depend on the sign of the contrast,  , unlike true
phases. In the  » 20z mGconfiguration,  =( ) ( )sgn sgn z , but ( )sgn has no dependence on ( )sgn z for
 » 1, 40z mG.Hence asymmetry correlations  aremapped onto frequency correlations w or
w depending on themagnetic fieldmagnitude.
If the pointing or Rabi frequency differences between theX andY beams drift on timescales comparable to or

shorter than the ̃ or ̃ switches, these effects can occasionally ‘leak’ into the ‘adjacent’ channels w , w ,
w , w ; however, we have not seen any evidence of these effects contributing to the w channel itself,

and hence did not include systematic error contributions due to these effects in our systematic error budget.

5.4. ̃ -Correlated phase
Previous eEDMmeasurements have often been limited by a variety of systematic errors thatwould have
produced an ̃ -correlated phase precession frequency in our experiment, w [17, 39, 42, 52], such as
̃ -correlated leakage currents, geometric phases, andmotionalmagnetic fields. Our ability to spectroscopically
reverse themolecular orientation through a choice of ̃ distinguished these effects from an eEDM-generated
phase. In addition, the aforementioned effects scale with themagnitude of the applied electric field, whichwas
orders ofmagnitude smaller in our experiment than previous similar eEDMexperiments due to the high
polarisability of ThO [42]. Also, because themolecular polarisationwas saturated, the eEDMphase should have
been independent of themagnitude of the applied field.We also note that any shifts from leakage currents and
motionalmagnetic fields coupled through themagnetic dipolemoment, which is near-zero in theH-state of
ThO. Thuswe expected w to be substantially suppressed, and that it should not enter w at any significant
level.

The reversal of ̃ did not, however, entirely eliminate an eEDM-like phase due to w . As discussed in
section 4.2.1, therewas a small and  -field dependent difference between the g-factors of the two ̃ levels
[59, 78], whichmeant that a systematic error in the w channel showing up in w at a level given by
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w h w=

w
( )g1 .We verified this relation by intentionally correlating a 1.4mGcomponent of our applied

magnetic fieldwith ̃ . This deliberate  resulted in a large shift in the value of w and a∼1000-times smaller
offset of w , as illustrated infigure 34.

The intentionally applied  was the only experimental parameter that was observed to produce a
measurable shift in w . Even large (∼20 mG)magnetic fields components along x̂ and ŷ , which exaggerate the
effect ofmotionalmagnetic fields, did not shift w (this is expected, since the large tensor Stark shift in

= ñ∣H J, 1 dramatically suppresses the effect ofmotionalmagnetic fields [37]). For our eEDMdata set, w was

consistent with zero.We included a contribution from w in our error budget for w bymultiplying themean
and uncertainty of the extracted w by ourmeasured ∣ ∣-dependent suppression factors h g1.

5.5. ̃ -Correlated laser pointing
Wediscovered a nonzero, time-dependent signal in w whichwas associatedwith an ̃ -correlated laser

pointing,
 m»k̂ 5 rad. An investigation into themechanism behind this effect was inconclusive.We found

that the pointing correlation appeared downstreamof the AOMs that created the rapid polarisation switching
and improved alignment was able to reduce the effect.We also found that the observed pointingwas in someway
correlatedwith the seed power and input angle of incidence into the high-power fibre amplifier immediately
upstreamof the polarisation switching, despite the fact that pointing out of the amplifier did notfluctuate. Since

we used four different sets of AOMs to perform the ̃ and ̃ switches before the amplifier, we observed laser
pointing correlatedwith both of these switches. Bymatching the characteristics of these four beampaths wewere

able to suppress


k̂ to m<1 rad.

The effect of


k̂ on w was studied by exaggerating the formerwith piezoelectrically actuatedmirrors.

Examining  w¶ ¶k̂ showed significant fluctuations in its value.Wewere unable to identify themechanism

bywhich


k̂ affected w .
We had no evidence that the effect causing the observed variation in w also caused a systematic error in

w , but to be cautiouswe included an associated systematic uncertainty in our systematic error budget
(section 5.10). Assuming a linear relationship between w and w , we extracted w w¶ ¶ N from a

combination of data taken under normal conditions andwith an exaggerated w induced by an exaggerated


k̂ .We then placed an upper limit on a possible systematic error 
w

w
based on the value of w obtained under

normal running conditions. The resulting systematic uncertainty was four times smaller than our statistical
uncertainty.

Figure 34. Illustration of the∼1000-fold suppression of systematic errors associatedwith w provided by the ̃ switch. Large values
of w occurwhen there is a component of z correlatedwith ̃ ,  . In previous eEDMexperiments, this would have corresponded to
a systematic error. In our experiment amuch smaller shift in w results from the small difference inmagneticmoments between the
two ̃ levels. Error bars for the w data are significantly smaller than the data points. Datawere takenwith  = -142 V cm 1 and the
measured ratio of the slopes,     w w¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ =  ´ -( ) ( ) ( )2.8 0.8 10 3 is consistent with the expected value
h =  ´ -( )g 2.5 0.1 101

3.
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5.6. Laser imperfections
Of the lasers used in our experiment, only the state preparation and readout lasers were known to produce
possible systematic errors; imperfections in the rotational cooling, optical pumping or target ablation lasers
simply resulted in a reduction in usablemoleculeflux. As part of our search for systematic errors, we
intentionally exaggerated all known state preparation and readout laser imperfections possible without
dismantling the apparatus (see table 2). In this sectionwe describe this procedure and the resulting contributions
to our systematic error budget.

Figure 35.Over 4000 switch-parity channels (left) and correlations between switch parity channels (upper right) computed from the
eEDMdata set. The deviation of each quantity from zero in units of the statistical uncertainty is indicated by the grayscale shading.We
set a significance threshold of s4 abovewhich there is a probability of =p 25% of finding at least 1 false positive.Wemark each
significant channel/correlationwith a symbol corresponding to amodel known to produce a signal in that channel. The quantities
below this threshold exhibit a normal distribution, shown in the lower right.
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5.6.1. Laser detuning
The correlated components of the state preparation and readout laser beamdetunings are described in detail in
section 3.2.4. Each detuning component was separately exaggerated and in some casesmultiple components
were simultaneously exaggerated.Most of the detuning terms in equation (27)were exaggerated to p ´2
1–2MHz.No detuning or detuning correlation produced a significant shift in w other than D caused by
 nr, discussed in section 5.2.6. In some cases, shifts in other phase channels were induced, but all shifts were
consistent withwell-understoodACStark shift and asymmetrymodels described in sections 5.2.3 and 5.3. For
example, the combination of nonzero D andDnr coupled to the -dependent component of theAC stark shift
phase (equation (77)) induces a significant shift in w (see equation (59)). Asymmetry correlations also
resulted from these detuning correlations, but these were onlymanifested in channels oddwith respect to ̃ and
̃, and hence had no plausible effect on w . Because the YbF eEDMexperiment [101] observed unexplained
dependence of themeasured eEDMvalue on state preparation radio-frequency detuning, we included a
systematic error contribution from all detuning imperfections in our systematic error budget.

5.6.2. Laser pointing and intensity
Similar to detuning imperfections, the state preparation and readout lasers could have imperfect pointing and
correlated intensities. Ideally the laser propagation direction, k̂ , would have been parallel to the laboratory
electric field. This would have diminished the amount of ẑ polarised light experienced by themolecules, which
could drive unwanted off-resonant transitions, and prevented stray retroflection from the ITOfield plate
surfaces. Using this ITO retroflection as a guide, we aligned k̂ perpendicular to thefield plate surface, and
therefore parallel to ̂ , to within~3mrad. To test for errors related to imperfect pointing, both the state
preparation and readout pointingmisalignments were exaggerated in the x-direction to±10mrad, as was the
relative pointing of the X̂ and Ŷ state readout beams. The vacuumwindows and∼3.8 cmwide holes in the
magnetic shields prevented us from furthermisaligning the beams. To decouple pointing imperfections from
detuning imperfections, the state preparation and readout laser frequencies were tuned to resonance after each
pointing adjustment. No shift in w was observed andno systematic error contribution frompointing
imperfections was included. Pointing imperfections were only observed to affect the signal asymmetry, as
previously discussed in section 5.3.

Unlike laser pointing and detuning, therewas no ‘ideal’ value for laser intensity. The state preparation and
readout laser intensities were chosen such that wewere driving optical pumping to completion on the H C
transitionwithout producing unnecessary thermal stress on the field plates.We decreased each laser intensity by
a factor of four to check that therewas no variation in w .We observed a nonzero Wr caused by the

̃ -correlated seed power into the high-power fibre amplifiers and by Starkmixing between rotational levels in
H andC as discussed in section 5.2.6.We exaggerated this imperfection by a factor of 20. Only w was shifted,
consistent with our understanding of the -correlated AC Stark shift phase. These intensity systematic error
checkswere not included in the systematic error budget.

5.7.Magneticfield imperfections
TheH state is very insensitive to amagnetic field z due to its small g-factor, as discussed in section 2.2.
Sensitivity to the transverse fields is even further suppressed by the large size of the tensor Stark shift relative to
the Zeeman interaction. Nevertheless, there are knownmechanisms bywhichmagnetic field imperfections can
contribute to systematic errors: z

nr can contribute to the 
w

Wr
systematic error discussed in section 5.2.6, and

transverse fields x
nr and  y

nr can lead to the geometric phase systematic errors [69] discussed in section 5.4.We
designed the experiment to allow awide variety ofmagnetic field tilts and gradients to be applied as described in
section 3.2.6 andwe directly looked for systematic errors resulting from thesemagnetic field imperfections.

Both -correlated and uncorrelated imperfections were applied.We did not preciselymeasure the residual
values of each of these parameters along themolecule beam line until we had studied all systematic errors and
collected our published data set. Based on the projected~105 magnetic shielding factor, we expected all stray
magnetic fields and gradients to be on the order of 10 mG and 1μG cm−1, respectively. For this reasonwe only
exaggerated these imperfections to∼2mG and∼0.5mG cm−1.Whenwemapped out themagnetic fieldwith a
magnetometer inserted between the electricfield plates as described in section 3.2.6, we discovered that several
imperfections weremuch larger thanwe expected (e.g.  » 0.5y mG). This was caused by poormagnetic
shielding due to insufficient shield degaussing. For this reasonwe gathered additional eEDMdatawith some
magnetic field parameters exaggerated by an additional factor offive. w and nearly all other frequency
channels, apart from wnr and w were not observed to be affected by any of thesemagnetic field parameters.
Because uncorrelated straymagnetic fields andmagnetic field gradients caused unexpected eEDMoffsets in the
PbO eEDMexperiment [52], we included contributions from all uncorrelatedmagnetic field imperfections in
our systematic error budget described in section 5.10.
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5.8. Electricfield imperfections
Unlike themagnetic field, we do not have the ability to control electric field gradients and stray electric fields,
aside from the average value of  nr. Thefield plates were located at the centre of the experiment, inside the
vacuumchamber andmagnetic shields and coils, with no direct access available. To search for systematic errors
related to the electricfield, equal amounts of eEDMdatawere gatheredwith two different electric field
magnitudes. The w values frombothfieldmagnitudes were consistent with each other. The YbF eEDM
experiment observed unexplained eEDMdependence on the voltage offset common to bothfield plates. For this
reasonwe exaggerated this offset by a factor of 1000 (relative to its residual value of»5mV) and, even though it
did not shift our eEDMmeasurement, included it in our systematic error budget.

5.8.1.Molecule beam
Themolecule beam should have ideally travelled parallel to the electric field plates andwell-centred between the
plates. ThisminimisesDoppler shifts, protects the plates frombeing coatedwith ThO, and ensures that the
molecules experience themost uniform electric field. The entire beam source vacuumchamber sat on a two axis
(yz) translation stage. The exit aperture of the buffer gas cell was aligned towithin 1mmof the centre of the fixed
collimators and electric field plates, using a theodolite. Geometric constraints only allowed us to exaggerate the
cellmisalignment by roughly a factor of three (up to 3 mm) before themolecules would have hit the sides of the
field plates.We also varied the transverse spatial and velocity distributions by using adjustable collimators
between the beam source and spin-precession region to block half of the beam from the ˆ ˆx z, directions. The
value of w was not observed to shift with anymolecule beamparameter adjustment.

5.9. Searching for correlations in the eEDMdata set
In addition to performing systematic error checks for possible variations of w with various experimental
parameters, we searched for statistically nonzero valueswithin the set of 1536 possible correlations with the
block and superblock switches. This analysis was performed for our primarymeasured quantitiesω,  , and F
and for awide range of auxiliarymeasurements such as laser powers,magnetic field, room temperature, etc.We
also examined the switch-parity channels ofω,  , and F as a function of timewithin themolecule beampulse,
and as a function of timewithin the polarisation switching cycle.We used the Pearson correlation coefficient to
look for correlations between the aforementioned switch-parity channels and used the autocorrelation function
to look for signs of time variation of themeanwithin those channels. Figure 35 illustrates data from such a search
with a subset of the previously described quantities. In this search, we looked at 4390 quantities andwe set the
significance threshold at s4 which correponds to a probability of »p 0.25 that therewill be one ormore false
positives above that threshold.We represented the significance of each of these quantities with a grayscale pixel.
Each pixel that was significant at the s4 level ismarkedwith a symbol corresponding to a known explanatory
physicalmodel, or a red dot if the signal is not yet explained. The fact that we understandmost of the significant
signals present in our experiment, combinedwith the fact that the statistical distribution of the remaining signals
below the significance threshold is consistent with a normal distribution, gives us added confidence in our
models of the experiment and our reported eEDMresult.

Channels/correlationsmarkedwith symbols are significantly nonzero due to knownmechanisms as
follows:

• Green stars: Correlations due to the nonzero and drifting signal in the w channel described in section 5.5.

• Light blue squares: Signals in w channels due to the ̃-oddAC stark shift phase coupling to Wr as
described in section 5.2.6.

• Orange triangles: Correlations due to contrast or asymmetry coupling to Wr . Contrast correlations arise
simply because there is a linear dependence of total contrast onRabi frequency, and the asymmetry correlation
is described in section 5.3.

• Brown diamond: Correlations in  and related contrast channels due to nonzeroRabi frequency

correlations Wr and Wr . These arise due to laser power correlations with the ̃ and ̃ switches and due to

Starkmixing between rotational levels inH andC, which create ̃ - and ̃-correlated transition amplitudes
on the H C transition as described in section 5.6.2.

• Red dot: Signals above our significance threshold forwhichwe have been unable tofind a plausible
explanation. Even if these quantities arise from real physical effects, theywould need to couple to other
correlated quantities to contribute to w and there is no evidence for this in the eEDMdataset.
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5.10. Systematic error budget
Themethod used for construction of a systematic uncertainty varies from experiment to experiment (see for
example [125, 126]), and it is ultimately a subjective quantity. Even if individual contributions are derived from
objectivemeasurements, their inclusion or exclusion in the systematic uncertainty is subjective. Furthermore,
the systematic uncertainty cannot possibly be ameasure of the uncertainty in all systematic errors in the
experiment, but rather only thosewhichwere identified and searched for. Althoughwework hard to identify all
significant systematic errors in themeasurement, we cannot rule out the possibility that someweremissed.

Our criteria for including a given quantity in the systematic uncertainty consist of three classes of systematic
errors in order of decreasing importance of inclusion:

(A) If we measured a nonzero correlation between w and some parameter which had an ideal value in the
experiment, we performed auxiliarymeasurements to evaluate the corresponding systematic error and

subtract that error from w to obtain wT . The statistical uncertainty in the shiftmade to w contributed
to the systematic uncertainty.

(B) If we observed a signal in a channel that we deemed important to understand, and it was not understood,
butwas not observed to be correlatedwith w , we set an upper limit on the shift in w due to a possible
correlation between the two channels. Since such a signal represented a gap in our understanding of the
experiment, we added this upper limit as a contribution to the systematic uncertainty.

(C) If a similar experiment saw a nonzero, not understood correlation between their measurement channel and
some parameter with an ideal experimental value, butwe did not observe an analogous correlation, we set
an upper limit on the shift in w due to this imperfection. Since this signalmay have signified a gap in our
understanding of our experiment, we added this upper limit as a contribution to the systematic uncertainty.

Table 4 contains a list of the contributions to our systematic error, grouped by inclusion class, with the
corresponding shifts and/or uncertainties. Accounting for class A systematic errors was obligatory, and the

removal of these errors from w can be viewed as a redefinition of themeasurement channel to wT which
does not contain those unwanted effects. These systematic errors consisted of those that depended on the

parameters  nr, Wr , and w as described in sections 5.2.6 and 5.4, and as such our reportedmeasurement of

theT-odd spin precession frequency is defined as  

  

 w w w w w= - - -
wWT nr

r
. The class B and class C

systematic errors were included in the systematic uncertainty to lend credance to our result despite unexplained
signals and unexplained systematic errors in experiments similar to ours. All uncertainties in the contributions
to the systematic errorwere added in quadrature to obtain the systematic uncertainty.

With reference to the class B criterion, we deemed the following channels as important to understand: w ,
w , w , and w . Signals were initially not expected in any of these channels and could bemeasuredwith the

same precision as w . The wnr, w and w channels were not included in our systematic error since the
Zeeman spin precession signals present in these channels had non-stationarymeans and additional noise due to

Table 4. Systematic error shifts and uncertainties for w , in units ofmrad s−1 grouped by inclusion class (defined in the text). Total
uncertainties are calculated by summing the individual contributions in quadrature. The Stark interference systematic described in
section 5.2.2 is not included in this table for the reasons previously explained, but we remind the reader that we estimate amaximum size of
the systematic effect of~0.1mrad s−1. Note that w » 1.3mrad s−1 corresponds roughly to ´ - e1 10 cm29 for our experiment.

Class Parameter Shift (mrad s−1) Uncertainty (mrad s−1)

A nr correction −0.81 0.66

A Wr correction −0.03 1.58

A w correlated effects −0.01 0.01

B w correlation 1.25

C Non-reversing -field ( )z
nr 0.86

C Transverse -fields  ( ),x y
nr nr 0.85

C -field gradients 1.24

C Prep./readout laser detunings 1.31

C ̃ correlated detuning 0.90

C  -field ground offset 0.16

Total systematic −0.85 3.24

Statistical uncertainty 4.80

Total uncertainty 5.79
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drift in themolecule beamvelocity. Only one of these channels, w , described in section 5.5,met the class B
inclusion criterion.

With reference to the class C criterion, we defined the set of experiments similar to ours to include other
eEDMexperiments performed inmolecules: the YbF experiment [20] and the PbO experiment [52]. The PbO
experiment observed unexplained systematic errors coupling to straymagnetic fields andmagnetic field
gradients (see section 5.7), and the YbF experiment observed unexplained systematic errors proportional to
detunings (see section 5.6.1) and afield plate ground voltage offset (see section 5.8). Thuswe included the
systematic uncertainty associatedwith the aforementioned effects in our budget.

After having accounted for the systematic errors and systematic uncertainty, we reported wT , the
contribution to the channel w induced byT-odd interactions present in theH state of ThO, as

w =   - ( )2.6 4.8 3.2 mrad s 90T stat syst
1

=  - ( )2.6 5.8 mrad s , 911

where the combined uncertainty is defined as the quadrature sumof the statistical and systematic uncertainties,
s s s= +2

stat
2

syst
2 . This result is consistent with zerowithin s1 . Since ssyst is to some extent a subjective quantity,

its inclusion should be borne inmindwhen interpreting confidence intervals based onσ. Nevertheless, this
inclusion decision does not have a large impact on themeaning of the resulting confidence intervals sinceσ is
only about 20% larger than sstat.

6. Interpretation

6.1. Confidence intervals
A classical (i.e. frequentist) confidence interval [127] is a natural choice for reporting the result of an eEDM
measurement. For repeated and possibly different experimentsmeasuring the eEDM, the frequencywithwhich
the confidence intervals include or exclude the value =d 0e suggests whether the results are consistent or
inconsistent, respectively, with the SM. Furthermore, the confidence level (C.L.) represents an objectivemeasure
of the a priori probability that the confidence interval assigned to any one of thesemeasurements, selected at
random, includes the unknown true value of the eEDM de,true. Since no statistically significant eEDMhas yet
been observed, the recent customhas been for electron eEDMexperiments to report an upper limit at the 90%
C.L. [20, 42]. The proper interpretation of such limits is that if the experiment were performed a large number of
times, and the confidence interval were computed in the sameway for each experimental trial, de,true would fall
within the interval 90%of the time.

Feldman andCousins pointed out that in order for this interpretation to be valid, the confidence interval
constructionmust be independent of the result of themeasurement [128]. If the procedure for constructing 90%
confidence intervals is chosen contingent upon themeasurement outcome, the resulting intervalsmay
‘undercover’, i.e. fail to include the true valuemore than 10%of the time. This happens, for example, if an upper
bound is reportedwhenever themeasured result falls within a few standard deviations of zero, and a two-sided
confidence interval is reportedwhenever themeasured result is significant atmore than a few-sigma level.
Feldman andCousins termed this inconsistent approach ‘flip-flopping’.

In order to avoid flip-flopping, we chose a confidence interval construction, the Feldman–Cousinsmethod
described in [128], that consistently unifies these two limits.We applied thismethod to amodel withGaussian
statistics, inwhich themeasuredmagnitude of the eEDMchannel, w= ∣ ∣x T ,meas , is sampled from a folded
Gaussian distribution

m
s p

m
s

m
s

= -
-

+ -
+⎛

⎝⎜
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎞
⎠⎟( ∣ ) ( ) ( ) ( )P x

x x1

2
exp

2
exp

2
, 92

2

2

2

2

where the location parameterμ is the unknown truemagnitude of the eEDMchannel, m w= ∣ ∣T ,true , and the
scale parameterσ is equal to the quadrature sumof the statistical and systematic uncertainties given in
equation (91) and at the bottomof table 4.

The central idea of the Feldman–Cousins approach is to use an ordering principle which, for each possible
value of the parameter of interestμ, ranks each possiblemeasurement outcome x by the ‘strength’ of the
evidence it provides thatμ is the true value. The values of x that provide the strongest evidence for each value ofμ
are included in the confidence band for that value. In the Feldman–Cousinsmethod, themetric for the strength
of evidence is the likelihood ofμ given that x ismeasured [i.e.  m m=( ∣ ) ( ∣ )x P x ], divided by the largest
probability x can possibly achieve for any value ofμ. The denominator in this prescription takes into account the
fact that an experimental result that is somewhat improbable under a particular hypothesis can still provide good
evidence for that hypothesis if the result is similarly improbable under even themost favourable hypothesis. This
approach has its theoretical roots in likelihood ratio testing [129].
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Our specific procedure for computing confidence intervals was a numerical calculation performed using the
following recipe (see figure 36):

(i) Construct the confidence bands on a Cartesian plane, of which the horizontal axis represents the possible
values of x and the vertical axis the possible values ofμ. Divide the plane into afine gridwith x-intervals of
widthDx andμ-intervals of heightDm.Wewill consider only the discrete possible values = Dx ii x and
m = Dmjj , where the index i( j) runs from0 to nx( mn ).

(ii) For all values of i, maximise m( ∣ )P xi j with respect to mj. Label themaximumpoints m imax, .

(iii) For some value of j, say j = 0, compute the likelihood ratio m m=( ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ )R x P x P xi i j i
imax, for every value

of i.

(iv) Construct the ‘horizontal acceptance band’ at mj by including values of xi in descending order of ( )R xi . Stop

adding values when the cumulative probability reaches the desiredC.L. of 90%, i.e., må D =( ∣ )P x 0.9x i j xi
.

(v) Repeat steps (iii)–(iv) for all values of j.

(vi) To determine the reported confidence interval, draw a vertical line on the plot at w= ∣ ∣x T ,meas . The 90%
confidence interval is the regionwhere the line intersects the constructed confidence band.

The left-hand plot infigure 36was generated using the prescription above at several different C.L.ʼs. Note
that the 90% confidence intervals switch fromupper bounds to two-sided confidence intervals when the value

of w∣ ∣T ,meas becomes larger than s1.64 . This is the level of statistical significance required to exclude the value
=d 0e from a 90%C.L. central Gaussian confidence band.
From equation (91), wefind w s=∣ ∣ 0.46T ,meas with s = -5.79 mrad s 1. In our confidence interval

construction, this corresponds to an upper bound of w s< = -∣ ∣ 1.9 11 mrad sT
1 (90%C.L.). A comparison

between three different 90% confidence interval constructions for small values ofμ is shown in the right-hand
plot offigure 36. The black dashed lines represent the central confidence band for the signed values (rather than
themagnitude) ofμ and x, whereμ is themean of aGaussian probability distribution in x. The blue lines give an
upper bound constructed by computing the the value ofμ such that the cumulative distribution function for the
foldedGaussian in equation (92) is equal to 0.9 for each value of x. It should be noted that this upper bound is
more conservative than a true classical 90% confidence band, as it overcovers for small values ofμ (e.g., if the
true valuewere m s< 1.64true , the confidence intervals of 100%of experimental results would include mtrue).

Figure 36. Left: Feldman–Cousins confidence bands for a foldedGaussian distribution, constructed as described in the text, for a
variety of confidence levels. Each pair of lines indicates the upper and lower bounds of the confidence band associatedwith eachC.L.
To the left of the x-intercepts, the lower bounds are zero. Confidence bands are plotted as a function of the possiblemeasured central
values x scaled by the standard deviationσ, and our result is plotted as a vertical dotted–dashed line. Theμ-value of the point at which
our result line intersects with each of the coloured lines gives the upper limit of ourmeasurement at differentC.L.ʼs. Right: comparison
between 90% confidence intervals computed using three differentmethods, described in the text. Confidence bands are plotted as a
function of the possiblemeasured central values of a quantity x scaled by the standard deviationσ. Our result, w s =∣ ∣ 0.46T ,meas , is
plotted as a vertical dotted–dashed line. Theμ-values of the points at which our result line intersects the upper and lower line for each
method give the upper and lower bounds of three possible 90% confidence intervals for ourmeasurement. To avoid invalidating the
confidence interval by flip-flopping, our result should be interpreted using the Feldman–Cousinsmethod, whichwe chose before
unblinding.
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Wenevertheless include this construction for comparison becausewe believe that previous experiments have
reported EDMupper bounds using thismethod [20, 42, 108]. These intervals have a valid interpretation as
Bayesian ‘credible intervals’ conditioned on a uniformprior forμ [128]. Finally, the red lines represent the
Feldman–Cousins approach described here, which unifies upper limits and two-sided intervals. For our
measurement outcome, indicated by the vertical dotted–dashed line, the Feldman–Cousins intervals yield a 7%
larger eEDM limit than the foldedGaussian upper boundwould have.

6.2. Physical quantities
Under themost general interpretation, our experiment is sensitive to anyP- andT-violating interaction that
produces an energy shift wT . The eEDM is not the only such predicted interaction for diatomicmolecules
[130], and in particular aP- andT-odd nucleon–electron scalar-pseudoscalar (SP) interactionwould also
manifest as a ˜ ˜ -odd phase in our experiment. Thus, wewrite48

w = - + ( )d W C , 93T e eff S S

whereWS is a (calculated) energy scale specific to the species of study [29, 30, 131–133] and CS is a dimensionless
constant characterising the strength of theT-violating nucleon–electron SP coupling relative to the ordinary
weak interaction.

We can use ourmeasurement to set an upper limit on de by assuming that =C 0S and that wT is therefore
entirely attributable to the eEDM.Taking the effective electric field to be the unweightedmean of the twomost
recent calculations of this quantity [29, 30],  = -78 GV cmeff

1, we can interpret our result in equation (91) as:

= -  ´ -( ) ( )d e2.2 4.8 10 cm 94e
29

 < ´ -∣ ∣ ( ) ( )d e9.4 10 cm 90% C.L. , 95e
29

where the second line is obtained by appropriately scaling the upper bound on wT derived in section 6.1.

If, instead, we assume that de= 0, ourmeasurement of wT in ThO can be restated as ameasurement of CS.
Using an unweightedmean of themost recent calculations of the interaction coefficient, p= - ´W 2 282 kHzS

[29, 30], we obtain:

= -  ´ -( ) ( )C 1.5 3.2 10 96S
9

 < ´ -∣ ∣ ( ) ( )C 6.2 10 90% C.L. , 97S
9

which, at the time, was an order ofmagnitude smaller than the existing best limit set by the 199 HgEDM
experiment [116], and is still a factor of 2 smaller than the recently improved limit from the same group [134].

7. Summary and outlook

Our new limit on the size of the electron’s electric dipolemoment [19]:

 ´ - ( )d e9.4 10 cm. 98e
29

represented an order ofmagnitude improvement on previous bounds [20, 42] andmore strongly constrained
the viable parameter space formany extensions to the SM,while probing one-loop effects of new physics at a
mass scale of~10 TeV.

Wehave presented our experimentalmethod formeasuring an eEDM-induced precession phase in the
dipolarmolecule ThO, detailing thewaywe utilise several experimental switches to isolate the component of
accumulated phase with the correct symmetry properties.We described the apparatus thatwe used to carry out
ourmeasurement and have presented a thorough analysis of the systematic errors present in the experiment,
showing in detail the approach tofinding and quantifying shifts of the eEDM-associated phase and their
corresponding uncertainties.

Despite the success of the experiment in reducing the limit on the value of the eEDM, there are several
aspects of the experimental procedure thatwe are improving onwhichwill significantly further enhance our
statistical sensitivity. These upgrades include:

• Thermochemical source: Instead of relying on ablation to generate ThOmolecules from aThO2 target, a
relatively uncontrolled process, we are developing a newmethod using a thermochemical reaction-based
beam source. This relies on the specific reaction [135, 136]

48
Note that the sign of the CS term is opposite to that used, incorrectly, in our original paper [19]. In addition, here WS differs inmagnitude

from the related quantity WT P, given explictly in [29, 30]. A detailed discussion of the sign and notational conventions for thisHamiltonian is
provided in appendix A.
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+ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Th s ThO s 2ThO g 992

occurring in a precursor targetmade of a Th/ThO2mixture. Preliminary tests have demonstrated a roughly
factor of 10 increase in the time-averagedmolecular flux produced via thismethod.

• Beam geometry: In the current experiment, themolecules in the spin-precession region subtend a solid angle
of m~60 sr relative to the beam source,meaning only~ -10 5–10−4 ofmolecules produced reach the state
readout region. This useful fraction ofmolecules can be increased in twoways: by shortening the distance
between beam source and spin-precession region, and by increasing the spacing between the electric field
plates so as to accomodate a beamwith a larger transverse size. Bymaking both of these changes to the
apparatus we can increase the usablemolecule number by a factor of»8.

• State preparation: In the current experiment we transfermolecules into theH state by optically pumping via
= ñ∣A J, 0 (see section 3.2.4). This procedure is inefficient; only~35% ofmolecules addressed by the

excitation laser are transferred into theH-statemanifold, withinwhich 1/6 of the population is in the desired
superposition state    ñ∣ ( ˆ ˜ ˜ )B , ,prep .We can significantly increase the number ofmolecules prepared by
using stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) to perform coherent population transfer fromX toH via
C.We have demonstrated an estimated efficiency of 75%whichwill increase the usablemolecule number by a
factor of»12 [137].

• State readout:Wewill be changing the transitionwhichwe performour state readout on. The I state of ThO is
another W = 1 state which has a number of advantages over theC state, namely a~10 times higher transition
dipolemoment from theH state, a larger branching ratio to theX state and a shorter fluorescence wavelength
toX [67, 94, 138]. The latter allows for higher quantum efficiency detection of photons. In addition, the
efficiencywithwhichwe collect the light is improved by using light pipes instead offibre bundles. Togetherwe
anticipate a factor of»6 improvement in signal [137].

• Other improvements: The suppression of known systematic effects was limited only by statistics. To the best of
our knowledge, the limit on w¶ ¶ nr (see section 5.2) could have been 10 times smaller if we had collected
the data required to tune out that slopewith such precision. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that the
systematic effects we have discovered in this first generationmeasurement will limit the next generation of the
experiment. However, we are taking additionalmeasures to suppress such systematics, such as new electric
field plates designed tominimise the absorbed laser power and hence the birefringence.

TheACME search for the electric dipolemoment of the electron is now entering its second generation and
we anticipate a newmeasurement thatwill either find a nonzero value of de, or constrain it to be - e10 cm29 ,
thus probing one-loop interactions at an energy scale of~30 TeV.
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AppendixA. Conventions used in theT-odd hamiltonian

Since there is not a consistent notation used throughout the literature on eEDMmeasurements inmolecules, we
describe here the conventions used throughout this paper and our other recent work.We suggest that future
work in thefield consider adopting the same conventions if possible.

We beginwith notation to describe the relevantmolecular structure. Following standard conventions from
[62], we define the operators L =


· ˆL n,S =


· ˆS n, and W = = L + S


· ˆJ ne , where n̂ is a unit vector along

the internuclear axis,

L and


S are the total electronic orbital and spin angularmomentum, respectively, and

º +
  
J L Se is the total electronic angularmomentum. It is also useful to define the quantities L


,S

, and W


,

which are the vector components along n̂ of

L ,

S , and


Je, respectively. For example, W = W =

 
ˆ ( · ˆ) ˆn J n ne .We

draw attention to our convention for the direction of the internuclear axis, n̂: we choose it to point from the
negative oxygen ion to the positive thorium ion, i.e. such that n̂ is alignedwith themolecule’s electric dipole
moment,


D. This choice (for which there appears to be no consensus in the literature) impacts the physical

meaning associatedwith the sign of the quantumnumbersΛ,Σ, andΩ and their vector analogues.
In themolecule-fixed frame, theHund’s case (a) basis consists of eigenstates of S,Λ, andΣ, and hence also of

Ω. There is a degeneracy between states with opposite signs of all these quantumnumbers, i.e. between
L S Wñ∣ S; , ; and -L -S -Wñ∣ S; , ; . In the laboratory frame, with no externalfields applied, the eigenstates of

energy, parity P, and total angularmomentum = +
  
J J Re (where


R is the pure rotational angularmomentum)
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and its projection along the laboratory quantisation axis ẑ , Jz (with quantumnumberM), correspond to even
and odd superpositions of thesemolecule-frame states. The associated eigenstates can bewritten as

L S W ñ = L S Wñ W ñ + - - L -S -Wñ -W ñ-∣∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ [∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ]
( )

( )S J M P S J M P S J M; , ; , , ; ; , ; , , 1 ; , ; , , 2 .

A.1

J S

The opposite-parity states with otherwise equal quantumnumbers have a small energy splittingDW (due to
Coriolis coupling). (In the = ñ∣H J, 1 state of ThO,we refer to this splitting asDW,1.) In a sufficiently strong
polarising electric field  =


ẑ , such that  DW∣ ∣D , these states fullymix. If in addition  ∣ ∣D BJ (whereB

is the rotational constant), this results in energy eigenstates where J,M, and (signed)Ω are all good quantum
numbers, as described for ThO in the = ñ∣H J, 1 manifold in sections 2.2 and 3.1. In this limit,

  º á ñ = W = 
˜ ( · ˆ ) ( ) ( ) ( )n Msgn sgn sgn sgn 1 is a good quantumnumber.

TheH state of ThO can be described, to a fair approximation [76], as a pure D3 1 state in theHund’s case (a)
basis, i.e. with L =∣ ∣ 2, S =∣ ∣ 1, and W = L + S =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ 1. Hence in this approximation, in the ThOH state

S = -W andS

is antiparallel to L


and W


.WhileΛ,Σ, andΩ are good quantumquantumnumbers in the

Hund’s case (a) basis, in themore general case ofHund’s case (c) coupling—which very accurately describes the
H state of ThO [76]—onlyΩ is well-defined.Hence it is common in the literature of the field to express relevant
molecule-framematrix elements in terms of their dependence only on the value ofΩ.We follow this convention
aswell. However, in theH state of ThO, the expectation values of the operators L


andS


(evaluated in a state

with a given value ofΩ) are not far from their values in theHund’s case (a) basis. Since these expectation values
have signs that are linked to the sign ofΩ, it is useful towrite them in terms of the good quantumnumberΩ; for
example, in theH state of ThO, áSñ = -áSñW » -W∣ ∣ . This approximation is often used elsewhere in the
literature.

In our experiment we apply amagnetic field  =


ẑ; hencewe are also concernedwith themolecular
magnetic dipolemoment, m


. In the laboratory frame, wewrite m mº

 
g JJ B , so that under the Zeeman

Hamiltonian m= -
 

·HZ , a lab-frame eigenstate with quantumnumbers J M, has energy shift
mD = -E g MJZ B . Since g1, the value of g in the = ñ∣H J, 1 state of ThO, is negative, m


is antiparallel to


J .

A.1. eEDM interaction
Tomake contact with common language in the literature about the eEDM inmolecules, wefirst write the

effective, nonrelativistic eEDM interaction in terms of an internal electric field 


int. (Aswewill see, this is closely
related, but not identical, to the effective field 


eff .)Wechoose a conventionwhere  = -


n̂int int . Thismeans

that the internal field vector is defined to be directed opposite to n̂, i.e., along the average direction of the electric
field inside themolecule (here, frompositive Th ion to negativeO ion)when int is positive.We also adopt the

convention that, in theH state of ThO, there is an effective eEDM =
 
d d Se e

eff
(where again S= 1 to a fair

approximation). This choice appears, atfirst glance, to contradict the discussion in section 2.1, where for a single
electronwewrote =

 
d d s2e e (where =s 1 2). However, these two definitions are in fact consistent when taking

into account that in the DH 3
1 state of ThOonly one of the two valence electrons (the one in theσ orbital)

contributes significantly to the EDMenergy shift, while both electrons contribute to the total spin S= 1.Hence,

in our formulation, themolecule-frame projection


· ˆd ne

eff
can take extreme valuesde, as expected for a single

contributing electron. (This ‘single contibuting electron’ approximation is valid for allmolecules used to date in
searches for the eEDM.)

We thenwrite the effective eEDMHamiltonian HEDM
eff in the standard form for interaction of an electric

dipolemomentwith the internal electric field:

 = - = +
  

· · ˆ ( )H d d S n, A.2e eEDM
eff eff

int int

where the+ sign in thefinal expression arises from the sign convention for 


int. In eigenstates ofΩ, the
expectation value of HEDM

eff —that is, the energy shiftDEEDM due to the eEDM—can bewritten as

 D = + áSñ = + áSñ áSñ( ∣ ∣) ( ) ( )E d d sgn . A.3e eEDM int int

Now,we finally re-introduce the effective electric field eff used throughout themain text of this paper. This
is related to the internalfield introduced above, via

 º áSñ∣ ∣ ( ), A.4eff int

Wecan then use this notation to describe the effective nonrelativistic eEDM interaction, within a given electronic
state and eigenstate ofΩ (and otherwise independent ofmolecular structure), as follows:

 º -


ˆ ( )n; A.5eff eff
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º áSñ
 

∣ ∣ ( )d d S ; A.6e e

 = - = + S áSñ
 

· ∣ ∣ ( )H d d ; A.7e eEDM
eff

eff eff

D = áSñ( ) ( )E dsgn , A.8eEDM eff

where the sign in the last expressions arises from the defined definitions ofΣ (component of

S along n̂) and 


eff

(antiparallel to n̂). All relevant quantities are summarised pictorially infigure A1.
Inmost of the theoretical literature on this subject, this energy shift is written in the unambiguous form

D = + WE d We dEDM . However, there has been no consistent definition in the literature for the relation between
Wd and eff . In particular, both their relative signs and the dependence of their relativemagnitude on the value
of W∣ ∣ (encompassing both the case of one- and two-electron systems) are often defined differently, or
imprecisely. In our notation, the expressions above imply a general relationship between eff andWd:

 = W áSñ( ) ( )W sgn . A.9deff

This relation is valid for systemswith one or two valence electrons (in the ‘single contributing electron’
approximation for the latter case), and regardless of the relative directions ofS


and W


.

Nowwe apply these general considerations to the specific case of theH state of ThO.Here, since áSñ » -W,
wefind that  = -Wdeff with our conventions. Thus, the energy shifts can bewritten for ThO as

Figure A1. Summary of sign conventions used in theACME experiment. All vectors depict expectation values of operators defined in

the text, in the states = ñ∣ ˜H J M, 1, , . Note the difference between scalarΩ and vector W

. The figure is drawnwith a negative g-

factor, i.e. themagneticmoment m

opposes


J , andwith positive values of de and eff . Energy levels are shown in the centre of the

figure—solid lines show the Stark-shifted levels (M = 0 levels are unaffected), dashed lines include Zeeman shifts and dotted lines
include a non-zero eEDM interaction. Figure inspired by [139].
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D = - W ( )E d . A.10eEDM eff

In our experiment, this gives rise to energy shifts, for a given direction of the laboratory electric field  , given by

   á = = ñ = -˜ ∣ ∣ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )H J M H H J M d M, 1, , , 1, , , A.11eeEDM
eff

eff

since in our notation W = ˜ ˜M . Then,finally, the experimentally determined energy shift arising from the
eEDM is


 

 



w = á = = + = = + ñ

- á = = - = = - ñ
=-

˜ ˜
[ ˜ ∣ ∣ ˜

˜ ∣ ∣ ˜ ]
( )

H J M H H J M

H J M H H J M

d

1

2

1
, 1, , 1 , 1, , 1

, 1, , 1 , 1, , 1

. A.12e

EDM eEDM
eff

eEDM
eff

eff

A.2. Scalar-pseudoscalar nucleon–electron interaction
Wenext turn to notation describing theT-violating SP interaction between a nucleon and an electron. The
relativisticHamiltonian for this interaction can bewritten as

g g r= +
( ) ( ) ( )H

G
ZC NC ri

2
, A.13SP

F
S,p S,n 0 5 N

whereGF is the Fermi coupling constant, gi areDiracmatrices, r
( )rN is the normalised nuclear density,Z(N) is

the proton (neutron)number, and CS,p and CS,n are dimensionless constants which describe the interaction
strength (relative to that of the ordinaryweak interaction) specifically for protons and neutrons, respectively.
Using the definition

= + = + -⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )C

Z

A
C

N

A
C

Z

A
C

Z

A
C1 , A.14S S,p S,n S,p S,n

where = +A Z N , we canwrite

g g r=
( ) ( )H

G
AC ri

2
. A.15SP

F
S 0 5 N

Here,CS represents aweighted average of the couplings to protons and neutrons, and is different for every
nuclear species. However, since the ratioZ/A is nearly the same for all heavy nuclei used inmolecular and
atomic EDMexperiments (ranging only from =Z A 0.41 for 133Cs to =Z A 0.39 for 232Th), typically a
common value for CS is assumed for all experiments of this type. In a givenmolecular electronic state, this gives
rise to a non-relativistic, single-electron effectiveHamiltonian of the form =

 · ˆH s nC Y2SP
eff

S S. Here, YS is the
part of the electronicmatrix element of H CSP

eff
S that is independent of the relative direction of


s and n̂; like eff ,

roughly µY ZS
3. The factor of 2 is included in this definition so that themaximal energy shifts due to this term

have the simple formD = E C YSP
max

S S. By analogywith our discussion of the eEDMHamiltonian, in a
molecular state with S= 1 and a ‘single contributing electron’, as in the DH 3

1 state of ThO,we rewrite this in
the form

=


· ˆ ( )H S nC Y . A.16SP
eff

S S

Hence, the energy shift due to this interaction can bewritten as

D = á ñ = áSñ W W


· ˆ [ ] ( )E S n C Y C Y , A.17SP S S S S

where the term in square brackets is a constant of themolecular state, determined by the fixed relative size and
orientation ofS


and W


, with value»-1 in the DH 3

1 state of ThO. In the literature onmolecular eEDM
systems, this energy shift is typically written in the simpler form

D = W ( )E C W . A.18SP S S

Here, in our notation, º áSñ W[ ]W YS S (»-YS in ThO). However, quantities analogous to YS (in terms of
which the energy shifts depend explicitly on the spin direction) are rarely introduced in the literature; instead,
only forms analogous toWS (where the energies depend only onΩ) are used.

Our definition for CS was historically a standard notation used in the literature. However, in some recent
papers (e.g. [29, 140]) it is implicitly assumed that the neutron coupling CS,n vanishes. In these papers, the factor
ACS in equation (A.15) is replaced by ZCS,p (or its equivalent in a different notation)

49, and the energy shift is
written in the analogous formD = WE C WSP S,p S,p . These papers report values ofWS,p in theH state of ThO,
based on sophisticated calculations of themolecular wavefunctions. However, since there is no particular reason

49
In [140] our CS,p is denoted as kT,P and our WS,p as W ;T,P in [29], our WS,p is denoted simply as WS. References [133, 141] denote our CS as

CSP and our WS as Wc.
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to expect this interaction to couplemore strongly to protons than to neutrons, we prefer to report our results in
terms of CS. To do so, we use the relation = ( )W A Z WS S,p to determineWS from the reported values forWS,p.

Finally, the experimentally determined energy shift arising from the nucleon–electron SP interaction is

w = ( )C W , A.19SP S S

and the totalT-violating energy shift is

w = - + = + ( )d C W d W C W . A.20T e e deff S S S S

Note that the sign of the CS term is opposite to that used, incorrectly, in our original paper [19].

A.3. Relation to other notations in the literature
Table A1 shows some of the conventions used in the literature to describe theT-violating electron–nucleon
interaction inmolecular systems, and how they relate to our conventions.We note in particular three key
differences between the (shared) conventions of [29, 140]—which currently provide themost accurate values for
Wd andWS—and ours. First: these references define n̂ in the direction opposite to


D, and hence opposite to

ours. This in turnmeans that their definition ofΩ has opposite sign to ours. Hence, the same physical energy
shifts (defined asD = WE WdEDM both there and here) are obtained only if we takeWd to have sign opposite to

TableA1. Summary of the different conventions used in some of the literature relating to eEDMmeasurements/theory.Where entries are
left blank the convention is not stated in the reference provided. Quantities in square brackets are not explicitly stated in the references but
are implied. In some cases, nomenclature has beenmodified for consistency. Footnotes provide specific references for the equations shown.

n̂ 


eff DEEDM DESP

ACME  W = - W = -
 

·d W d de d e eeff eff WC WS S

Lee et al [139] -
 

·de eff
a

YbF [101] -
 

·de eff
b

Kozlov et al [130, 142] + WW dd e
c

Skripnikov et al [30, 131, 140] + W = + W( )W d d sgnd e e eff
d + WW kT,P T,P

e, where =k AC ZT,P S
f

Fleig et al [29, 143, 144] + W = + W[ ( )]W d d sgnd e e eff
g + WW kP,T S

h, where =k AC ZS S

Dzuba et al [132, 133] + W = - W[ ( )] [ ( )]W d dsgn sgnd e e eff
i + W[ ( )]W C sgnc

SP j

a Reference [139], p 2007.
b Reference [101], p 3.
c Reference [130], above equation (6.27).
d Reference [140], equation (1) and following.
e Reference [140], equation (4).
f Reference [140], equation (4) and [132], equation (25) and following.
g Reference [143], equation (1) and [144] equations (2)–(4).
h Reference [145], equations (3) and (4).
i Reference [132], equation (24) and table 4.
j Reference [132], equation (25).
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that of the reportedWd in these papers. Second: these references define the eEDMenergy shift as
D = + WE deEDM eff , while we have shown that in our notation D = - WE deEDM eff . Here there are two sign

differences (one from the overall sign, one from the definition ofΩ). Hence, the same physical energy shifts are
obtainedwhen taking eff to have the same sign as reported in these papers. Third: these references formulate the
SP nucleon–electron interaction in terms of a quantity equivalent to ourWS,p rather than ourWS. Hencewe
must rescale these values as described above, using = ( )W A Z WS S,p. In addition, the same physical energy
shiftsD = WE WSP S are obtained only if we takeWS,p to have sign opposite to that of the reportedWS,p in these
papers.

Appendix B.Glossary of abbreviations and symbols

B.1. Experiment switches
During the course of the experiment, we performedmany parameter switches.Most of these switch parameter
symbols are denoted by a superscript tilde ̃ , which indicates that that parameter takes on two values, = ˜ 1.

̃ Used as a quantumnumber,  » W˜ ˜ ( )Msgn , for states of >∣ ∣M 0, W >∣ ∣ 0, that refers to states with
oppositemolecular alignment with respect to the applied electric field. It is also used to refer to the
experiment switch between spectroscopically addressing states in = ñ∣H J, 1 with opposite values of ̃ .

̃ Denotes the alignment of the applied electric fieldwith respect to the laboratory ẑ axis,  =
˜ ( · ˆ)zsgn where



is the applied electric field.

̃ Denotes the alignment of the appliedmagnetic fieldwith respect to the laboratory ẑ axis,  =
˜ ( · ˆ)zsgn

where 

is the appliedmagnetic field.

q̃ Denotes the state of the polarisation dither that is used to extract the contrast in the spin precession
measurement. It refers to the direction of the offset angle in the xy plane of the state readout polarisation
basis ˆ ˆX Y, , relative to the average polarisation of these lasers.

̃ Used as a quantumnumber to denote the parity (eigenvalue of the parity operatorP) of a givenmolecular state
of well-defined parity. It is also used to refer to the experiment switch between spectroscopically addressing
states in = ñ∣C J, 1 with opposite values of ̃ with the state readout lasers.

̃Denotes the state of themapping between the two output channels of the electric field voltage supply, and the
two electric field plates which can be either connected normally (+1), or inverted relative to normal (−1).

̃Denotes the state of an experimental switch of the state readout polarisation basis offset angle with respect to
the x-axis by either 0 +( )1 or p 2 -( )1 .

̃ Denotes the state of an experimental switch of the global polarisation; the state preparation and state readout
lasers are rotated synchronously by a common angle. This can be thought of as a redefinition of the x̂ and ŷ
axes in the xy plane.

z Denotes themagnitude of themagnetic field along the ẑ direction in the laboratory,  =


∣ · ˆ∣zz . This
parameter is switched between three values differing by about 20 mG. Infigure 35, channelsX that are ‘odd’
with respect to this parameter refer to the linear variation ¶ ¶X z .

 Denotes themagnitude of the electric field,  =


∣ ∣. This parameter is switched between two values.

ˆ · ˆk z Denotes the orientation of both the state preparation and the state readout laser pointing directions with
respect to the laboratory ẑ axis. This is a binary switch, = ˆ · ˆk z 1, but we do not denote this switchwith a
tilde aswe dowith the other binary switch parameters.

B.2. Laser parameters
There are a variety of laser parameters which are used to describe the state preparation laser that is denotedwith a
subscript ‘prep’, or the state readout lasers that are denotedwith a subscript ‘read’ if the property applies to both
state readout lasers, orwith subscriptsX andY, if the parameter can vary between the two readout lasers.

k̂ Laser pointing direction. In this paper, the pointing direction is always nearly aligned or antialignedwith
respect to the laboratory ẑ axis such that » ˆ · ˆk z 1.

Jk Defined in equation (51). Polar angle of deviation of the pointing k̂ from aligned or anti-alignedwith the
ẑ axis.
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jk Defined in equation (51). Azimuthal angle denoting the direction in the xy plane, relative to the x-axis, of the

deviation of the pointing k̂ from the ẑ axis.

̂ Complex laser polarisation. The readout laser polarisations are also referred to as X̂ and Ŷ as an alternative to
̂X and ̂Y at some points.

ê Effective polarisation. Used to parameterise the effect of experiment imperfections on themolecule state as the
polarisation vector that would be required to obtain the samemolecule state in the absence of those
experiment imperfections.

q Defined in section 3.1 and equation (14) as the linear polarisation angle of the complex polarisation vector.

QDefined in section 3.1 and equation (14) as encoding the ellipticity of the complex polarisation vector.

SDefined in section 3.1.2 as the relative circular Stokes parameter, º = QS S I cos 23 .

wL Laser frequency.

P Laser power.

Wr Rabi frequency for a particular laser beam and transition. Defined as the transition dipolematrix element
multiplied by the amplitude of the electric field associatedwith the laser beam.

GOptical retardance for some birefrigent element along the laser beampath.

fG Angle in the xy plane of the fast axis associatedwith an optical retardanceΓ.

B.3.Molecular states andparameters
These symbols are all used to describe themolecular energy level structure and themanner inwhich our laser
light interacts with themolecules, in particular for the state preparation and readout processes.

JTotal angularmomentum.

MProjection of J onto the laboratory ẑ-axis.

W Projection of J onto the internuclear axis, n̂.

BHRotational constant of theH state.

eff ‘Effective electricfield’ towhichwe consider the eEDM to be subjected.

DW,1TheΩ-doublet splitting of the = ñ∣H J, 1 state.

D1 Expectation value of themolecular electric dipolemoment of the = ñ∣H J, 1 state.

g1 The g-factor of the = ñ∣H J, 1 state.

h Defined in equation (35), it is proportional to the g-factor difference between the two ̃ states.

 ñ∣ ˜, Sublevels within the = ñ∣H J, 1 (eEDM sensitive)manifold, labelled by their values ofM and ̃ .

ñ∣ ˜C, Sublevel towhichmolecules are excited during state preparation and readout. One of two sublevels in the

= ñ∣C J, 1 manifold, withM= 0 and parity  = ˜ 1.

  ñ∣ ( ˆ ) ˜ ˜B , , Superposition ofM sublevels within the = ñ∣ ˜H J, 1, manifold that is depleted during state
preparationwith a laser beamof polarisation ̂ , as defined in equation (12).

  ñ∣ ( ˆ ) ˜ ˜D , , Superposition ofM sublevels within the = ñ∣ ˜H J, 1, manifold that remains after state
preparationwith a laser beamof polarisation ̂ , as defined in equation (13).

  ñ∣ ( ˆ ) ˜ ˜B , , Instantaneous eigenvectors of the three-level system formed by   ñ∣ ( ˆ ) ˜ ˜B , , ,   ñ∣ ( ˆ ) ˜ ˜D , ,
and ñ∣ ˜C, , as defined in equation (60).

DOne-photon detuning from resonance, discussed in section 3.2.4 and defined in equation (27).

g Decay rate of the a given electronic state. The electronic state label is given in the subscript. Inmost of the
paper, only gC, the decay rate of theC state, is relevant.

Wr TransitionRabi frequency, which is proportional to the square root of the laser intensity.

E E,B D Instantaneous eigenenergies of the dressed three-level system, defined in equation (61).
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ċ Complex polarisation rotation rate defined in section 5.2.3.

PDefined and discussed in section 5.2.3 and equation (71). This is a factor in the AC Stark shift phase that is
independent of laser polarisation but depends on the laser detuning andRabi frequency.

vPThemean longitudinal velocity of themolecular beam.

B.4.Measurement quantities
These symbols represent quantities related to themeasurement of the accumulated phase and theway inwhich it
is extracted during data analysis, as well as some related quantities pertaining to systematic studies.

NTotal number ofmeasurments performed, equivalent to the number of detected photoelectrons.

N0Number ofmolecules in the state readout region in the particular ̃ level being addressed.

f Fraction of fluorescence photons emitted in the state readout region that are detected.

SRecorded photoelectron count ratemeasured on the photodetectors.

FPhotoelectron count rate due to themolecule fluorescence. FX Y, is used to denote themolecular fluorescence
induced by theX andY state readout lasers, respectively. Fcut is used to denote thefluorescence threshold
abovewhich datawas included in the analysis.

BBackground count rate primarily due to scattered light from the state readout lasers. This background signal is
subtracted from the rawphotoelectron signal S to obtain thefluorescence photoelectron count
rate, = -F S B.

 Signal asymmetry as defined in equation (20).

 Spin precession fringe contrast, as defined in equation (21), is the sensitivity of the asymmetry tomolecular
spin precession.

f Actual spin precession phase of themolecules as defined in equation (16).

FMeasured spin precession phase as described in section 3.1.2,  F = ( )2 .

tMeasured spin precession time as described in sections 3.1 and 4.2.1.

wMeasured spin precession frequency, as defined in equation (34), w t= F .

c2 Reduced chi-squared statistic, c = å
-( )({ })

N i
x f x

dx
2 1 2

i i

idof
, where Ndof is the number of degrees of freedom, xi

are the data points, dxi are the uncertainties, and ({ })f xi is afit function that can depend on i and the
ensemble of all of the data, { }x . For normally distributed data that fits well to the applied fit function, c2

should be consistent with 1.

w Themeasurement channel of interest, the spin precession frequency channel that is correlatedwith ̃ and
̃ . The expected eEDMsignal should contribute to this channel.

wT The contribution to spin precession frequency w induced byT-odd spin precession effects in theH state
in ThO.

wP A systematic error in the w channel that is proportional to some parameter P.
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